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The  gigantic  mola,  a  relative  of  the 

puffer,  can  weigh  as  much  as  5,000 

pounds.  The  disk-shaped  fish  lacks  a  true 
tail  and  propels  itself  with  its  long  dorsal 
and  anal  fins.  It  often  rests  on  its  side  at 

the  water’s  surface  and  basks  in  the  sun. 
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One  species  of  slave-making  ants  raids 
other  ant  nests,  drives  off  the  queen  and 

her  workers,  and  steals  and  rears  the 

brood.  The  pupae  emerge  as  slaves, 

foraging  for  the  colony,  removing  wastes, 

A  desolate  North  Atlantic  island  thirty- 
five  miles  off  the  northeast  coast  of 

Newfoundland  was  once  the  nesting 

ground  of  some  200,000  great  auks.  The 

large,  flightless  seabird  became  extinct 

150  years  ago.  Its  demise  is  a  sad  tale  of 

careless  human  exploitation. 
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The  detritus  of  a  war  half  a  century  ago 
still  litters  the  bottom  of  the  South 

Pacific.  Islanders  recycle  some  materiel 

(including  explosives)  and  turn  famous 
battle  sites  such  as  Truk  Lagoon,  where 

more  than  thirty  Japanese  ships  were 

sunk  in  a  few  days,  into  tourist 
destinations  for  divers. 
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The  mola  is  impervious  to  most 

predators,  but  killer  whales,  sea  lions,  and 
humans  take  a  toll  on  the  gentle  giant. 
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and  excavating  new  chambers.  Another 

species  of  slave-making  ants  depends  on 
the  ability  of  the  queen  to  invade  a 

foreign  colony  and  kill  the  resident 

queen.  She  gets  the  workers  to  accept  her 
as  their  new  queen  by  covering  herself 

with  the  perfume  of  the  slain  queen. 

Cuckoos,  minnows,  and  many  other 
creatures  have  evolved  successful 

parasitic  strategies,  but  slave-making  ants 
are  the  supreme  social  parasites. 
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Scientists  became  alarmed  when  their 

study  population  of  vervets,  modest-sized 

monkeys  found  in  Kenya’s  Amboseli 
National  Park,  fell  drastically, 

disappearing  in  growing  numbers.  In 
addition,  the  decline  was  exaggerated  by 

the  “Nairobi  effect” — more  monkeys 
disappeared  each  time  the  researchers  left 

their  camp  for  a  few  days  to  visit  Kenya’s 
capital  city.  As  with  many  natural 

mysteries,  the  solution  has  several 

interacting  elements:  the  behavior  of 

leopards,  the  century-long  cycle  of  fever 
trees,  and  the  dangers  for  territorial 

monkeys  when  they  must  move  to 

strange  turf. 
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Most  snails  thrive  in  cool,  moist  climates, 

so  researchers  were  surprised  by  the 

extent  of  the  populations  of  three 
different  snails  in  the  arid  highlands  of 

Israel’s  Negev  Desert.  Furthermore,  these 
snails  graze  heavily  on  lichens  and  even 

eat  bare  rock  by  scraping  it  into  fine 

particles  with  their  tough,  tonguelike 

radula.  During  the  heat  of  the  day,  the 

snails  retreat  beneath  the  rocks,  where 

they  defecate  nutritious  pellets  that 

contribute  significantly — about  800 

pounds  per  acre  per  year — to  the  region’s limited  soils. 
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Letters 

Leviathan  Locomotion 

In  “Hooking  Leviathan  by  Its  Past” 

(“This  View  of  Life,”  May  1994),  Stephen 
Jay  Gould  appropriately  notes  that 

cetacean  evolution  required  only  slight 
modification  of  terrestrial  locomotor 

movements  in  the  transition  to  aquatic 

propulsion.  Mechanically,  however,  the 

transition  required  a  major  change  in  the 

manner  propulsive  force  was  generated. 

Semiaquatic  mammals  (such  as 

beavers,  muskrats,  or  river  otters)  swim  by 

paddling,  whereas  fully  aquatic  animals 

(such  as  dolphins  or  seals)  oscillate  their 

hydrofoil-like  flukes  or  flippers.  The  latter 

method  is  at  least  twice  as  efficient  as  pad¬ 
dling.  Ancestral  cetaceans  changed  from 

paddling  to  hydrofoil  oscillation  probably 

through  the  use  of  a  modified  underwater 

gallop.  Paddling  with  the  feet  while  flex¬ 

ing  and  extending  the  body — otters  do  this 

when  they  are  in  a  hurry — generates 
propulsive  force  by  both  means.  A  long 

tail  would  enhance  propulsion  and  aid  in 
selection  for  the  more  efficient  mode.  The 

discovery  of  Ambulocetus  strongly  argues 
for  this  scenario. 

Why  did  pinnipeds  (seals  and  sea  lions) 

differ  from  cetaceans  in  evolving  the  use 

of  flippers  instead  of  flukes?  The  answer 

may  be  that  their  ancestors  lacked  the 

elongated  tail  so  wonderfully  exploited  by 
cetaceans  and  sirenians. 

Frank  E.  Fish 

West  Chester,  Pennsylvania 

Kudos  for  Fossil  Mammals.  . . 

I  want  to  compliment  you  on  the  special 

edition  on  the  rise  of  mammals  (“The 

Marvelous  Mammalian  Parade,”  April 
1994).  Please  give  us  more.  Does  that 

issue  signal,  I  hope,  the  end  of  dinosaur- mania? 

Francis  A.  Kornegay,  Jr. 

Silver  Spring,  Maryland 

And  a  Correction 

As  a  carpenter,  I  was  intrigued  by  the 

caption  to  the  right  of  the  opening  illustra¬ 

tion  of  “Successful  in  Spite  of  Them¬ 

selves,”  (April  1994).  It  refers  to  glyp- 

todonts’  having  200-pound  carapaces 
sixty  feet  in  diameter.  If  the  glyptodonts  in 

the  painting  are  drawn  to  scale,  they  are 

also  thirty-five  to  forty  feet  high. 

With  wood  prices  going  through  the 

roof,  the  domelike  carapaces  may  well  be 

a  boon  to  the  housing  industry.  Two  men 

could  easily  carry  a  “Glyptodome”  (I’ve 
already  registered  the  trademark)  large 

enough  to  house  several  families.  I  won’t 

be  fooled  by  such  sly  disclaimers  as  “We 

really  meant  sixty  inches  or  six  feet.”  I’m 
sure  there  are  enough  of  these  things  to 
make  us  all  a  bundle. 

Philip  McDonald 

Saugerties,  New  York 

The  Editors  reply:  As  noted  in  our 

caption,  South  American  glyptodonts 

“reached  giant  proportions,”  and  their 
carapaces  did  weigh  some  200  pounds. 

Unfortunately,  because  of  a  typographical 

error,  we  inflated  the  diameter  of  this 

extinct  creature’s  shell  by  a  factor  of  ten. 
So,  rather  than  a  disclaimer,  we  offer  an 

apology  to  the  author,  David  Webb,  and 
to  our  readers.  While  a  disappointment  to 

carpenters,  the  news  may  be  of  interest  to 

plumbers.  Webb  says  that  “some  families 
in  fossil-rich  parts  of  Patagonia  have  used 

the  shells  as  bathtubs.” 

Is  the  Rain  Forest  Really  a 

Medicine  Chest? 

In  his  review  of  Mark  Plotkin’s  “Tales 

of  a  Shaman’s  Apprentice”  (“Reviews,” March  1994),  J.  Worth  Estes  downplays 

Plotkin’s  (and  other  ethnobotanists’) 
claims  for  the  pharmacological  value  of 

“the  nearly  infinite  variety  of  plants”  to  be 

found  in  the  rain  forests.  Estes  writes,  “I 
have  found  no  convincing  evidence  that 
untold  numbers  of  valuable  medicines 

await  us  in  the  Amazon  basin.” Yet  Foster  and  Duke  in  Field  Guide  to 

Medicinal  Plants  (Houghton  Mifflin, 

1990)  cite  numerous  native  and  rain  forest 

plants  currently  used  for  medicinal  pur¬ 
poses.  They  note  that  China  and  India  are 

both  “prime  example[s]  of  5,000-year- 
old.  .  .medical  systems  that  are  constantly 

vindicated.” 
Are  we  to  believe  the  ethnobotanists  or 

the  pharmacologist? 
James  E.  Wilkinson 

Bar  re,  Vermont 

J.  Worth  Estes  replies:  I  have  not  seen 

the  book  Mr.  Wilkinson  cites,  but  I  have 

seen  many  like  it,  including  a  number  that 

were  originally  published  in  China.  Save 

in  the  relatively  few  instances  in  which 

plants  have  yielded  valuable  drugs  (e.g., 

digitalis,  atropine,  and  penicillin),  such 
books  often  ascribe  medicinal  values  to 

plants  on  the  basis  of  anecdotal  data 
alone.  The  most  common  such  claims 

state  only  that  the  plant  is  “used”  by  a 
given  population  to  treat  some  condition. 
These  books  do  not  cite  supporting 
evidence  of  the  kind  that  pharmacologists 

and  physicians  need  to  have  in  hand 
before  they  can  conclude  that  any  drug 
provides  truly  effective  therapy  (however 

efficacy  is  assessed)  for  some  specified 
illness.  I  did  not  write  that  there  are  no 

drugs  waiting  for  us  to  find  them  in  the 
rain  forests  of  the  world — indeed,  the 
National  Cancer  Institute  has  just 
launched  a  massive  search  for  therapeutic 

natural  products.  I  only  argue  that  we 
have  precious  little  evidence  that  they  are 
there. 

A  South  American  glyptodont  fossil  on  display  at  the  American  Museum  of 

Natural  History.  Carapaces  could  be  as  large  as  six  feet  in  diameter. 
J.  Beckett  and  Denis  Finnin;  AMNH 
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A  Map  Isn’t  The  Only 
Place  Where  These  Students 

Have  Found  Africa. 

They’ve  found  that  it  exists  inside  of 

them,  too.  That’s  the  lesson  Anita  Sparks  imparts 

in  a  special  geography  unit  that  focuses  on  the  heritage 

of  African-Americans. 

Not  only  do  the  students  study  the  different  countries 

of  their  forebears,  they  also 

investigate  the  culture,  tradi¬ 

tions,  and  the  circumstances 

of  their  ancestors’  passage  to 

North  America. 

African  garments,  music, 

and  dance  are  demonstrated  and  taught,  along  with  the  tradition  of  the  griot,  the  village  elder 

responsible  for  passing  along  the  village  history  in  the  oral  tradition. 

By  making  this  mental  voyage  back  to  Africa,  Anita’s 

students  become  reunited  with  their  ancestors’  culture  and  gain  a 

new  appreciation  for  a  heritage  that  is  uniquely  their  own. 

That’s  why  State  Farm  is  pleased  to 

present  Anita  Sparks  with  our  Good  Neighbor 

Award  and  $5,000  to  Dr.  Martin  Luther  King,  Jr. 

Elementary  School  in  Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin. 

STATE  FARM 

INSURANCE 
_ 

Good 
Neighbor 
Award 
STATE  FARM  INSURANCE  COMPANIES 

Home  Offices:  Bloomington,  Illinois 

The  Good  Neighbor  Award  was  developed  in  cooperation 

with  the  National  Council  for  Geographic  Education. 



The  Great  Auk  Cemetery 
How  a  tiny  North  Atlantic  island  became  the  main  burial  ground  for  an  entire  species 

by  Bill  Montevecchi 

For  decades  now,  I  have  returned  each 

summer  to  the  seabird  capital  of  the  North 

Atlantic,  a  desolate,  foul-smelling,  surf- 
pounded  mass  of  granite,  known  as  Funk 

Island,  off  Newfoundland’s  northeast 

coast.  On  this  “marvelously  terrible 

place,”  as  a  local  skipper  calls  it,  I  have 
studied  the  colonies  of  gannets,  murres, 

and  puffins  that  help  me  monitor  ecologi¬ 
cal  changes  in  the  ocean.  But  as  I  study  the 

living  birds,  I  cannot  ignore  the  constant 

presence  of  a  ghost  species:  the  extinct 

great  auk,  once  known  (inaccurately)  as 

“the  penguin  of  the  North  Atlantic.”  Funk 
Island  once  contained  as  many  as  200,000 

of  these  magnificent  seabirds,  and  its  very 

soil  is  made  of  their  decom¬ 

posed  carcasses.  This  year 

marks  a  somber  anniver¬ 

sary — it  was  150  years  ago 
that  humans  wiped  out  the 

last  survivors  of  this  species. 
A  relative  of  the  razorbills 

and  puffins,  and  about  the 

size  of  a  small  goose,  the 

great  auk  was  black-bodied 
with  a  white  underbelly,  and 

walked  erect,  like  a  penguin. 

A  large,  oblong  white  spot 

marked  the  space  between 

its  eyes  and  powerful  bill. 

Although  flightless,  great 

auks  could  “fly”  rapidly  and 
gracefully  underwater, 

where  they  fed  on  capelin 

and  bottom-dwelling  fishes, 
such  as  lumpfishes.  These 

auks  were  also  capable  of 

making  long  sea  journeys, 

and  spent  much  time  on  the 

Grand  Banks  of  Newfound¬ 

land.  Auks  were  so  numer¬ 

ous  there  that  they  were  de¬ 

picted  in  eighteenth-century 
editions  of  The  English 

Pilot,  a  guide  to  North 

American  waters,  as  indica¬ 

tors  to  navigators  that  the 
Grand  Banks  were  near.  At 

foundland’s  Great  Northern  Peninsula. 
One  of  the  earliest  documentations  of \ 

Funk  Island  comes  from  a  chart  prepared 

by  Pedro  Rinel,  who  was  associated  with 

Gaspar  Corte-Real’s  New  World  ex¬ 

ploratory  cruise  of  1500.  Rinel’s  chart  in¬ 
dicates  an  “Y.  dos  Aves,”  or  “Island  of 

Birds,”  near  the  location  of  Funk  Island.  In 
one  of  the  very  first  estimates  of  North 

American  seabird  populations,  a  six¬ 

teenth-century  observer  named  Sir 
Richard  Whitboume  thought  that  the  Funk 

Island  auks  “multiply  infinitely.”  “God 
made  the  innocencie  of  so  poor  a  creature 
to  become  such  an  admirabel  instrument 

for  the  sustenation  of  man,”  he  wrote. 
In  1534,  Jacques  Cartier 

was  among  the  first  Euro¬ 
pean  explorers  to  land  there, 
and  he  loaded  several  barrels 

of  salted  great  auks  aboard 

his  ship  before  continuing 

his  voyage.  The  birds  proved 
so  delectable  that  Cartier 

sailed  directly  to  Funk  Island 
the  following  year,  before 

making  his  way  to  the  Gulf 

of  Saint  Lawrence.  “In  less 

than  halfe  an  hour,”  he 
wrote,  “we  filled  two  boats 
full  of  [auks],  as  if  they  have 

bene  stones,  so  that  besides 

them  which  we  did  eat  fresh, 

every  ship  did  powder  and 
salt  five  or  sixe  barrels  of 

them.”  Raids  on  the  island  to 

stock  ships’  larders  contin¬ 
ued  for  more  than  four  hun¬ 

dred  years.  Fresh  food  sup¬ 
plies  became  quickly 

depleted  on  long  ocean  voy¬ 

ages,  and  by  the  time  vessels 
crossed  the  Atlantic  their 

crews  and  passengers  were 

hungry  for  fresh  protein. 

Near  the  journey’s  end,  a 

quick  stop  at  one  of  New¬ 
foundland’s  seabird  rook¬ 

eries,  particularly  Funk  Is- 

one  time  the  great  auk  population  was  so 

large  that  most  people  scoffed  at  the  idea 
that  the  birds  could  ever  become  extinct. 

Auks,  however,  had  the  misfortune  of 

being  docile  and  defenseless  on  land,  and 

much  sought  after  by  humans.  Millenni¬ 

ums  before  Europeans  came  to  New¬ 
foundland,  Native  Americans  hunted  great 

auks  and  collected  their  eggs,  as  we  know 

from  the  quantities  of  bones  and  eggshells 

in  paleo-Indian  middens.  Great  auks  also 

held  spiritual  significance  for  early  aborig¬ 
inal  Americans,  and  large  numbers  of  auk 
beaks  have  been  found  interred  in  human 

graves  at  the  cemetery  of  Maritime  Ar¬ 

chaic  Peoples  at  Port  aux  Choix  on  New- 

The  great  auk,  or  “penguin  of  the  North  Atlantic, 
was  hunted  to  extinction  150  years  ago. 

From  Extinct  Birds,  by  Walter  Rothschild;  AMNH 
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I  ’'.'IX 

Sharing  has  always  come  easy 
in  this  place  we  call  home. 

The  Cayman  Islands. 

A  peaceful  island  trio  nestled 
beneath  Caribbean  skies. 

A  place  filled  with  warm 
friendly  people  who  respect 

the  natural  beauty  that  surrounds 
them.  Turquoise  waters  that  run 

clean  and  clear.  Pristine 

beaches  that  sparkle  and  soothe. 

Golf,  tennis,  shopping  and 

sightseeing  are  also  yours  on 
Grand  Cayman,  Cayman  Brae 

and  Little  Cayman. 

“Those  who  know  us, 

love  us.” 

K99 

Fly  here  on  a  comfortable 
Cayman  Airways  jet.  For 

reservations,  call  your  travel 
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land,  became  a  necessity.  In  this  respect, 

Funk  Island  may  be  regarded  as  the  New 

World’s  first  fast-food  takeout. 

The  use  of  great  auks  for  mariners’  fare, 

however,  did  not  dent  the  species’  prolific 
population  nearly  as  much  as  the  subse¬ 
quent  mass  slaughters  to  obtain  feathers, 

fat,  and  oil.  During  the  second  half  of  the 

eighteenth  century,  crews  lived  on  Funk 

Island  all  summer  to  gather  tons  of  feath¬ 

ers.  “As  the  birds  could  not  fly,”  according 

to  one  eyewitness  report,  “the  fishermen 
would  surround  them  in  small  boats  and 

drive  them  ashore.”  There  the  birds  were 
herded  into  stone  corrals,  then  thrown  live 

into  caldrons  of  boiling  water,  plucked, 
and  cast  aside.  Their  feathers  became  the 

basis  of  a  mattress  and  puff  pillow  indus¬ 
try.  Oil  was  extracted  for  fueling  lamps. 

As  there  was  no  wood  on  the  island,  thou¬ 

sands  of  the  auk’s  fat-laden  bodies  were 

used  to  feed  the  fires  under  the  great  boil¬ 
ing  pots.  Thousands  more  were  simply 

thrown  into  a  rocky  field,  where  they 

eventually  composted  into  the  rich  soil 

that  supports  the  island’s  only  grassy  area. 

Apparently,  the  auk’s  lack 
of  flexibility  in  its  breeding 

habits  contributed  to  its  ex¬ 
tinction.  Great  numbers  of 

them  were  attracted  to  very 

few  breeding  places.  Auks 

built  no  nests,  and  usually 

laid  a  single  egg  on  bare 
rock.  Maine  and  Labrador 

had  plenty  of  suitable  breed¬ 

ing  grounds,  and  some  or¬ 
nithologists  have  speculated 
that  if  the  bird  had  bred  in 

small  colonies  scattered 

along  this  wide  expanse  of 

territory,  instead  of  in  a  few 

island  rookeries,  it  might 
have  survived.  On  the  other 

hand,  there  is  evidence  that 

they  once  occupied  a  much 

wider  range,  even  including 
the  coasts  of  Maine  and 

Massachussetts,  and  were 

driven  to  a  few  remote, 

rocky  islands  by  relentless 

overexploitation. 

As  early  as  1785,  Capt. 

George  Cartwright  sounded 

an  unambiguous  warning. 

“It  has  been  customary  of 

late  years,”  he  wrote, 

for  several  crews  of  men  to 

live  all  summer  on  [Funk]  is¬ 
land  for  the  sole  purpose  of 

killing  birds  for  the  sake  of 
the  feathers,  the  destruction 

fragments  have  made  their  way  into  vari¬ 
ous  museums  around  the  world.  Yet  some 

200-year-old  remains  of  the  birds  can  still 
be  found  on  Funk  Island.  Atlantic  puffins 

have  bumowed  into  the  peaty  soil  and  es¬ 
tablished  a  breeding  colony  of  some  2,000 

pairs  on  the  island.  Every  now  and  again  a 

great  auk  bone  is  kicked  outside  a  burrow 

entrance  by  a  puffin  enlarging  a  subter¬ 
ranean  nest  site.  About  fifteen  years  ago,  I 

began  searching  for  great  auk  bones,  and 

soon  gathered  almost  enough  to  begin 

constructing  a  skeleton.  Eventually,  with 

the  generous  help  and  expertise  of  several 

zoologists  (and  a  few  key  bones  from 
Funk  Island  that  had  found  their  way  into 

the  collections  of  Harvard’s  Museum  of 

Comparative  Zoology),  we  re-created  the 
first  complete  skeleton  of  the  great  auk  in 
Canada.  It  is  now  housed  in  the  Centre  for 

Newfoundland  Studies  at  Memorial  Uni¬ 

versity  of  Newfoundland.  While  an  admit¬ 
tedly  futile  gesture,  it  helped  me  feel  that 
we  were  trying  to  make  amends  for  past 

crimes  against  the  seabirds,  and  had  at 

least  restored  one  great  auk  to  its  home. 
Each  summer,  I  return  to 

Funk  Island,  studying  liv¬ 

ing  seabirds  to  assess  the 

health  of  the  world’s 
oceans.  As  the  most  vis¬ 
ible,  most  accessible,  and 

widest-ranging  biological 

indicators  of  the  marine  en¬ 
vironment,  they  offer  much 
information  to  a  scientist. 

However,  I  also  feel  deeply 

protective  toward  these 

birds  of  the  ocean.  I  under¬ 
stand  their  ultimate 

fragility  and  how  vulner¬ 

able  they  are  to  human-in¬ 
duced  pollution,  disturb¬ 
ance,  and  overfishing.  On 
Funk  Island,  the  lessons 

and  spirits  of  the  great  auks 

are  an  ever  present  re¬ minder  that  I  study  living 

birds  in  the  midst  of  the 

great  “penguin”  cemetery 
of  the  North  Atlantic. 

Bill  Montevecchi  is  a  pro¬ 

fessor  of  biology  and  psy¬ 

chology  at  Memorial  Uni¬ 
versity  of  Newfoundland, 
where  he  also  chairs  the 

biopsychology  program. 

With  L.  M.  Tuck,  he  co-au¬ 
thored  Newfoundland 

Birds  (Cambridge:  Nuttall 
Press,  1987). 

which  they  have  made  is  incredible.  If  a 

stop  is  not  soon  put  to  that  practice,  the 
whole  breed  will  be  diminished  to  almost 

nothing,  particularly  the  penguins  [auks]: 
for  this  is  now  the  only  island  they  have  left 

to  breed  upon:  all  the  others  lying  so  near 

the  shores  of  Newfoundland,  they  are  con¬ 
tinually  robbed. 

By  the  early  nineteenth  century,  magis- 

tates  at  Saint  John’s  prohibited  further  tak¬ 
ing  of  auks  and  eggs,  on  penalty  of  public 

floggings  for  offenders.  Nevertheless,  the 
ban  came  too  late  to  save  the  auks,  which 

perhaps  had  already  passed  their  point  of 
no  return. 

The  last  two  known  great  auks  were 

killed  on  June  3,  1844,  on  a  rocky  islet  off 
southwest  Iceland.  Visitors  to  Funk  Island 

in  the  late  nineteenth  century  found  huge 

piles  of  great  auk  bones,  and  small  popula¬ 
tions  of  nesting  seabirds  of  other  species. 
About  1860,  a  vessel  removed  a  load  of 

auk  remains  to  be  used  as  farm  fertilizer  in 

the  countryside  around  Boston,  Baltimore, 
and  New  York. 

Huge  collections  of  great  auk  skeletal 

From  the  air,  Funk  Island’s  gannet  colony 
appears  as  a  white  area,  while  the  green 

patches  are  grass  growing  from  the  composting 

remains  of  thousands  of  great  auk  carcasses. 
Bill  Montevecchi 
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This  View  of  Life 
\ 

Happy  Thoughts  on  a  Sunny 

Day  in  New  York  City 
Scientific  curiosity  kills  the  cynic 

by  Stephen  Jay  Gould 

Galileo  described  the  universe  in  his 

most  famous  line:  “This  grand  book  is 
written  in  the  language  of  mathematics, 

and  its  characters  are  triangles,  circles,  and 

other  geometrical  figures.”  Why  should 
the  laws  of  nature  be  subject  to  statement 

in  such  elegantly  basic  algebra?  Why  does 

gravity  work  by  the  principle  of  inverse 

squares?  Why  do  simple  geometries  per¬ 

vade  nature — from  the  hexagons  of  the 
honeycomb  to  the  complex  architecture  of 

crystals?  D’Arcy  Thompson,  author  of 
Growth  and  Form  and  my  earliest  intellec¬ 
tual  hero  (along  with  my  father  and 

Charles  Darwin),  wrote  that  “the  harmony 
of  the  world  is  made  manifest  in  Form  and 

Number,  and  the  heart  and  soul  and  all  the 

poetry  of  Natural  Philosophy  are  embod¬ 
ied  in  the  concept  of  mathematical 

beauty.”  Many  scientists,  if  only  to  coin  a 
striking  metaphor,  depict  a  creating  God 
as  a  mathematician  from  the  realm  of 

Plato  or  Pythagoras.  The  physicist  James 

Jeans  wrote:  “From  the  intrinsic  evidence 
of  his  creation,  the  Great  Architect  of  the 

Universe  now  begins  to  appear  as  a  pure 

mathematician.” 
But  much  of  nature  is  messy  and  multi¬ 

farious,  markedly  resistant  to  simple 

mathematical  expression  (at  least  before 

fractals  gave  us  a  way  to  formulate  the 

complexities  of  a  mountaintop,  a  coast¬ 
line,  or  a  leaf).  And  other  scientists  have 

developed  equally  striking  metaphors 

about  a  creator  who  revels  in  the  unquan- 

tifiable  details — as  in  J.  B.  S.  Haldane’s 
famous  quip  (see  my  column  of  January 
1993)  that  God  must  have  an  inordinate 
fondness  for  beetles. 

We  have,  in  many  respects,  been  over¬ 

sold  on  the  mathematical  precision  of  na¬ 

ture.  Even  the  preeminent  field  for  ab¬ 

stract,  quantified  beauty — a  domain 
whose  very  name,  celestial  mechanics, 

seems  to  evoke  ethereal  harmony — in¬ 
cludes  ever  so  many  awfully  messy  and 

downright  inconvenient  irregularities. 

Why,  for  example,  couldn’t  God  have  ar¬ 
ranged  some  simple  and  decent  propor¬ 

tionality  between  the  earth’s  axial  rotation 

and  solar  revolution.  Why  didn’t  he  give 
the  year  a  nice  even  number  of  days,  with¬ 
out  elaborate  fractions  that  demand  com¬ 

plex  seat-of-the -pants  corrections  in  our 
calendars.  Why  365  days  and  almost  (but 

not  quite)  an  extra  quarter? — so  that  we 
have  to  add  a  leap  day  every  fourth  time 

round,  but  remove  it  again  every  hundred 

years  (because  God  ordained  a  little  less 

than  an  extra  quarter  after  365),  except  for 

every  four  hundred  years  when  we  put  it 

back  again.  (And  thus,  if  you  penetrated 

that  sentence,  you  will  grasp  why  2000 

will  be  a  leap  year,  even  if,  among  some 

purists,  it  will  not  make  a  millennium.) 

Nature  also  mocks  our  attempt  to  en¬ 

case  her  in  a  Platonic  straitjacket  by  estab¬ 

lishing  an  almost  laughably  fortuitous  rea¬ 
son  for  some  apparent,  highly  visible 

regularities  that  have  played  a  major  role 

in  human  history.  In  my  favorite  example, 

much  discussed  by  many  commentators, 

solar  and  lunar  eclipses  produce  a  gor¬ 

geously  precise  and  tight  fit  (as  the  moon’s 
shadow  snugly  covers  the  sun  and  vice 

versa).  Must  not  such  exactitude  be  ex¬ 

plicitly  arranged,  or  at  least  arise  as  a  pre¬ 
dictable  consequence  from  one  of  those 

mathematically  elegant  laws  of  nature? 
But  the  effect  is  only  a  happenstance  of 

history.  The  sun’s  diameter  is  about  400 

times  larger  than  the  moon’s.  But  the  sun 
is  also  about  400  times  more  distant — so 

their  disks  appear  the  same  size  to  an  ob¬ 
server  on  earth.  (Now  consider  how  much 

of  human  mythology  rests  upon  an  image 

of  two  guardians,  intimately  related  by 

their  common  size:  “And  God  made  two 

great  lights:  the  greater  light  to  rule  the 

day,  and  the  lesser  light  to  rule  the  night.”) When  nature  so  mocks  us,  she  often 

comes  clean  every  once  in  a  while,  as  if  to 

offer  confession  for  such  a  sublime  joke. 

On  May  10,  1994,  a  rare  form  of  solar 

eclipse,  far  less  spectacular  than  the  con¬ 
ventional  lid  of  darkness,  but  immensely 

fascinating  for  its  own  more  subtle 

strangeness,  enveloped  much  of  North 

America.  The  moon’s  distance  from  the 

earth  varies  quite  a  bit  during  its  revolu¬ 

tion  (planetary  orbits  are  also  not  so  regu¬ 

lar  as  the  charts  in  our  high-school  text¬ 
books  implied).  If  a  solar  eclipse  occurs 
when  the  moon  lies  at  maximal  distance 

from  the  earth,  then  the  lunar  shadow  does 

not  fully  cover  the  sun’s  disk.  At  totality, 
therefore,  a  ring  of  bright  light  remains  at 

the  sun’s  periphery.  Such  eclipses  are 
called  annular,  from  a  Latin  word  for  ring. 

(Annular  eclipses  are  much  less  spectacu¬ 

lar  than  total  eclipses  at  normal  lunar  dis¬ 

tances,  for  a  ring  of  bright  sunshine  still 

yields  substantial  light — as  much  or  more 
than  on  an  ordinary  cloudy  day — while 

the  sky  turns  off  as  if  God  threw  a  light 

switch  when  the  moon’s  larger  disk  fully covers  the  sun.) 
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Don't  you  wish 
we  could  just  do  this  to  CFCs. 
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In  a  way  we  can— 
if  we  cool  our  buildings  with 
natural  gas. 

Natural  gas  absorption 

cooling  equipment  cools  with 

water,  rather  than  with  CFCs, 

which  deplete  the  ozone  layer. 

It  also  has  fewer  moving 

parts  than  conventional  cooling 

systems,  which  means  mainte¬ 
nance  costs  are  lower. 

And,  because  it  costs 

much  less  to  operate,  it  cuts  the 

energy  costs  of  cooling— by 

up  to  50%. There’s  another  big  benefit, 

too.  It  saves  electricity  during 

the  heat  of  the  summer,  when 

demand  is  at  its  highest. 

As  a  result,  we  can  help 

our  cities  avoid  brownouts. 

And  help  reduce  the  need  for 

power  plants.  Best  of  all,  we 

can  help  America  balance  the 

use  of  its  energy  resources. 

No  doubt  about  it,  natural 

gas  is  a  high-tech,  low-cost 

way  to  keep  cool  without 

CFCs. 
It’s  a  cool  way  to  help  save 

our  ozone  layer,  too. 

Think  what  we’ll  save. 



The  Last 
Silver  of 
Imperial 
China 

Legendary  1890-1911 

Silver  " Dragon "  Dollars 

Historic  treasures 

from  the  romantic  silk-and- 

spice  "China  Trade"  era,  these 

magnificent  silver  "Dragon" dollars  were  the  last  issued 

under  the  Ch'ing  dynasty  in 
the  twilight  of  Imperial  China. 
Their  high  silver  content 
matched  the  largest  silver  trade 
dollars  of  Western  nations,  and 

their  intricate  Dragon  design 
symbolized  bounty  and 

China's  ancient  culture.  Only 
a  tiny  fraction  has  survived 

China's  turbulent  20th  century. International  Coins  & 

Currency,  Inc.  is  offering 
certified-authentic  1890-1911 

silver  "Dragon"  dollars  of 
China  for  only  $49  each,  5  for 
$225  or  10  for  $395.  Order 

#6702.  Each  big  39mm  coin 
contains  27  gms.  of  .900  silver. 
There  are  slight  variations  in 
the  Dragon  design.  To  order 

by  credit  card,  call  toll-free 
1-800-451-4463  at  any  time.  Or 
send  a  check  or  money  order 
to:  International  Coins  & 

Currency,  Inc.,  11E.  State  St., 

Box  218,  Dept.  3085,  Montpe¬ 
lier,  Vermont  05601.  Add  just 

$2  for  postage.  Money-back 
guarantee  —  30-day  home 
examination.  _ 
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I  was  angry  with  myself  on  May  10. 

The  eclipse  was  88  percent  complete  at 

my  Boston  home,  while  totality  beckoned 

only  an  hour  or  two  north  at  Concord, 

New  Hampshire,  and  many  other  pleasant 

sites  throughout  New  England.  The  next 

annular  eclipse  in  New  England  will  occur 

July  23,  2093,  long  past  my  watch — so  it 

was  May  10  or  never  (at  least  without  sub¬ 
stantial  travel)  for  me.  I  ordered  all  my  stu¬ 
dents  to  drive  into  the  region  of  totality  on 

pain  of  instant  expulsion.  (Professors — 
reveling  in  these  odd  moments  of  surcease 

from  Shaw’s  observation  that  those  who 

can,  do;  while  those  who  can’t,  teach — re¬ 
ally  do  enjoy  such  application  of  limited 

power.  I  so  ordered,  and  not  a  one  of  them 

went — to  their  eternal  shame,  but  other¬ 

wise  without  consequence.)  Meanwhile, 

duty  bound  to  honor  a  commitment  made 
before  I  heard  about  the  eclipse,  I  went 

south  to  New  York  City,  toward  less  solar 

coverage  by  an  already  compromised 
lunar  shadow. 

Many  things  keep  us  going  through  this 

vale  of  tears — a  baby’s  smile,  Bach’s  B 
Minor  Mass,  a  decent  bagel.  Every  once  in 

a  while,  as  if  to  grant  us  the  courage  to  go 

on,  the  powers  that  be  turn  one  of  life’s  lit¬ 
tle  disasters  into  a  bit  of  joy  or  an  episode 

of  instruction.  The  Lord  of  the  (Partial) 

Ring  must  have  been  smiling  on  me  this 

May  10,  for  he  brought  me  in  a  sour  mood 

to  my  natal  city  of  New  York  and  then  re¬ 
warded  me  with  a  better  experience  than 

totality  in  Concord  could  ever  have  pro¬ vided. 

I  love  pristine  nature,  but  I  am  a  human¬ 
ist  at  heart,  and  I  revel  more  in  complex  in¬ 
teractions  between  fellow  members  of 

Homo  sapiens  and  the  great  external 
world.  Now  think  of  every  stereotype  you 

hold  about  New  Yorkers.  (They  are  un¬ 

true,  of  course,  but  culturally  powerful  as  a 

recognized  type  or  icon  nonetheless.)  New 

Yorkers  are  harried,  self-centered,  cynical, 

rushed,  acquisitive,  incurious,  uncommu¬ 

nicative,  and  downright  nasty  to  all  hu¬ 

mans  who  cannot  be  wheedled  or  manipu¬ 
lated  for  material  gain.  Right?  Of  course, 

as  all  Americans  know,  even  those  who 

have  never  been  east  of  the  Mississippi!  A 

solar  eclipse  must  therefore  rank  as  the  last 

thing  that  could  ever  intrigue  a  real  New 
Yorker.  I  mean,  gimme  a  break,  Mister. 

You  want  me  to  stop  what  I’m  doing  and 
look  into  the  sky — at  a  partial  and  annular 

eclipse?  Get  lost — and  screw  in  your  own 

light  bulb. 
Yet,  as  Joshua  once  stopped  the  sun 

over  Gibeon,  New  York  City  returned  the 

compliment  on  May  10.  In  midtown  Man¬ 
hattan,  in  the  middle  of  a  busy  working 

day,  New  York  stopped  to  watch  the  sun. 

1 ?..<9rid  whatsoever  Adam  called  every  living  creature, 

that  v43S  the  name  thereof."  (genesis  2.;  19) 

Ihe  ONE  Rl <tHT  WILL  Woolly;  I’ll 

CALL  ItlE  TALL  ONE  ̂ poTT^  ANP  Wt  O^E  W/fA 

iAe  T?Da/K  SHALL  BE  KNOWN 

AS  Vatso... 

Y/\  XiLVvvn 
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Let  me  not  exaggerate.  Many  folks  just 
went  on  about  their  business,  as  the  human 
tide  of  midday  swept  down  Seventh  Av¬ 
enue.  But  large  knots  of  eclipse  watchers 
also  stood  their  ground  on  every  street. 
What  was  it  about  this  less  spectacular 
form  of  the  general  phenomenon — partial 
and  annular,  rather  than  total  and  com¬ 

pletely  covered — that  could  have  inspired 
the  interest  of  New  Yorkers?  Consider  two 

aspects  of  this  remarkable  event. 

First,  in  this  age  of  artificially  induced, 

full-body  shake-me-ups,  from  roller  coast¬ 
ers  to  all  the  electronic  powers  of  film, 

video  games,  and  amplified  sound,  we 

hardly  think  that  anything  so  subtle,  albeit 

pervasive,  as  the  character  of  surrounding 

sunlight  could  move  our  passions  or  even 

invite  our  notice  (but  then  the  impression¬ 
ist  painters  did  have  some  insights  about 

the  power  of  light’s  quality).  It  does  not 
get  very  dark  when  the  sun  is  occluded  by 

80  percent  on  a  bright  day;  an  ordinary 
cloud  cover  reduces  visibility  by  more 

than  this.  Thus,  the  sky  did  not  darken  pre¬ 
cipitously  over  New  York  on  May  10.  But 

we  are  exquisitely  sensitive  to  the  usual 

character  of  light,  even  though  we  may  not 

explicitly  credit  our  awareness  and  may 
not  be  able  even  to  state  what  feels  so  odd. 

It  did  not,  I  repeat,  get  very  dark  over 

New  York,  but  the  cloudless  sky  implied 

brightness,  and  the  day  turned  eerily 

somber,  while  sunlight  continued  to 

reign — and  people  noticed,  and  trembled 

ever  so  slightly.  “Moses  and  the  children 

of  Israel”  sang  a  song  to  God  to  praise  the 
stunning  power  of  altered  celestial  events: 

“The  people  shall  hear  and  be  afraid. .  .the 
dukes  of  Edom  shall  be  amazed;  the 

mighty  men  of  Moab,  trembling  shall  take 

hold  upon  them. .  .they  shall  be  as  still  as  a 

stone”  (Exodus,  chapter  15).  And  so  New 
York,  mightier  by  far  and  incomparably 

more  sophisticated  than  these  old  king¬ 
doms  of  the  Middle  East,  noticed  and 

stood  still  as  a  sky  full  of  daylight  dark¬ 
ened  to  the  level  of  a  clearly  nonexistent 
thunderstorm.  A  woman  said  to  her  friend: 

“Holy  shit,  either  the  world  is  about  to 

end,  or  it’s  going  to  rain — and  it  sure  as 

hell  ain’t  gonna  rain.” 
Second,  the  sight  of  a  crescent  sun  is  so 

unusual,  so  outside  our  daily  experience, 

that  people  do  pause  to  notice,  and  won¬ 
der.  If  the  first  phenomenon,  eerie  (if 

slight)  darkness,  impelled  a  kind  of  vis¬ 

ceral  attention,  the  crescent  sun,  by  con¬ 

trast,  provoked  a  more  intellectual  re¬ 

sponse. 

At  every  eclipse,  official  purveyors  of 

the  news  deluge  us  with  warnings  about 

A  Green  Season  Special 

for  you.  Now! Tiny  Costa  Rica  harbors an  incredible  diversity  of  life 

in  many  different  ecosystems.  It  is  probably 
more  species  rich  than  any  area 

■  A  world  famous  system  of  27  Mortal  Parks 
protects  habitats  ranging  from  coral  reefs 

to  mangroves,  tropical  lowland  rainforest, 
cloudforest  and  paramo. 

The  Green  Season  brings  increased  nesting  activity 

among  the  hundreds  of  residents  bird  species, 

the  (lowering  of  giant  rainforest  trees, 

the  nesting of  thoJands  ofscaturtles 
and  much,  much  more. 

The  Green  Season  is  a  tyme  of  tropical  renewal 
Don't  miss  it. 

CALL  YOiJR 

TRAVEL  AGENT  OR 

PHONE:  1-800-343-6332 

Two  Things  You  Won’t  Get 
On  Your  Average  Treadmill. 
■I  Total-Body 
Efl  Cardiovascular  Fitness! 
The  maker  of  “The  World’s  Best 

Aerobic  Exerciser®,”  NordicTrack,  now 

introduces  the  best  way  to  get  a  total- 

body  workout  while  you  walk.  Unlike 

ordinary  treadmills  that  work  only  your 

lower  body,  NordicTrack’s  WalkFit™ 
exerciser  works  every  major  muscle 

group  in  your  body  for  maximum 
results.  The  total-body  motion 

increases  your  metabolism,  helps 

reduce  stress,  and  increases 

energy  to  help  you  maintain 

a  healthy  cardiovascular 
system  for  a  lifetime.  ,j 

Higher Calorie  Bum! 

Nordicjfack 

30-day 

in-home  trial! 

Research  proves  you’ll  bum  up  to  79% 
more  calories  on  WalkFit  than  on 

ordinary  treadmills.  Because  the 
motion  uses  more  muscle  (your 

body’s  primary  energy-burning 

source),  you  bum  more  calories 
per  workout  than  on  ordinary 

lower-body  exercisers  —  all 
without  adding  time,  distance  or 

difficulty  to  your  routine!  In  fact, 
in  one  hour,  you  can  bum  up 

to  1,000  calories.  WalkFit 

makes  weight  loss  and  exer¬ 
cising  simple  and  enjoyable! 

NordicTrack's 

WALKFIT" 
FREE  Video  and  Brochure! 

NordicTrack's 

WALKFIT” 
or  write:  NordicTrack,  Dept.  LX9H4 

104  Peavey  Road,  Chaska,  MN  55318-2355 
□  Please  send  me  a  FREE  brochure 

□  Also  a  FREE  VHS  videotape 

Call  1-800-441-7512 
Name 

Street 

City 

State 

Zip 

Phone  t  ) 

©1994  NordicTrack,  Inc.,  A  CML  Company  •  All  rights  reserved. 
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grave  dangers  to  our  sight  should  we  stare 

at  the  eclipsing  sun.  Don’t  look  up,  even 
for  a  moment.  The  sun  will  bum  a  painless 

hole  in  your  retina  faster  than  masturbat¬ 
ing  boys  went  blind  in  the  bad  old  days  of 

dire  warnings.  I  do  understand  why  such 

exaggerations  must  be  presented.  Staring 

at  the  sun  for  minutes  on  end  is  a  very  bad 

idea  and  can  have  all  the  consequences 

stated  in  eclipse  warnings — so  news 

sources  must  say  “don’t  look  at  all”  in 
order  to  impart  sufficient  fear  for  prevent¬ 
ing  these  longer  starings.  So  strident  are 

these  warnings  that  many  people  actually 

come  to  believe  in  a  special  power  of 

eclipse  light  to  do  such  harm.  But  one  can, 

of  course,  look  directly  at  the  sun  for  a  mo¬ 

ment  without  danger  on  all  days,  both  reg¬ 
ular  and  eclipsed.  After  all,  we  do  glance 

inadvertently  into  the  sun’s  disk  every 
once  in  a  while,  and  we  do  not  go  blind. 

I  was  standing  on  the  corner  of  Seventh 

Avenue  and  Fifty-third  Street  looking  up 
at  the  sun  and  an  older  woman  pointedly 

stated  as  she  passed  by:  “Don’t  look  at  it; 
you’ll  go  blind.”  I  was  about  to  give  her  a 
minilecture  on  understandable  journalistic 

exaggeration,  but  I  desisted  and  took 

pleasure  instead.  Go  back  to  all  those 

stereotypes  about  New  Yorkers.  Legend 
holds  that  we  never  talk  to  strangers,  but 
she  had  reached  out  to  me.  The  crescent  of 

the  sun  beamed  upon  this  domain  of 

anomie  and  made  us  a  momentary  com¬ munity. 

But  most  people,  and  quite  rightly,  did 

not  look  directly  at  the  sun,  and  took  offi¬ 
cial  advice  for  observation  by  a  clever  set 

of  devices  for  filtering  or  projecting  im¬ 

ages.  And  I  became  grateful  for  this 

panoply  of  strategies  during  my  humanis¬ 
tic  “field  trip”  for  science  through  the 

streets  of  New  York,  for  the  viewing  de¬ 

vices  provoked  discussion  and  encour¬ 
aged  sharing,  and  thus  helped  to  forge  the 

eclipse  community. 

Some  people  looked  up  through  filters. 

A  young  man  had  prepared  several  strips 
of  overdeveloped  film,  and  he  passed 

them  around,  a  double  layer  for  each  ob¬ 
server  (as  the  newspapers  had  advised),  to 

all  interested  parties.  A  welder  on  Fifty- 
third  Street  spent  his  work  break  sharing 

his  goggles  with  the  gathering  crowd. 
Others  took  advantage  of  a  wonderful 

phenomenon  in  optics,  using  the  principle 

that  almost  any  small  hole  or  space  will  act 

as  a  pinhole  camera  to  project  the  image  of 

the  crescent  sun.  Here  New  York  City 

even  holds  an  advantage  over  the  coun¬ 
try — for  an  image  projects  badly  upon 

rumpled  ground,  but  ever  so  well  against  a 
smooth  white  sidewalk.  New  York  is  such 

a  wondrous  mixture  of  colors,  classes, 

dress,  and  activity  (I  have  seen  many  cities 
more  beautiful  and  exotic,  but  none  more 

diverse).  But  we  so  rarely  come  together, 
for  what  can  transcend  our  differences  and 

forge  common  concern?  And  what  answer 

to  this  query  could  be  more  elegant  or  lit¬ 
eral  than  the  pervasive  sun  itself? 

On  Fifty-eighth  Street,  a  West  Indian 
janitor  in  his  work  clothes  stood  in  front  of 

an  apartment  building,  where  a  ripped 

awning  contained  several  small  holes, 

each  of  which  projected  a  beautiful  image 

of  the  crescent  sun  upon  the  sidewalk.  The 

janitor,  acting  the  part  of  a  carnival  barker, 

gathered  the  passersby  under  his  awning 

to  see  the  grand  sight,  gratis  of  course.  At 
the  next  building,  like  the  proprietor  of  the 
adjacent  stall  at  the  same  carnival,  an 

Asian  man  pierced  holes  in  envelopes, 

sheets  of  paper,  and  manila  folders,  show¬ 

ing  people  how  to  project  the  sun’s  image 
upon  the  ground — again  for  free  and  for 
the  sheer  pleasure  of  sharing. 

People  gathered  on  every  street  to  show 

off  their  newly  discovered  devices  for  pro¬ 

jecting  images.  Trees  attracted  the  greatest 
crowds,  for  the  spaces  between  leaves  act 

as  little  cameras,  and  hundreds  of  dancing 
crescent  suns  appeared  on  the  sidewalk 
amid  the  shadows  of  branches  and  leaves. 

The  American  Museum  of  Natural  History 

EXPEDITION  HAT 
The  American  Museum  of  Natural  History  asked  us  to make  a  hat  worthy  of  their  long  tradition  of  exploration.  In 

honor  of  the  Museum's  125  th  anniversary,  we  proudly  present 

the  "Expedition  Hat"  for  the  explorer  in  all  of  us. 
For  125  years,  scientists 
from  The  American 

Museum  of  Natural 

History  have 

mounted  expedi¬ 
tions  to  every 
corner  of  the 

world. 

Braving  harsh  elements, 

rugged  terrain  and  the 
blazing  sun,  these 

explorers  would  don  a 

distinctive  wide- 
brimmed  hat  for 

protection  in  their 
search  for  the 

origins  of  life. 

The  "Expedition  Hat"  embodies  the  spirit 

of  one  of  the  Museum's  great  explorers, 
Roy  Chapman  Andrews,  who  is  said  to  be 

the  model  for  Hollywood's  "Indiana  Jones". 
Andrews  led  a  decade  of  major  expeditions 

for  the  Museum  in  the  1920's  into  China 
and  Mongolia,  unearthing  some  of  the  most 

dramatic  fossils  ever  found.  On  those  jour¬ 
neys  he  always  wore  a  hat  like  this. 

And  best  of  all,  when  you  purchase  this  hat 

you  will  be  contributing  to  the  Museum  and 

the  more  than  1 00  expeditions  which  con¬ 
tinue  to  be  launched  every  year.  Five  sizes: 

S(6%-7),  M (7V6-7V4), 

L (7V4-7V2),  XU7%-7%)  XXL(73/4+). 
Just  $29.  for  each  hat  plus  $4.  S&H. 

This  rugged,  handsome  hat  can  be  worn 

anywhere  -  in  open  deserts  or  on  ocean 
beaches,  in  dense  jungles  or  on  busy  city 

streets.  The  hat  crushes  for  easy  travel,  so  it 

!  can  go  anywhere,  even  to  the  farthest  reaches 
of  the  globe.  Made  of  100%  double-thick, 
preshrunk  cotton  canvas,  the  hat  is  natural  tan 

in  color.  It  features  a  wide  3Vi"  brim  for 
maximum  protection  against  the  sun .  A  leather 

cord  hatband  goes  around  the  crown  and  through 

2  brass  grommets  to  become  a  chinstrap  se¬ 
cured  by  a  Nexus  cordlock  (for  those  windy 

days).  When  not  needed,  the  chinstrap  tucks 

neatly  away  under  the  hat. 

Our  Simple  Guarantee: 

If  you  are  not  completely  satisfied  with  the  hat 

or  the  fit,  return  within  30  days  for  refund  or 

exchange,  as  you  wish. 

Can  Today  1-800-852-0925  HARRISON HOCE  INDUSTRIES 
Mon-Fri  9am-5pm  East  Coast  Time 
VISA,  MC,  AMX,  Checks  &  MOs  accepted 

NY  residents  please  add  sales  tax 

Dept.  NH84E  200  Wilson  Street 

Port  Jefferson  Station,  NY  11776 
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“I  think  you're  becoming  too  dependent  on  me.” 

One  woman,  elegantly  dressed  and  dan¬ 
gling  a  cigarette  from  her  lips,  held  up  her 

hand  into  the  path  of  sunlight  at  the 

eclipse’s  acme,  and  a  crescent  image  ap¬ 
peared  at  the  bottom  of  the  space  between 

each  pair  of  adjacent  fingers.  She  squealed 

with  delight  and  the  people  around  her 

cheered.  A  boy  then  took  off  his  adjustable 

baseball  cap,  unsnapped  the  connecting 

band,  and  projected  a  sun  through  each 

tiny  hole  of  the  band.  And  again,  people 
cheered. 

I  have  watched  eclipses  with  relish  for 

all  my  conscious  life.  Like  all  devotees,  I 

have  my  favorite  stories  and  main  events. 

I  remember  my  best  lunar  eclipse,  seen 

when  I  was  a  teen-ager  from  the  twenty- 

fifth  floor  of  a  friend’s  apartment,  high 
over  Manhattan.  The  fully  covered  moon 

often  turns  dark,  but  may  also  glow  with  a 

variety  of  colors.  On  this  night,  the  entire 

disk  of  the  eclipsed  moon  turned  red,  a 

deep  dark  red  that  I  had  never  seen  in  the 

heavens,  or  perhaps  even  on  earth.  And  I 

understood  that  two  verses  from  “The 

Saints”  are  descriptions  of  solar  and  lunar 

eclipses,  not  abstract  scare  stories  of  es¬ 
chatology  (I  played  washtub  bass  in  a  folk 
group  at  the  time,  and  we  often  performed 

this  song):  “When  the  sun  refuse  to 
shine... when  the  moon  turns  red  with 

blood;  oh  Lord,  I  want  to  be  in  that  num¬ 

ber,  when  the  saints  go  marching  in” — a 
description,  after  all,  of  the  Last  Judgment, 
when  eclipses  will  accompany  the 

panoply  of  awful  events.  Did  not  the 

prophet  Joel  also  speak  as  an  astronomer 

in  citing  the  same  image  for  the  same  pur¬ 

pose:  “The  sun  shall  be  turned  into  dark¬ 
ness,  and  the  moon  into  blood,  before  the 

great  and  the  terrible  day  of  the  Lord 
come”  (Joel  2:31). 

And  I  remember,  for  how  can  one 

blessed  with  an  opportunity  to  witness  this 

most  spectacular  of  all  celestial  events 

You’re  cruising  on  the  Stella  Solaris  to  the  Amazon,  the  Panama  Canal,  or  ancient  Mayan 

ruins.  And  just  when  you  think  you  couldn’t  feel  more  at  home,  you’re  paid  a  surprise  visit  by  the 

neighbors.  Cuna  Indians,  rare  squirrel  monkeys,  flying  fish,  dolphins  and  other  unusual  charac¬ 

ters.  Sun  Line.  It’s  the  friendliest  cruise  to  the  world’s  most  exotic  locations.  Just  ask  the  neighbors. 

Amazon  13,  1 4,  16,  27  or 30 days  $i7os-$542o 

Panama  Canal  12  or  14  days  $1 43 5^3360 

Christmas  Cruise  1  o  days  $  1 76s-$3  675  * 

Mayan  Equinox  12  days  $ig25-$38gs* 
Transatlantic  2 1 ,  23  or  24  days  $2430^5 1 60 

Winter  sailings  November  1994 — April  1995. 

For  a  36  page  Sun  Line  brochure,  see  your  travel  agent 
or  write:  Sun  Line  Cruises,  Inc.,  One  Rockefeller  Plaza, 

NY,  NY  10020  or  call  t-800'872'6400. 
Name: - 

Address: _ 

City: _ State:- Your  Best  Friends  At  Sea." 

The  Stella  Solaris  is  a  luxury  ship  of  Greek  registry.  Above  prices  are  cruise-only,  per  person  based  on  double  occupancy.  Subject  to  availability  and  departure  dates.  Port  charges  and  airfare  extra.’  Until  9/23/94. 

You're  Feeling  Relaxed  And  At  Home. 
And  Then, The  Neighbors  Drop  By. 
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ever  forget,  the  total  solar  eclipse  of  early 

1970.  Our  department  rented  a  fishing 

boat  to  sail  off  Nantucket,  the  only  bit  of 

New  England  real  estate  privileged  with  a 

view  of  totality.  I  longed  to  see  the  moon’s 
shadow  fully  cover  the  sun;  I  thrilled  at  a 

chance  to  observe  the  sun’s  corona.  But  I 
had  not  understood  the  most  awesome 

phenomenon  of  all.  We  live  in  a  natural 

world  of  shadings.  Even  catastrophes  have 

foreshadowings:  clouds  precede  thunder¬ 
storms,  and  tornadoes  can  be  seen  in  the 
distance.  But  when  the  sun  enters  total 

eclipse,  the  sky  turns  off  as  if  a  celestial 

janitor  threw  a  switch.  For  the  sun  is  pow¬ 

erful,  and  a  fraction  of  one  percent  of  sun¬ 

light  is  daytime,  while  totality  is  night¬ 

time — and  the  transition  is  a  moment,  a 

twinkling  of  an  eye.  The  sky  turned  off, 

and  my  infant  son  cried  in  my  arms. 

We  hear  so  many  dire  warnings  about 

the  poor  quality  of  science  teaching  in  our 

schools,  so  many  lamentations  over  the 

profound  ignorance  of  most  Americans 

about  nearly  any  phenomenon  of  the  nat¬ 
ural  world.  Perhaps  these  jeremiads  have 

validity;  half  of  my  own  students  could 

not  explain  to  me  why  our  planet  has  sea¬ 

sons.  Surely  we  should  be  struggling  to  in¬ 
crease  literacy  in  science,  for  no  issue  of 

education  could  be  more  important. 

Toot  Owl 
Derek  Pell 

But  I  am  convinced  that  the  problem 
does  not  arise  from  lack  of  interest.  Such  a 

false  charge  is  often  made  amid  the  litany 
of  correct  accusations  mentioned  in  the 

last  paragraph.  Interest  is  immense,  but 

not  always  expressed  as  activity  tradition¬ 
ally  called  science  or  ranked  among  its 

pursuits  (and  our  misattribution  therefore 

arises  from  our  inadequate  taxonomies  of 

intellectual  enterprise).  My  colleague  Phil 

Morrison  is  fond  of  cataloging  the  large 

number  of  common  activities  requiring  a 

good  deal  of  scientific  understanding,  but 

not  usually  so  classified:  the  astronomical 

knowledge  of  people  who  build  and  main¬ 

tain  telescopes;  the  deep  botanical  experi¬ 
ence  of  members  in  gardening  clubs  (a 

fine  example  of  power  concentrated  in 

older  women);  or  even  the  people  who  fre¬ 
quent  race  tracks  and  bet  intelligently  on 

horses  (some  really  do!),  for  misunder¬ 

standing  of  probability  may  be  the  greatest 

of  all  general  impediments  to  scientific  lit¬ 

eracy. 

May  I  now  add  to  this  list  the  aggregate 

intellectual  power  (how  I  wish  we  could 

quantify  it)  of  all  the  dinosaur  names  accu¬ 
rately  memorized  (and  spelled)  by  mil¬ 
lions  of  five-year-old  kids  in  America 
today.  And  also  the  accumulated  joy  and 

pleasure  of  millions  upon  millions  of 
Americans  who  paused  to  watch  the  sun 
and  to  wonder  on  May  10,  1994.  New 

York  City  was  the  best  place  to  be  on  that 

date;  my  faith  in  raw  interest  is  fully  af¬ 
firmed — and  raw  interest  is  the  substrate 

and  sine  qua  non  of  any  real  reform  in  ed¬ 
ucation  and  larger  understanding. 

We  often  argue  that  only  misfortune  can 

bring  us  together.  We  do  help  one  another 

during  snowstorms;  we  do  open  our  hearts 
and  our  houses  to  victims  of  an  immediate 

Explore  your 

changing  world 
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Human  Evolution 
Steve  Jones ,  Robert  Martin 
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Foreword  by  Richard  Dawkins 
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disaster  in  our  vicinity;  we  will  search  all 
night  in  the  woods  for  a  lost  child  we  do 

not  know.  All  these  observations  properly 
give  us  hope  about  common  humanity  in  a 
world  more  often  characterized  by 
thoughtlessness,  self-serving  action,  and 
even  downright  cruelty.  But  we  also  sup¬ 
pose  that  only  disaster  can  provoke  this  ef¬ 

fect,  never  pleasure,  and  certainly  not  in¬ 
tellectual  as  opposed  to  purely  visceral 
delight.  But  interest  and  curiosity  can  also 

bring  us  together — and  my  observations 
of  New  Yorkers  delighting  in  nature  and 

spontaneously  talking  about  the  sun  some¬ 

how  give  me  more  hope  than  our  joint 

courage  in  times  of  crisis,  even  though 

unity  in  disaster  may  make  me  cry  in  sub¬ 

lime  appreciation,  while  the  bonding  of 

eclipses  only  makes  me  smile. 

And  so  I  end  this  essay  by  quoting  the 
greatest  of  all  tributes  to  the  sun.  I  have 

often  stated  my  personal  theory  about 

popular  writing  in  science.  I  divide  this 

genre  into  two  modes,  which  I  call 

Galilean,  for  intellectual  essays  about  na¬ 

ture’s  puzzles,  and  Franciscan,  for  lyrical 

pieces  about  nature’s  beauty.  I  honor 
Galileo  for  writing  his  two  major  works  as 

dialogues  (actually  trialogues)  in  Italian, 

and  therefore  addressed  to  all  thinking 

people  in  his  orbit,  and  not  in  the  formal 
Latin  of  churches  and  universities.  And  I 

honor  Saint  Francis  of  Assisi  for  his  trib¬ 

utes  to  nature’s  loveliness. 
I  am  an  unrepentant  Galilean.  I  work  in 

a  tradition  extending  from  the  master  him¬ 
self  to  Thomas  Henry  Huxley  in  the  last 

century  to  J.  B.  S.  Haldane  and  Peter 

Medawar  in  our  own.  I  greatly  admire 

Franciscan  lyricism,  but  I  don’t  know  how 
to  write  in  this  mode.  I  began  this  essay 

with  a  quotation  from  the  eponymous  hero 

of  my  literary  bloodline,  Galileo  himself. 

But  my  essay  talks  about  the  power  of  the 

sun  to  unify  our  diverse  cultures  and  con¬ 
cerns,  so  I  must  end  with  a  man  I  have 

never  quoted  before  in  these  columns,  the 

eponym  of  the  other  style — Saint  Francis 
of  Assisi.  Saint  Francis  composed  his 

beautiful  Canticle  of  Brother  Sun  in  1225. 
He  wrote  in  the  Umbrian  dialect  of  his 

local  people,  and  his  poem  is  often  re¬ 

garded  as  the  first  preserved  in  any  mod¬ 
em  language: 

Brother  Sun,  who  brings  the  day. . . 

How  beautiful  he  is,  how  radiant  in  all  his 

splendor! 

Stephen  Jay  Gould  teaches  biology,  geol¬ 

ogy,  and  the  history  of  science  at  Harvard 

University. 
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This  Land 

Chitty  Canyon,  Arizona 
by  Robert  H.  Mohlenbrock 

Roughly  tracing  the  route  traversed  450 

years  ago  by  Francisco  Coronado  in  his 
search  for  the  fabled  Seven  Cities  of  Gold, 

my  student  Rod  Doolen  and  I  drove  south 

along  U.  S.  Highway  666,  a  few  miles 

west  of  the  Arizona-New  Mexico  bound¬ 

ary.  We  soon  came  to  the  brink  of  the 

Mogollon  Rim  (pronounced  muggy- 

OWN),  which  separates  the  cool,  pine- 
clad  Colorado  Plateau  to  the  north  from 

the  hot,  dry  lowlands — and  desert — to  the 
south.  More  than  200  miles  long,  the 

Mogollon  Rim  is  the  highly  irregular  edge 

of  the  plateau,  running  from  northwestern 

Arizona  southeastward  to  the  vicinity  of 

Strawberry  and  then  more  or  less  eastward 
across  eastern  Arizona  and  western  New 

Mexico,  eventually  connecting  with  the 

Mogollon  Mountains.  We  paused  at  an  ob¬ 
servation  point  where  the  terrain  dropped 

abruptly  nearly  3,000  feet  to  the  valley 

below.  After  enjoying  the  view,  we  headed 

to  nearby  Chitty  Canyon,  managed  by  the 

Apache-Sitgreaves  National  Forest,  to  ex¬ 
plore  the  vegetation  below  the  edge  of  the 

plateau. 
Taking  a  Forest  Service  road  west  from 

the  highway,  we  arrived  close  enough  to 

the  upper  end  of  Chitty  Canyon  to  park 

our  car  and  hike  in.  While  a  forest  domi¬ 

nated  by  ponderosa  pines  covers  the 

slightly  lower  plateau  north  of  the  Rim, 

here  we  stepped  out  into  a  fir-aspen  zone, 
about  9,500  feet  above  sea  level.  Closely 

crowded  Douglas  firs,  white  firs,  Engel- 
mann  spruces,  and  quaking  aspens  were 

enshrouded  by  low-hanging  clouds.  The 
heavy  shade  of  the  trees  inhibited  the 

growth  of  understory  vegetation,  but  a 
number  of  attractive  wildflowers  thrived 

in  the  moist  soil.  They  included  the  deli¬ 

cate  calypso  orchid,  the  mottle-leaved 
rattlesnake  plantain  orchid,  wintergreen, 

pipsissewa  (a  relative  of  wintergreen),  and 

spring-flowering  coralroot.  The  last  is  an 

orchid  that  lacks  chlorophyll  and  must  ob- 

Pipsissewa,  a  relative  of  wintergreen, 
blooms  in  late  summer. 
Bob  and  Clara  Calhoun;  Bruce  Coleman,  Inc. 

tain  its  nutrients  from  the  organic  matter  in 
the  soil. 

The  dense  forest  of  the  fir-aspen  zone 

extended  down  to  about  8,000  feet,  contin¬ 

uous  except  for  small  openings  where  the 

soil  was  too  thin  for  trees  to  grow.  These 

openings,  all  less  than  five  acres  in  size, 

were  high  meadows  where,  because  of 

overgrazing  by  domestic  livestock,  the  na¬ 
tive  vegetation  had  been  replaced  by 

weedy  species  such  as  bracken  fern  and 
western  sneezeweed.  (A  few  miles  to  the 

north,  pristine  Hannagan  Meadow  pre¬ 
sents  a  high  mountain  meadow  of  native 

grasses  and  wildflowers.) 

As  we  descended  by  trail  to  about  8,000 

feet,  the  forest  began  to  open  up,  and  the 

Douglas  firs,  white  firs,  and  Engelmann 

spruces  were  replaced  by  ponderosa  pines 

and  smaller  trees  such  as  Gambel’s  oak, 

gray  oak.  Rocky  Mountain  maple,  and  al¬ 

ligator  juniper.  The  trees  were  more 

widely  spaced,  allowing  sunlight  to  filter 

through  to  the  forest  floor,  where  the  soil 

was  hotter  and  drier  than  in  the  fir-aspen 
zone.  Still,  some  Douglas  firs  and  quaking 

aspens  were  doing  well  in  rocky  crevices 

and  other  protected  areas,  even  below 

8,000  feet. 

Conditions  were  drier  still  on  the  steep¬ 
est  south-  and  west-facing  slopes  and  on 

the  ridgetops,  at  elevations  between  7,000 

and  8,000  feet.  Gambel’s  oak  and  alligator 
juniper  were  smaller  and  more  gnarled, 

and  the  shrubby,  white-fruited  snowberry 

was  plentiful.  Scattered  wildflowers  in¬ 
cluded  beargrass,  banana  yucca,  mescal, 

prickly  pear  cactus,  and  wild  lotus. 
Below  7,000  feet,  down  to  the  bottom  of 

Chitty  Canyon  at  4,500  feet,  the  vegeta¬ 
tion  consisted  of  scattered,  round-topped, 

pinon  pines  and  alligator  junipers.  Grasses 
filled  in  the  understory,  along  with  Indian 

paintbrushes  and  beardtongues. 

Chitty  Creek,  which  long  ago  carved 

the  canyon,  is  fed  by  rainfall,  snow  melt, 

and  groundwater  from  several  springs. 

Lining  the  creek  and  its  tributaries  were 

box  elder,  Arizona  walnut,  lance-leaved 

cottonwood,  and  thick-leaved  alder.  Red- 

osier  dogwoods  formed  occasional  thick¬ 
ets,  all  the  more  conspicuous  because  of 

their  scarlet  twigs.  Wildflowers  abounded, 

including  a  gorgeous  yellow  columbine,  a 

tall  blue  larkspur,  bright  yellow  butter¬ 

cups,  white-flowering  violets,  and  two 

kinds  of  false  Solomon’s  seals. 
Here  and  there  between  8,000  and 

8,200  feet  were  seeps,  places  where 

groundwater  oozed  to  the  surface  from 

A  decaying  ponderosa  pine  overlooks 
the  slopes  of  Chitty  Canyon. 
Randy  A.  Prentice 
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On  the  plateau  near  the  Mogollon  Rim, 

a  New  Mexican  locust  tree  grows 

beneath  quaking  aspens. 
Jack  W.  Dykinga 

springs.  These  soggy  openings,  free  from 

woody  plants  except  for  an  occasional 

Bebb’s  willow,  were  filled  with  fall  panic 
grass,  bog  orchid,  yellow-eyed  grass  (a 

member  of  the  iris  family),  golden-glow  (a 

black-eyed  Susan  with  a  yellow  center 

rather  than  a  black  one),  and  Macoun’s 
buttercup. 

Chitty  Canyon  is  only  one  of  hundreds 

of  inviting  areas  along  the  Mogollon  Rim, 
which  extends  into  several  national 

forests.  (Because  the  region  includes  pri- 

Chitty  Canyon 

For  visitor  information  write: 

Forest  Supervisor 

Apache-Sitgreaves  National  Forest 
Federal  Building,  Box  640 

Springerville,  Arizona  85938 

(602)  333-4301 

vate  holdings  as  well  as  part  of  the  Apache 

Indian  Reservation,  a  Forest  Service  map 

is  essential  for  guidance.)  There  are  many 

places  to  camp,  both  on  top  of  the  Rim  and 
in  the  lands  below.  Few  roads  link  the  two 

areas,  however.  Where  we  stopped  along 

the  highway  was  one  of  only  six  places  in 

more  than  200  miles  where  a  paved  road 

goes  from  the  high  country  to  the  low.  In 

fact,  only  a  limited  number  of  hiking  trails 

go  up  and  down  the  face  of  the  Rim:  each 
is  difficult,  often  strewn  with  loose, 

crumbly  rocks,  and  treacherously  muddy 

following  a  thunderstorm. 

Robert  H.  Mohlenbrock,  professor  emeri¬ 

tus  of  plant  biology  at  Southern  Illinois 

University',  Carbondale,  explores  the  bio¬ 
logical  and  geological  highlights  of  the 
156  U.S.  national  forests. 
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Photo  by  E.  Sowers 

Carol  Bowman  and  Ernie  Sowers , 
Save  the  Children  Sponsors 

“Whatlsaw 
in  Honduras 
changed 

my  life.”
 

Carol  Bowman 

Sponsorship  isn’t  new  to  Carol 
Bowman  and  husband,  Ernie  Sowers. 

For  eight  years  they’ve  been  sending 
monthly  gifts  to  Save  the  Children  to 

help  three  little  girls  in  Central 
America. 

Letters  from  the  girls  and  regular 

progress  reports  have  allowed  Carol 

and  Ernie  to  “watch”  their  sponsored 
children  grow  from  thousands  of 

miles  away. 

But  this  past  year,  they  decided 

to  visit  eight-year-old  Miriam  in 

Honduras.  “Not  until  you’re  there  and 
see  how  the  people  struggle  do  you 

realize  the  magnitude  of  their  needs,” 

recalls  Ernie.  “Homes  were  shanties, 
patched  with  scraps  of  cardboard. 

The  little  water  that  was  easily  acces¬ 
sible  was  not  safe  to  drink. 

“I  thought  the  reason  so  many 
children  were  half-clothed  was  the 

heat.  But  it  wasn’t.  In  a  place  where 
food,  water  and  medicine  are  scarce, 

clothes  are  counted  a  luxury  few 

can  afford.” 

Ernie  and  Carol  wanted  “to  scoop 
Miriam  up  and  take  her  away  from 

all  that  misery.”  But  that’s  not  the 
way  Save  the  Children  works.  Instead, 

our  programs  help  provide  food, 

education,  medicine  —  things  her 

parents  want  to  give  her  but  can’t. 

“Our  gifts  help  not  only  Miriam 

but  her  family  and  town.  We’re  not 

giving  handouts  to  a  child,  we’re  giving 

hope  to  a  community.  There’s  nothing 
like  the  feeling  when  we  realized  that 

we’re  helping  make  her  life  tetter.” 
Photos... progress  reports... even 

personal  letters  will  help  you  see 

what  you’re  making  possible.  Your 
monthly  gifts,  combined  with  those 
of  other  sponsors,  will  bring  about 

positive,  lasting  changes  to  an  entire 

community  of  children.  You  don’t 

T: 
Save  the  Children. 

have  to  travel  to  experience  the  satis¬ 
faction  of  sponsorship. 

Sponsorship  can  change  your  life. 

And  it  will  —  without  a  doubt  — 

change  a  needy  child’s. 

How  Save  the  Children 
Funds  are  Spent 

83.3% 

Program  Services 

9.3% 

Fundraising 

7.4%  Management 
&  General 

(based  on  5-year  average) 

Established  1932.  The 

original  child  sponsor¬ 
ship  agency.  YOUR 
SPONSORSHIP  CON¬ 
TRIBUTIONS  ARE  U.S. 
TAX  DEDUCTIBLE. 
Annual  report  and 
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Science  Lite 

Terminal  Man 
It’s  been  real 

by  Roger  L.  Welsch 

As  if  one  reality  weren’t  more  than 
enough  for  most  of  us,  computer  cybersil¬ 

lies  are  offering  so  many  alternative  reali¬ 
ties  that  there  are  catalogs  for  the  casual 

reality  browser.  A  major  national  maga¬ 
zine  recently  asked  me  to  review  a  set  of 

virtual  reality  computer  programs  that 

would  have  allowed  me  to  wander  aim¬ 

lessly  (on  my  computer  screen)  around 

Yellowstone  Park,  Death  Valley,  the  rilles 

of  the  moon,  or  the  plains  of  Mars.  These 

were  not  phony  ideas  of  what  Yellowstone 

and  Mars  might  be  like;  these  were  the  ac¬ 
tual  landscapes  you  would  find  if  you  ever 

went  to  the  trouble  of  going  there.  For  the 

moon  and  Mars,  as  I  understand  it,  the 

data  collected  by  earth  satellites  and  space 

robots  have  been  translated  into  these  pro¬ 
grams,  and  rapid  reading  and  display  on 

the  part  of  powerful  home  computers  and 

compact-information  packages  allow  you 

the  feeling  of  moving  freely  even  on  land¬ 
scapes  no  one  has  ever  walked. 

So  why  didn’t  I  do  the  review?  Because 

I  couldn’t  understand  the  first  paragraph  of 
the  instruction  book  telling  me  how  to  in¬ 

stall  the  blasted  program  into  my  com¬ 

puter,  that’s  why.  But  my  ignorance  is  cer¬ 
tainly  no  reason  for  me  not  to  have 

opinions  about  reality,  right?  I’ve  been  ex¬ 
posed  to  other  alternative  reality  computer 

programs.  Even  to  alternative  realities. 

One  of  my  areas  of  academic  interest  is 

“living  history”  museums.  I  was,  for  ex¬ 
ample,  a  consultant  at  the  Plimoth  Planta¬ 
tion  Museum  in  Plymouth,  Massachusetts, 

where  a  talented  and  dedicated  team  of  re¬ 

searchers,  artisans,  and  actors  do  their  best 

to  give  visitors  the  impression  they  have 

gone  back  370  years  in  time  and  are  actu¬ 
ally  within  the  Pilgrim  village  of  Priscilla 
Mullens  and  John  Alden. 

And  how  about  CityWalk,  a  Los  Ange¬ 
les  alternative  reality  that  opened  a  little 

over  a  year  ago?  CityWalk  is  a  replica  of  a 

street  in  Los  Angeles  for  people  who  are  in 

Los  Angeles  and  want  the  feeling  of  being 

in  Los  Angeles  without  being  in  Los  An¬ 

geles.  For  $100  million  MCA  built  a  block 

of  Los  Angeles  without  the  unpleasant 

stuff,  which  is  to  say,  Angelenos.  (Don’t 
write  me  nasty  letters;  I’m  only  telling  you 
what  they  did!)  Real  earthquakes  may 

occur  in  CityWalk — I  don’t  know — but 
I’m  betting  they  simulate  earthquakes 
every  day,  a  little  after  lunch.  The  intent  of 

places  like  Plimoth  and  CityWalk,  what¬ 
ever  their  differences,  is  the  same:  to  dis¬ 
tort  your  sense  of  reality  by  giving  you  an 

alternative  to  the  reality  you  already  have 

right  in  front  of  you  most  of  the  time. 

When  you  think  about  it,  that’s  what  writ¬ 
ers  do,  and  playwrights,  actors,  producers, 

and  artists  of  every  other  variety. 

And  it’s  not  as  if  there  is  one  “real”  real¬ 
ity.  In  fact,  there  is  at  least  one  reality  for 

each  human  being  on  earth,  maybe  more. 

The  world  as  seen  by  a  traditional  Omaha 

from  the  tribal  reservation  in  eastern  Ne¬ 

braska  is  distinctly  different  from  the  real¬ 

ity  of  an  academic  at  the  University  of  Ne¬ 

braska  or  a  farmer  on  the  central  Plains  or 

a  corporate  executive  in  New  York,  in  as¬ 
cending  degrees  of  separation.  What  each 
sees  as  he  or  she  looks  out  the  window  in 

the  morning  is  not  what  the  others  see.  It  is 

no  less  valid,  no  less  real,  no  less  impor¬ 
tant,  but  it  is  not  the  same. 

I  was  once  visiting  my  mother  and  fa¬ 

ther’s  home  with  my  son,  Chris,  when  he 

was  just  a  tyke,  maybe  a  year  old.  He  had 
been  there  many  times  before.  In  those 

days  we  lived  in  a  woodsy  area,  and  our 

neighbors  on  two  sides  were  horses.  As  a 

result,  Chris’s  world  revolved  around  his 

parents  (BOR-ing!)  and  horses  (FAS- 
cinating!).  On  this  occasion  I  carried  Chris 

into  my  parents’  home  and  he  immediately 
began  a  pounding  repetition  of  one  of  the 

few  words  he  knew,  “Horsie,  horsie,  hor- 

sie,  HORSIE,  HORSIE,  HORSIE!” But  there  were  no  horsies.  My  folks  live 

in  a  thoroughly  residential  area  where 
there  is  no  livestock.  None.  No  horsies. 
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We  tried  to  tell  Chris  that.  But  he  was  firm. 

He  screamed,  he  yelled,  he  insisted. 

Finally,  in  desperation,  I  picked  him  up 

and  held  him  out  in  front  of  me,  like  a 

small,  human  Geiger  counter.  As  he 

pointed  and  beeped  “Horsie,  horsie,  hor- 

sie,”  I  responded  to  his  pointed  finger  and 
the  volume  and  frequency  of  his  beeping 

to  find  out  what  was  arousing  his  excite¬ 
ment.  I  followed  his  finger  out  of  the  living 

room,  through  the  dining  room,  and  into 

the  kitchen.  I  wound  up  with  Chris  a  little 

above  waist  level,  pointing  intently  into  a 

comer  of  Mom’s  cupboard  at  a  toaster. 

“No  horsie,  Chris,”  I  tried.  He  insisted. 
He  insisted  so  intently,  in  fact,  that  I  finally 

put  him  on  the  floor,  still  screaming  “Hor¬ 
sie,”  and  leaned  forward  into  the  dark  cor¬ 
ner  where  he  pointed.  I  pulled  out  the 

toaster.  Chris  went  berserk:  “Horsiehor- 

siehorsiehorsiehorsiehorsiehorsie.”  I 
looked  at  the  toaster.  I  took  off  the  plastic 

cover.  Chris  pointed  at  the  cover. 
I  found  that  if  I  looked  at  the  cover 

closely,  if  I  squinted  and  held  it  just  right  in 

the  light  from  the  window,  I  could  see  that 

file  pattern  on  the  toaster  cover  was  actu¬ 

ally  an  interlocking  set  of  stylized,  geo¬ 

metric  horses.  “My  God,  the  kid  is  a  ge¬ 

nius,”  Mom  sobbed. 

Well,  yes,  in  keeping  with  family  tradi¬ 
tion,  he  is  a  genius,  but  the  thing  is,  at  that 

point  his  life  was  horsies.  He  didn’t  give 
diddly  about  hundred-dollar  bills  falling 

from  the  sky  or  Madonna  at  our  door  ask¬ 

ing  for  help  with  the  flat  tires  on  her  limo 

or  Mick  Jagger  asking  his  dad  to  play  bass 

for  just  a  couple  of  gigs  along  the  West 

Coast.  What  Chris  cared  about,  what  his 

reality  consisted  of,  was  horsies.  And 

that’s  what  he  saw. 

Chris  had  no  choice.  Most  of  us  don’t. 
We  have  whatever  reality  was  issued  us  or 

whatever  reality  we  have  stumbled  into, 

but  we  don’t  get  to  pick  and  choose. 

Well,  brace  yourself:  Computer  jigglers 

are  giving  us  the  chance  to  go  somewhere 

without  going  anywhere.  Bill  Orr,  erst¬ 

while  First  Gentleman  of  Nebraska,  once 

told  me  that  he  liked  to  think  of  National 

Geographic  and  Playboy  magazines  as 

being  pretty  much  akin,  each  showing  us 

exotic  and  romantic  places  we  were  almost 

certain  never  to  visit.  Well,  Bill,  that  day  is 

over.  Now  you  can  visit  such  places  at 
will:  You  can  climb  the  sheer  face  of  El 

Capitan  while  seated  at  your  own  com¬ 

puter  or  (if  you’re  not  in  shape)  use  the 
Penthouse  interactive  CD-ROM  to  freeze- 

frame  Photograph  “while  three  Penthouse 

Pets  cavort.” 
Zygon’s  SuperMind  Virtual  Sex  experi¬ 

ment  may  be  beyond  virtual  reality,  since 

it  provides  no  images,  just  a  set  of  “erotic” brain  wave  impressions.  Zygon  promises 

to  “implant  erotic  ‘virtual  sex’  fantasies 

onto  your  brain  cells.”  I  found  myself  con¬ 
fronted  with  my  own  experiential  limita¬ 
tions,  however,  when  I  tried  to  imagine 

how  the  “sounds  of  crickets,”  one  of  the 

effects  promised  by  Zygon,  fit  into  ro¬ 

mance.  Every  woman  Eve  ever  had  any¬ 

thing  to  do  with  finds  crickets  and  sex  mu¬ 

tually  exclusive. 
After  surveying  the  literature,  I  was  so 

confused,  I  felt  I  needed  to  talk  with  a 

philosopher.  So  I  sat  down  with  Lovely 
Linda  and  told  her  what  is  going  on  out 

there  in  front  of  computer  terminals.  “I 

can’t  figure  out,”  I  said,  “whether  people 
who  want  to  stroll  on  Mars  and  play  foot¬ 
sie  with  Doxie  Lustina  are  overwhelmed 

by  the  kind  of  reality  I  find  charming  or 

are  so  bored  by  it  they  need  more.” 
Linda  started  thumbing  through  the 

brochures  I  had  put  on  the  table. 

“What  are  you  looking  for?”  I  asked. 
“Fm  not  interested  in  hiking  on  Venus 

or  cavorting  with  Labio,”  she  said,  still 

looking  through  my  file.  “I  want  to  see  if 
they  have  a  program  that  will  give  me  the 

feeling  of  what  it’s  like  to  walk  through  a 

clean  house.” 

Folklorist  Roger  L.  Welsch  lives  on  a  tree 

farm  in  Dannebrog,  Nebraska. 
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Celestial  Events 

Sirius  Matters 
by  Gail  S.  Cleere 

On  or  about  August  10,  shortly  before 

dawn,  the  snout  of  the  constellation  Canis 

Major  (the  Great  Dog)  will  poke  its  way 

up  over  our  eastern  horizon,  carrying  with 

it  the  jewellike  star  called  by  the  Greeks 

“the  sparkling  one.”  This  is  Sirius  (the 
Dog  Star)  making  its  annual  appearance  in 

our  summertime  sky.  Astronomers  call  the 

event  “the  heliacal  rising  of  Sirius.”  To  the 
ancient  Egyptians,  Greeks,  and  Romans, 

the  appearance  of  Sirius  in  the  morning 

sky  heralded  the  hot  days  of  summer — the 
dog  days. 

The  ancient  Egyptians  looked  forward 

to  the  summertime  appearance  of  the  Dog 

Star  because  its  arrival  preceded  the  an¬ 
nual  flooding  of  the  Nile,  upon  which 

Egyptian  agriculture  depended.  About 

3000  B.C.,  the  rising  of  Sirius  occurred  ear¬ 

lier  in  the  year,  near  the  time  of  the  sum¬ 
mer  solstice.  A  few  thousand  years  later, 

however,  Sirius  acquired  the  bad  reputa¬ 

tion  of  bringing  on  “fever  in  men”  and 

“madness  in  dogs.”  Homer  described  it  in 
the  Iliad,  when  from  the  walls  of  Troy, 

King  Priam  watched  Achilles  advance: 

Blazing  as  the  star  that  cometh  forth  at  Har¬ 

vest-time,  shining  forth  amid  the  host  of 
stars  in  the  darkness  of  the  night,  the  star 

whose  name  men  call  Orion’s  Dog.  Bright¬ 
est  of  all  is  he,  yet  for  an  evil  sign  is  he  set, 

and  bringeth  much  fever  upon  hapless  men. 

The  Romans  sacrificed  young  dogs  at 

Sirius’s  appearance,  and  Dante  spoke  of 

the  “scourge  of  days  canicular.”  Even  in 
our  own  times,  researchers  at  the  National 

Institute  of  Mental  Health  (NIMH)  study 

the  links  between  the  hot  days  of  summer 

and  the  manic  behavior  of  those  suffering 

from  manic-depressive  illness.  In  his  book 
on  seasonal  affective  disorders,  Winter 

Blues,  NIMH  psychiatrist  Norman  Rosen¬ 
thal  details  the  history  of  Anne  Grenville 
in  the  late  1600s,  whose  seasonal  mania 
became  so  troublesome  in  the  summer  that 

one  of  her  physicians  suggested  special 

treatments  “at  the  approach  of  the  dog 

days.”  I  wonder  what  they  were. 

Today  we  recognize  Sirius,  at  -1.46 
magnitude,  as  the  brightest  of  the  fixed 

stars  visible  to  the  naked  eye,  and  at  8 'A 
light-years  distance,  it  is  the  third  closest 

“naked-eye”  star  to  us.  We  modems  may 

no  longer  be  aware  of  Sirius’s  ancient  rela¬ 
tionship  with  summertime  heat,  but  we  do 

recognize  it  as  that  brilliant  wintertime  ob¬ 
ject  just  below  the  right  foot  of  the  great 
constellation  Orion  the  Hunter.  (Sirius  is 

ten  times  brighter  than  any  of  the  neigh¬ 
boring  stars  in  that  constellation.)  At  the 

Christmas  season,  Sirius  rises  over  the 
horizon  at  about  7:00  p.m. 

But  the  brilliant  light  of  Sirius  is  not 

from  Sirius  alone.  In  1862  a  mild-man¬ 

nered  telescope  maker  in  Massachusetts 

looked  through  the  new  18'/2-inch  lens  he 
had  just  made  and  discovered  that  Sirius 

was  actually  two  stars — a  discovery  that, 
like  so  many  in  astronomy,  had  actually 

been  predicted.  What  Alvan  Clark  had 

found  was  Sirius’s  white  dwarf  star  com¬ 
panion,  now  called  Sirius  B,  or  the  Pup. 

Clark  had  been  fantastically  lucky.  The  at¬ 

mospheric  “seeing”  conditions  had  to 
have  been  superb,  for  many  others  had 

searched  for  this  suspected  companion 

and  had  not  found  it.  Today  it  can  be  seen 

with  much  smaller  telescopes,  but  only  if 

conditions  are  right  and  if  one  knows  ex¬ 

actly  where  to  look. 
We  now  know  that  Sirius  B  represents 

what  will  happen  to  more  than  95  percent 

of  all  stars,  including  our  own  sun;  after  it 
bums  all  its  available  fuel,  it  will  swell  to  a 

red  giant  and  then  collapse  in  on  itself  into 

a  superdense,  superheated  ball.  Shining  at 

8.65  magnitude,  Sirius  B  is  about  the  size 
of  the  earth.  A  cubic  inch  of  Sirius  B 

weighs  as  much  as  a  dump  truck.  This 

washed-up  star’s  crushing  gravity  is  awe¬ 

some,  and  its  stupendous  temperatures  are 

thousands  of  degrees  Kelvin  hotter  than 

the  sun.  The  Pup  is  ending  its  days  as  our 

own  star  will — but  in  the  sun’s  case  there 
will  be  a  sad  collection  of  airless  worlds 

all  around  it,  and  in  at  least  one  case,  a 

world  whose  oceans  have  boiled  away. 

Nonetheless,  it  is  the  main  star  of  this 

duo,  Sirius  A,  that  provides  us  with  the 

brilliance  we  appreciate.  When  seen 

through  the  thick  layer  of  atmosphere 

along  the  horizon,  Sirius’s  blue- white  fire 
can  appear  to  flicker  with  the  colors  of  the 

rainbow  and  may  explain  the  ancient  de¬ 
scriptions  of  the  star  by  Aratus,  Cicero, 

Horace,  Seneca,  and  Ptolemy  as  “yellow,” 
“ruddy,”  “reddish,”  “blazing  as  fire,”  and 

“shining  like  copper.” 
As  the  days  go  by,  try  to  find  Sirius  in 

the  hours  before  dawn,  rising  just  south  of 

due  east  along  the  compass.  As  the  year 

progresses,  Sirius  rises  earlier  by  four 
minutes  each  day,  becoming  easier  and 
easier  to  find  in  the  night  sky. 

The  Planets  in  August 

Mercury  will  likely  become  lost  in 

solar  glare  after  August  2. 

Venus  remains  in  the  southwestern  sky 

this  month,  but  proceeds  to  get  lower  in  al¬ 

titude  because  the  angle  of  the  planet’s 
path  across  the  sky  is  quite  low  relative  to 
our  horizon.  Look  for  bright  Venus  about 

fifteen  degrees  above  the  west-southwest 
horizon  at  sundown.  On  the  evening  of  the 

10th,  the  waxing  crescent  moon  sails  three 

degrees  below  Venus.  On  the  31st,  look 

for  the  star  Spica  just  above  and  to  the  left 

of  the  planet.  The  Magellan  spacecraft— 

currently  in  orbit  around  Venus  and  sched¬ 
uled  to  have  been  turned  off  by  NASA  in 

April — has  received  additional  funding  to 

keep  it  up  and  running.  It  will  continue  its 

gravity-mapping  mission  through  the  end of  this  fiscal  year. 
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Mars  rises  well  after  midnight  in  Au¬ 
gust,  moving  from  Taurus  into  Gemini. 

On  the  morning  of  August  3,  look  for 

Mars  shining  like  a  yellowish  orange  star 

roughly  six  moon  widths  above  and 

slightly  to  the  left  of  Orion. 

The  1996  Russian  mission  to  put  rovers 

and  balloons  on  Mars  has  been  pushed 
back  to  1998.  This  is  because  the  monies 

for  the  project  have  been  diverted  to  the 

Mars  ’94  mission,  now  rescheduled  for 
1996.  NASA  has  also  proposed  an  explo¬ 
ration  program  for  Mars,  called  the  Mars 

Surveyor,  to  begin  in  1996.  At  that  time, 

the  space  agency  proposes  to  begin 

launching  both  orbiters  and  landers  every 

two  years  to  the  planet. 

Jupiter  is  a  wonderful  summertime 

planet  this  year  and  in  August  moves  east¬ 
ward  into  Libra,  heading  toward  the 

“claw”  stars  of  the  Scorpion.  (The  giant 

gas  planet’s  collision  with  Comet  Shoe¬ 
maker-Levy  9  in  July  is  not  expected  to 

have  any  lasting  effects.)  It  can  be  seen 

well  up  in  the  southwest  at  sundown.  On 

the  15th,  look  for  Venus,  Spica,  Jupiter, 

Antares,  and  the  first-quarter  moon  spread 

like  jewels  along  the  southwestern  sky. 

Saturn  rises  shortly  after  sunset  and  is 

visible  throughout  the  night  in  Aquarius — 
a  rather  dim  constellation  well  east  of  the 

bright  stars  of  Scorpius  and  Sagittarius — 

and  Saturn  is  by  far  the  brightest  “star”  in 
the  area.  On  the  evening  of  August  21, 

you’ll  find  Saturn  shining  roughly  eleven 
moon  widths  below  and  to  the  right  of  the 

nearly  full  moon.  Look  for  the  ringed 

planet  below  the  full  moon  on  the  22d. 

Uranus  and  Neptune  steadfastly  cling 

to  the  eastern  region  of  the  constellation 

Sagittarius,  edging  ever  so  slowly  toward 

the  constellation  Capricomus.  Look  with 

binoculars  for  two  bluish  green  disks  well 

up  in  the  southeast  at  sundown. 

Pluto  is  the  wallflower  of  the  solar  sys¬ 

tem,  difficult  to  spot,  elusive,  and  all  but 

lost  among  even  the  faintest  stars  in  our 

August  night  sky.  He  watches  the  goings- 

on  of  Jupiter,  Saturn,  Uranus,  and  Nep¬ 
tune,  from  his  perch  in  the  sky  above  the 

stars  of  Scorpius  and  Libra. 
The  Moon  is  new  at  4:45  a.m.,  EDT,  on 

August  7;  reaches  first  quarter  at  1:57 

A.M.,  EDT,  on  August  14;  is  full  on  the 

21st  at  2:47  a.m.,  EDT;  and  reaches  last 

quarter  on  the  29th  at  2:41  a.m.,  EDT.  The 

lull  moon  of  August  is  traditionally  called 

the  grain  moon,  the  woodcutter’s  moon,  or 

the  dog  day’s  moon.  The  Algonquin  Indi¬ 
ans  called  it  the  sturgeon  moon.  The  Sioux 

called  it  “the  moon  when  the  cherries  turn 

black.” 
The  Perseid  meteor  shower,  one  of  the 

best  known  of  the  annually  occurring  me¬ 
teor  showers,  reaches  its  peak  on  the  night 

of  August  12-13.  In  dark  skies,  some  fifty 

to  sixty  meteors  an  hour  can  generally  be 

seen  at  the  Perseid  shower’s  peak,  and 
these  are  typically  yellow  and  white,  with 

some  that  can  be  very  bright  green,  or¬ 

ange,  and  red,  leaving  spectacular  trails  up 

to  two  degrees  wide.  The  Perseids  are 

remnants  of  Comet  Swift-Tuttle,  first  seen 

in  1862  by  astronomers  Lewis  Swift  and 

Horace  Tuttle,  and  rediscovered  in  Sep¬ 

tember  1992  by  Japanese  amateur  Tsu- 

ruhiko  Kiuchi.  Last  year’s  predicted  spec¬ 
tacular  display  of  the  Perseids  never 

materialized,  and  some  astronomers  be¬ 

lieve  1994  might  be  the  year  the  earth 

passes  through  the  particularly  dense  knot 

of  cometary  matter  that  is  theorized  to  fol¬ 

low  the  comet  itself.  With  the  moon  set¬ 

ting  shortly  after  11:00  p.m.,  EDT,  the  dark 

hours  following  moonset  are  the  time  to 
watch  for  these  meteors. 

Gail  S.  Cleere  lives  in  Washington,  D.C., 

and  writes  on  popular  astronomy. 
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Pacific  Requiem 
A  half  century  after  the  defeat  of  the  Japanese  at  Guam, 
Micronesia  still  bears  the  scars  of  war 

by  Daniel  J.  Lenihan 

The  Cormoran  lies  in  its  grave,  steel 

coming  to  terms  with  seawater.  The  ocean 

always  prevails  in  these  cases,  but  the 

process  is  long  and  intriguing.  Swimming 

slowly  aft  along  the  port  side  of  the  ship, 

which  rests  on  its  starboard  side,  my  com¬ 
panions  and  I  leave  an  ever  widening  trail 

of  bubbles  from  our  regulator  mouth¬ 

pieces.  I  lead  a  team  of  National  Park  Ser¬ 
vice  underwater  archeologists  that  first 
came  to  this  site  off  the  Pacific  island  of 

Guam  several  years  ago.  We  are  curious  to 

see  how  time  and  increased  sport  diving 
have  affected  the  site. 

A  commerce  raider — a  warship  de¬ 

signed  to  prey  on  enemy  merchant  ship¬ 

ping — the  SMS  Cormoran  was  built  in 

Russia  but  flew  a  German  flag.  It  was  scut¬ 
tled  in  Apra  Harbor  under  orders  from  its 

captain  on  April  6,  1917,  the  day  the 
United  States  entered  the  Great  War. 

Through  this  act  of  defiance,  the  interned 

vessel  was  kept  from  falling  into  enemy 

hands  and  its  crew  became  some  of  Amer¬ 

ica’s  first  prisoners  of  war. 
Guam  has  an  active  community  of  sport 

divers,  augmented  by  American  military 

personnel  and  tourists.  Barely  visible 

above  us,  the  bobbing  forms  of  a  large 

group  of  Japanese  divers  begin  their  de¬ 
scent  from  a  tour  boat.  With  pristine  reefs 

to  dive  on  nearby,  one  might  wonder  what 

attracts  so  many  Japanese  sport  divers  to  a 

World  War  I  relic  during  their  weekend 

getaway  from  Tokyo.  Most  likely  their  at¬ 

tention  is  focused  on  the  object  that  is  cast¬ 

ing  a  shadow  over  the  Cormoran' s  stem — 
the  looming  hulk  of  a  World  War  II 

Japanese  transport.  Lying  keel  to  keel  with 

the  scuttled  German  ship  is  the  Tokai 

Maru,  a  World  War  II  casualty  of  Ameri¬ 
can  torpedoes. 

One  of  America’s  most  far-removed 
possessions,  Guam  lay  deep  within  the 

zone  that  the  architects  of  imperial  Japan 

termed  the  Greater  East  Asia  Co-Prosper¬ 

ity  Sphere — a  huge,  vaguely  defined  re¬ 

gion  that  would  achieve  economic  inde¬ 

pendence  from  the  West  through  Japan’s 
military  protection  and  administrative 

leadership.  The  Co-Prosperity  Sphere  in¬ 
cluded  most  of  East  and  Southeast  Asia, 
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Light  filters  through  the  starboard  railing  of  an  upper  deck 

of  the  Tokai  Mam,  a  Japanese  transport.  Sunk  by  American 

torpedoes  during  World  War  II,  the  ship  lies  on  its  port  side 

at  the  bottom  of  Guam’s  Apr  a  Harbor. 
Larry  Murphy;  National  Park  Service 



encompassing  territories  the  Japanese  al¬ 
ready  controlled  and  others  they  wanted  to 

control.  Among  the  key  components  were 

Korea,  a  reconstituted  China,  the  Philip¬ 

pines,  and  Japan’s  “Micronesian  man¬ 

date” — areas  that  Japan  had  seized  from 
Germany  during  World  War  I.  For  a  brief 

period  from  1940  to  1942,  Japan’s  sights 
were  also  set  on  the  Hawaiian  Islands. 

Guam,  west  of  the  International  Date 

Line,  was  plunged  into  World  War  D  on 

December  8, 1941.  Within  hours  of  the  at¬ 
tack  on  Pearl  Harbor,  American  forces  on 

Guam  withstood  a  Japanese  air  raid;  two 

days  later  they  surrendered  the  island  to 

invading  ground  troops.  In  July  and  Au¬ 
gust  of  1944,  the  reinvasion  of  Guam  by 

U.  S.  troops,  following  on  the  heels  of  the 

fall  of  Saipan,  made  it  clear  the  sun  would 

soon  set  on  the  Japanese  empire  and  any 

vision  of  a  Japan-controlled  Pacific. 
Over  the  course  of  a  half-dozen  field 

trips  to  Micronesia  during  the  past  four¬ 
teen  years,  I  have  been  impressed  with  the 
detritus  of  war.  Nowhere  is  it  more  evident 

than  in  these  islands,  especially  underwa¬ 
ter.  Given  that  a  rage  to  reorder  and  rebuild 

typically  follows  periods  of  human  con¬ 
flict,  the  past  is  less  likely  to  be  trampled  if 
it  is  beneath  the  sea. 

As  we  glide  effortlessly  between  the 

Cormoran  and  the  Tokai  Maru  on  the  bot¬ 

tom  of  Apra  Harbor,  images  of  two  wars 

slip  by  in  metallic  shades  of  blue.  The 

color  blue  is  the  only  concession  allowed 

the  sun  one  hundred  feet  below  the  water’s 
surface,  as  the  ocean  asserts  its  dominance 

over  the  warmer  colors  of  the  spectrum. 

Not  far  from  here  is  the  darkest  blue  of 

all — the  Mariana  Trench. 

The  most  dramatic  change  we  note  dur¬ 

ing  our  swim  is  that  the  stacks  of  the  Ger¬ 
man  raider  have  fallen  into  the  mud.  The 

Japanese  divers,  using  the  bicycling  mo¬ 

tion  typical  of  inexperienced  scuba  enthu¬ 
siasts,  stir  clouds  of  silt  as  they  pedal  to  a 

perch  on  the  deck  of  the  Tokai.  They 

glance  down  curiously  at  us  as  we  make 

our  way  to  the  point  where  the  Cor¬ 
morant  propeller  (now  removed) 

punched  a  hole  in  the  side  of  the  Japanese 
vessel  when  the  latter  settled  on  the  harbor 

bottom. 

We  surface  from  our  examination  of  the 

two  ships  and  watch  the  diving  “head 

boat”  gather  up  its  covey  of  flipper-clad 
tourists.  An  easy  few  hours  by  airplane 
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from  Tokyo,  Micronesia  is  to  the  Japanese 

what  the  Caribbean  is  to  many  Americans, 

the  difference  being  that  those  who  are  va¬ 
cationing  in  the  Pacific  islands  are  also 

gathering  on  the  battlefields  of  their  fa¬ 
thers.  Kwajalein,  Truk,  Palau,  Saipan, 

Guam,  Tinian,  the  Philippines — in  1944 

all  were  part  of  the  string  of  costly  victo¬ 

ries  for  America,  and  a  distant  wake-up 

call  for  Japan. 

The  disaster  at  Pearl  Harbor,  followed 

by  six  months  of  additional  American  de¬ 

feats  and  setbacks,  was  dramatically  re¬ 

versed  at  the  battle  of  Midway  and  the 

Aleutians  in  June  of  1942  (see  “The  Ari¬ 

zona  Revisited,”  Natural  History,  Novem¬ 

ber  1991,  and  “Aleutian  Affair,”  Natural 
History,  June  1992).  The  Allied  offensive 

steadily  picked  up  steam  through  1943, 

John  Brooks;  National  Park  Service 

One  of  the  engines  of  a  B-24  “liberator”  bomber,  left,  lies  off 
Majuro,  an  atoll,  in  the  Marshall  Islands.  Surviving  crew 

members  were  reportedly  captured  and  executed  by  the  Japanese. 

Below:  A  Japanese  plane  downed  by  U.  S.  Navy  gunfire  greeted 

Marines  streaming  ashore  at  Agat,  on  Guam,  on  July  28, 1944. 
National  Archive;  Courtesy  of  the  War  in  the  Pacific  National  Historic  Park,  Guam 

and  the  Japanese  found  themselves  fight¬ 

ing  desperately  to  retain  control  of  key  Pa¬ 
cific  islands  and  forestall  the  impending 

invasion  of  Japan.  By  1944  the  war-ener¬ 
gized  industrial  capabilities  of  the  United 

States  had  generated  an  awesome  array  of 

high-speed  aircraft  carriers  to  carry  fierce 

aerial  attacks  to  Japan’s  doorstep.  Attacks 
on  Truk  and  Palau  (present-day  Chuuk 

and  Belau)  and  the  invasion  of  Guam  were 

setting  the  stage  for  anticipated  incursions 

into  Japan  in  1945. 
While  thousands  of  American  veterans 

of  the  fighting  in  Europe  make  their  pil¬ 
grimage  this  year  to  France,  especially  the 
beaches  of  Normandy,  their  countrymen 

who  fought  in  the  Pacific  will  reconnect 
with  memories  of  1944  in  a  very  different 

part  of  the  globe.  Today,  the  tropical  fo¬ 
liage  of  these  Western  Pacific  islands,  with 

its  peaceful  chirping  of  birds  and  scurry¬ 

ing  of  lizards,  belies  the  carnage  and  hor¬ 
ror  of  the  scenes  that  played  themselves 

out  here  fifty  years  ago.  For  visitors  of  my 

baby-boom  generation,  the  awareness  that 

the  war  was  fought  in  color  and  not  Movie¬ 
tone  News  black-and-white  is  often  the 
first  revelation. 

On  Peleliu,  an  island  in  the  Belauan 

(Palauan)  archipelago,  we  interspersed 
our  marine  surveys  with  walks  through  the 

jungle.  Our  native  colleagues  guided  us 

around  abandoned  tanks,  gun  emplace¬ 

ments  overgrown  with  hardy  tropical  veg¬ 
etation,  and  caves  that  had  been  sealed  by 

the  advancing  Allies.  The  complex  caves 
and  bunkers  built  into  the  hillsides  by  the 

Japanese  could  withstand  heavy  artillery 

barrages  but  became  self-made  tombs 
once  the  enemy  had  landed  and  could 

bring  heavy  earthmoving  equipment  to 
bear.  Many  caves  were  simply  sealed, 

their  defenders  left  to  suffocate;  in  other 

cases  flame  throwers  effectively  used  up 

the  available  oxygen,  or  fifty-five-gallon 
drums  of  gasoline  were  emptied  into  the 

caves  followed  by  a  lighted  match. 

Islands  not  critical  to  the  Allies’  sweep 
through  the  Pacific  were  simply  bypassed. 

Their  contingent  of  imperial  soldiers  be¬ 
came  increasingly  isolated  as  supply  lines 

dwindled,  and  they  prepared  for  invasions 
that  never  came.  Pohnpei  (Ponape)  and 

Kosrae,  in  the  Caroline  Islands,  received 
the  attention  of  the  Allies  in  the  form  of  air 

raids  and  naval  bombardments,  but  were 

not  occupied  until  the  end  of  the  war. 
Most  of  the  Northern  Marianas  and  the 29 
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Caroline  Is lands,  which  bad  passed 

through  the  administrative  har/is  of  bpain 

a//) r  Mvwi  j.,  were  taken  o/er  by  Japan  at 
the  outlet  of  World  War  I,  With  the 

buildup  for,  and  corf irn cr/yrroent  of  W'/rid 

Wa/  II,  the  comparatively  benign  civilian 

Japanese  government  wax  rep laced  by  a 

military  administration  that  summarily 
evicted  inhabitants  of  entire  villages 

7w  yean  ago  rny  family  and  I  were 
witnesses  to  a  Kosraean  feast  day  that 
conwiemoratcd  the  fiftieth  anniversary  of 

the  /  vnc  6,  1942,  displacement  of  the  real 

dent*  of  MaJenrc,  a  village  on  the  y/uthem 

coa  /•  In  typical  Micronesian  fashion  the 

fea  t  day  '  celebrating  this  traumatic 

event  was  a  joyoo  s  occa.sk*i  of  reenact¬ 

ments,  parades,  floats,  ar>d  games.  My 

own  children  were  canght  up  in  a  '-sea  or 

bright/,  dreaded  adult  reveler,  who  acre 

running  race*  around  a  yJvz^yard  tnrcw 

ing  candy  and  money  to  youngster,,  ar/r 

generally  having  a  marvelous  time.  I 

,/oJd  hate  to  rni -a  the  party  the  Kosraeans 

/,...  thro/.  on  September  k  1995,  tocxrn- 

rnernorate  the  official  liberator^)  r/f  the  is¬ 

land  from  the  Japanese. 

In  the  tiny  harbor  r/f  Lelub,  on  Konae, 

my  team  worked  with  a  contingent  of  Mi- 
cronexian  divers  to  document  warships 

and  planes  spread  beneath  the  surface.  V.'e 

y//n  had  a  string  lattice'// ork  road  map"' tr>  folio/.  ,n  the  murky  water  betv-een  the 
Wr/rid  War  II  relics,  Reminding  u#  of  the 

depth  r/f  histr/ry  that  ear.  be  preserved  on 
harbor  bottoms  v/ere  the  nearby  remains 

of  a  m  i  d-n  i  neteentb-century  wooden 

w  r,a . .  rig  /ee vei  . ts  tr y  k/r  bl  u t/ber  yi  J I 

in  place,  f  n/ge  Jk/nfish  patrr/lled  tfie  de¬ 
er/.  ‘neir  spines  capable  of  de¬ 

livering  a  eerir/r.  wound  tr/  any  diver  that 

bruefied  agamst  them 

7fie  native  islanders  carry  r/n  v/rth  re¬ 
markable  resilience  considering  the 

amount  of  firepower  the  industrialized 

world  concentrated  r/n  their  islands  ard 

atolls.  In  many  caves  they  have  recycled 

rrz;  r •'/.//>•'/.  of  v/arfare  ;r/tr/  ?dz;ir  liveli- 

r///;  .  In  Tr./  a  fleet  of  Japanese  tram- 

p//rt  ships  t//y  the  brunt  of  Operation 
Hailstone  at  a  place  that  is  popularly 

known  as  Truk  Lagrx/n.  During  several 

days  of  interne  bombing  raids  in  February 

1944,  carrier-based  American  bombers 

and  fighters  sank  more  than  thirty  Japan¬ 

ese  vessels.  Truk  Lagoon  has  since  be¬ 
come  a  v.  orid-reno/.ned  destination  k/r 

dr.  ;ng  enrr.  usiasts 

Besisfes  recycling  shrps  intr/  trzjny.  ai- 

tractiom,  y/me  Chuukese  have  been  recy- 

c..r.g  ve ordnance r/r.  the  ships  r.tr/  fisrrng 
avis.  Members  r/f  rny  d.  -e  team  recently 

rJrx.urrvmt/zJ  tie  extent  of  damage  U/  tfic 

ships,  corals,  sr/l  fish  that  results  frr/rn  the 

pry.t/z;  of  “dynamite”  fishing  in  the  la¬ 
goon.  In  the  bold  r/f  ore  Trip,  we  found  an¬ 
titank  mires,  with  lifting  bags  in  place, 

abandr/red  by  salvagers.  'Hz;  fabric  of  hr, 
iory  will  fare  no  better  tfian  the  fragile  ma¬ rine  life  if  they;  activities  cr/ntinue  in  the 

lago/n  Pilfering  divers  arzl  anchors  drag¬ 

ging  fn/rn  dr/e  boats  have  added  tr/  the  de- 
struetk/n,  but  fhz;  ships  are  still  mar/ek/us 

places  t//  visit. 
'Jhroughout  Micronesia  there  are  aJy/ 

purpr/ydul  depr/vits  r/f  World  War  ff  re¬ 

main,,  places  where  thr/usarids  ol  v/ar  rna- ch/ines  v/ere  cast  t/;  thz;  waves  rather  than 

bro  .ghrt  back  tr/  flr/yj  a.  peacetime  ecori- 
r/rny.  Refu  e  heaps  are  always  grist  for  the 

archeological  mill;  in  larzi-j:///r  Mioone- 
,ia.  v/rre  r/f  the  rrv/t  instructive  lie  under¬ 
water.  1  fr/Dr///cd  a  Pail  r/f  war  materiel  two 

hundred  feet  down  an  underwater  ravine 
in  Guam.  7 rucks,  tracked  vehjicles,  guns, 

ordnance,  tv/isted  rrzetal  -the  items  be- 
carre  less  di'-ringuishiable  as  the  pressure 
r/f  additir/naJ  fathoms  of  water  increas¬ 

ingly  clouded  rny  brain  v.itb  nitrogen  nar¬ cosis.  The  debris  fanned  out  intr/  the 

depths,  with  no  end  in  sight.  I  had  a  simi¬ 
lar  experience  in  Majuro,  in  the  Marshall 
Islands,  /.here  seemingly  y/und  vehicles 

//ere  arrayed  across  the  lagoon  bottom 

like  Matchbox  toys  in  a  bathtub.  Ambu¬ 

lances,  tow  trucks,  tankers — a  regular  bo¬ 
nanza  of  vintage  vehicles  going  through 

variou  s  stages  r/f  a  yea  change. 

7he  sreer  magnitude  of  gr/zis  that  in¬ 
dustrialized  nations  cr/uld  prr/duce  tr/ 

wage  war  must  have  left  a  profound  im¬ 

pression  r/n  the  native  islanders  of  Mi¬ 
cronesia.  Their  neighbors  to  the  y/uth.  the 

Mdanewans,  have  earned  a  place  in  an¬ 

thropology  textbooks  for  their  “cargo 
cults.  "  which  arose  even  before  World 

War  1  as  a  response  to  cz/k/riiai  aile.  'Hie 
subjugated  indigenous  peoples  saw  a  con¬ 
nection  between  the  power  and  wealth  of 
the  dr/rnmant  culmres.  Messianic  leaders 

heralded  Pie  “cargo  "  ship  that  w/uld  come 
y/rrz:  day,  bearing  the  riches  that  would 
enable  the  islanders  tr/  thro/,  off  the  yoke 

of  foreign  rule. 
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John  Brookst  National  Park  Service 

On  July  23, 1944,  troops  of  the  77th  Division  of  the  U.  S.  Army 

moved  inland  from  Agat,  on  Guam,  below.  Discarded  after  the 

end  of  hostilities,  one  of  dozens  of  war  vehicles,  right,  lies  in  an 

underwater  grave  near  Majuro. 
Signal  Corps;  Courtesy  of  the  War  in  the  Pacific  National  Historic  Park,  Guam 

Ever  since  the  sixteenth  century,  when 

Manila  galleons  carried  goods  from  East 

Asia  to  Acapulco,  there  have  been  foreign 

ships  in  Micronesian  waters.  The  great 

powers  of  Europe  and  Asia  have  been  at¬ 

tracted  to  the  region  not  only  by  its  strate¬ 

gic  location  but  also  by  its  serenity  and  re¬ 
moteness.  To  American  veterans  returning 

to  Micronesia,  the  islands  represent  a  piv¬ 
otal  event  of  their  lives,  participation  in 

World  War  H  They  remember  fallen  com¬ 
rades,  youthful  aspirations,  a  time  when 

they  were  seemingly  immortal  and  the 

world  was  a  simpler  place.  Ironically, 

many  of  the  hotels  where  American  veter¬ 

ans  will  be  staying  during  their  commem¬ 
orative  visit  will  belong  to  Japanese 

chains.  Of  late,  the  Japanese  have  returned 

to  Micronesia  pursuing  a  commercial, 

more  peaceful  vision  of  a  Co-Prosperity 
Sphere.  Developers,  hoteliers,  and  dive 

guides  are  succeeding  economically 

where  their  forebears  failed  militarily. 

For  the  most  part,  the  Micronesian 

people  welcome  the  returning  veterans 

from  both  sides.  They  also  embrace  then- 
own  past,  which  includes  a  war  that  totally 
absorbed  the  lives  of  their  entire  families, 

not  just  their  fighting  men.  And  the  smoke 

had  hardly  cleared  before  Micronesia  was 

turned  into  a  testing  ground:  mushroom 

clouds  became  a  regular  feature  on  the 
horizon  in  the  Marshall  Islands  for  a  dozen 

years. 
At  Bikini,  major  warships  from  World 

War  II,  including  the  aircraft  carrier 

Saratoga  and  the  Japanese  battleship  Na- 
gato,  lie  amid  cruisers,  destroyers,  and 

auxiliaries  in  the  most  unusual  of  the  Pa¬ 

cific  underwater  museums.  These  ships 

survived  1944  and  1945;  their  exploits 

were  breathlessly  followed  on  their  home 

fronts  through  victory  and  defeat,  and 
their  names  were  household  words.  Yet 

they  were  considered  excess  property  in 

1946  and  were  offered  up  in  a  grand  nu¬ 
clear  sacrifice,  known  by  the  code  name 

Operation  Crossroads. 

The  stated  purpose  of  Operation  Cross¬ 
roads  was  to  determine  how  naval  forces 

would  fare  in  a  nuclear  attack.  Some 

42,000  men  (and  36  women)  prepared  the 
test  fleet,  conducted  two  blasts  (code 

named  Able  and  Baker),  and  documented 
the  results  in  1.5  million  feet  of  movie 

film,  50,000  stills,  and  various  measure- 
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Empty  shells  lie  on  the  breech  of  a  deck 

gun  of  the  Fujikawa  Maru,  a  Japanese 

transport  that  was  sunk  in  Truk  Lagoon , 
in  the  island  now  known  as  Chuuk.  The 

shells  were  probably  left  there  by 

salvagers  who  extracted  the  explosives 

for  use  in  fishing. 
Larry  Murphy;  National  Park  Service 

ments.  Rivalries  between  different 

branches  of  the  armed  forces — each  com¬ 

peting  for  prominence  in  the  nuclear 

age — and  a  desire  to  impress  the  Soviet 
Union  were  also  factors  in  the  operation. 

The  most  surprising  result  of  the  tests 

was  not  that  some  ships  sank  and  some 

didn’t  but  that  radioactive  contamination 
was  a  much  more  complex  and  insidious 

problem  than  had  been  anticipated.  Many 

ships  only  moderately  damaged  from  the 
blasts  at  Bikini  had  to  be  sunk  elsewhere 

because  attempts  to  decontaminate  them 

failed.  As  part  of  plans  to  resettle  Bikini.  I 

have  recommended  that  the  sunken  ships 

there  be  made  into  a  marine  park,  a  place 

to  dive  into  history  and  experience  the  re¬ 
mains  of  global  conflict,  of  wars  hot  and 

cold  (the  ships  have  now  “cooled”  to  safe 
levels). 

From  my  home  in  Santa  Fe,  New  Mex¬ 
ico,  I  can  see  the  lights  of  White  Rock,  a 

bedroom  community  for  Los  Alamos. 
This  is  where  the  bombs  destined  for 

Bikini  were  bom.  A  coffee  cup  that  sits  on 

my  desk  is  decorated  with  the  stars  and 

stripes  of  the  Bikinian  flag.  Inspired  by  the 

American  flag,  it  has  a  few  noteworthy  dif¬ 

ferences.  The  three  stars  on  the  right  sym¬ 
bolize  the  islets  vaporized  in  1954  by  a 

thermonuclear  blast  (code  named  Bravo), 
and  across  the  bottom  is  written:  Men 

otemjej  rejilo  bein  anij  (Everything  is  in 

God’s  hands).  These  were  the  words  spo¬ 

ken  by  “King”  Juda,  leader  of  the  Bikinian 
people,  when  an  American  naval  officer 

explained  that  the  islanders  had  to  be 

moved  from  their  home  to  a  different  is¬ 
land  so  the  United  States  could  conduct 

tests  to  learn  how  to  use  nuclear  power 

“for  the  good  of  mankind  and  to  end  all 

world  wars.” 
Will  that  hope  be  realized?  When  the 

veterans  have  returned  from  their  com¬ 

memorative  visits  to  Micronesia,  when 

today  has  become  history  and  a  new  team 

of  young  archeologists  visits  the  site  of  the 

Cormoran  and  Tokai  in  Guam’s  Apra  Har¬ 
bor,  what  will  they  find?  Will  there  be  a 

third  ship?  As  they  say  in  the  Marshalls, 

Men  otemjej  rejilo  bein  anij.  □ 
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Swimming  Heads 
An  underwater  encounter  with  the  giant  ocean  sunfish 

by  Tierney  Thys  •  Photographs  by  Mike  Johnson 

Twenty  miles  off  the  southern  Califor¬ 

nia  coast,  our  research  vessel  was  ap¬ 

proaching  a  drifting  kelp  mat  when  a  giant 
ocean  sunfish,  or  mola,  breached  beside 

our  boat  and  quickly  submerged  again. 
Within  a  few  minutes,  two  others  rose  and 

floated  on  their  sides.  We  sidled  our  boat 

nearer  to  the  kelp,  put  on  our  scuba  gear, 

and  slipped  into  the  water  for  a  closer  look. 

About  ten  feet  underwater  we  saw  an  over¬ 

whelming  assemblage  of  huge  molas  lined 

up  before  us,  as  if  awaiting  inspection.  As 

we  swam  closer,  we  counted  sixteen,  vary¬ 
ing  in  color  and  pattern  from  evenly  dark 

gray  or  tan  to  blotchy  and  mottled,  all  with 

white  bellies.  They  seemed  unconcerned 

as  we  swam  freely  among  them.  Juvenile 

half-moon  fish  flitted  about  the  molas, 

picking  parasites  from  their  bodies. 

Lacking  a  true  tail,  the  mola  appears  to 

be  all  head,  earning  it  the  German  sobri¬ 

quet  of  Schwimmenderkopf  or  “swim¬ 

ming  head.”  Its  Latin  name,  Mola,  coined 
by  the  great  Swedish  naturalist  Linnaeus, 

means  millstone.  The  creature’s  common 
English  name  of  sunfish  refers  to  its  habit 

of  resting  on  its  side  at  the  surface.  Some 

biologists  believe  that  such  basking — a 
trait  shared  with  swordfish  and  leather¬ 

back  sea  turtles — may  be  a  method  of 
warming  the  body  to  speed  up  digestive 

ability.  Small  fishes  and  seabirds  feed  on 

the  copepod  parasites  clinging  to  the  bod¬ 
ies  of  basking  sunfish. 

Found  in  all  tropical  and  temperate 

zones,  molas  eat  small  fishes,  squid,  crus¬ 
taceans,  jellyfish,  gelatinous  plankton,  and 

algae,  but  their  favorite  food  is  the  moon 

jelly.  Ocean  sunfish  can  pursue  prey  in 

deep  waters.  In  1987  one  was  filmed  from 

a  submersible  in  the  Bahamas  at  a  depth  of 

1,800  feet. 

A  dozen  juvenile  half-moon  fish,  above,  feast  on  a  mola’s  body 

parasites.  The  mola ’s  fibrous  skin  is  tough,  light,  and  several 
inches  thick.  Facing  page:  Attracted  by  a  floating  kelp  mat,  with 

its  resident  population  of  small  invertebrates,  a  mola  swims  just 

below  the  surface  of  the  Pacific  Ocean  near  San  Diego. 
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Fused  teeth  give  the  sunfish  a  beaklike  mouth,  part  of  a 

specialized  anatomy  that  sets  it  apart  from  most  bony  fish. 

Molas,  huge  relatives  of  puffers,  are  the 

heaviest  of  all  bony  fishes  and  may  weigh 

as  much  as  5,000  pounds.  E.  W.  Gudger, 

an  American  Museum  of  Natural  History 

ichthyologist  who  studied  them  in  the 

1930s,  proclaimed  giant  sunfish  the 

“growth  champion  among  animals.”  Be¬ 
ginning  as  larvae  one-tenth  of  an  inch 
long,  they  grow  to  an  adult  size  of  more 

than  ten  feet— and  increase  their  original 

weight  sixty  million  times.  Gudger  calcu¬ 

lated  that  “the  larval  sunfish  is  to  its 

mother  as  a  150-pound  rowboat  is  to  sixty 
Queen  Marys  (the  Queen  Mary  weighed 

80,773  tons). 

Despite  their  size  and  shape,  molas 

swim  gracefully  through  the  water  by  syn¬ 
chronously  flapping  their  long  dorsal  and 
anal  fins  on  one  side  and  then  the  other. 

The  rear  end,  or  clavus,  is  hardly  a  tail  and 

is  nearly  useless  in  propelling  the  fish,  but 
works  as  a  serviceable  rudder. 

Molas  have  an  extraordinarily  tough 

skin  made  of  densely  packed  collagen 

fibers  up  to  six  inches  thick.  In  the  last 

century,  fishermen’s  children  would  bind 
chunks  of  sunfish  skin  with  twine  to  form 

bouncy  balls.  The  sunfish’s  skin  supports 
thousands  of  parasites  belonging  to  forty 

different  species.  Even  some  of  its  para¬ 
sites  have  parasites. 

Humans,  killer  whales,  and  sea  lions 

also  prey  upon  these  gentle,  vulnerable  gi¬ 
ants.  In  late  summer,  when  large  numbers 

of  young,  three-foot-long  molas  follow 
warm,  food-laden  currents  into  Monterey 

Bay,  California  sea  lions  often  attack 

them.  The  sea  lions  tear  off  a  mola’s  dorsal 
and  anal  fins  and  slam  the  helpless  fish 

against  the  water’s  surface.  If  they  fail  to 
rip  through  its  tough  skin,  the  sea  lions 

may  toss  the  crippled  mola  about  like  a 

giant  frisbee  and  finally  abandon  it  to  vo¬ 
racious  seagulls.  □ 

Although  the  mola  may  weigh  as  much  as  two  and  a  half  tons,  it  is 

gentle  and  approachable.  While  most  female  fish  carry  between 

twenty  and  fifty  million  eggs,  a  four-foot  female  mola  was  found  to 

contain  about  300  million — a  possible  world’s  record. 

I 
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To  found  a  new  colony,  a  queen  ant  of  the  slave-making  genus 
Polyergus  (right)  must  enter  a  Formica  nest  and  launch  a 

fatal  attack  upon  the  Formica  queen  (left).  After  repeated  biting 

and  licking,  the  victor  acquires  the  victim’s  pheromones  and, 

with  them,  the  services  of  the  dead  queen’s  workers. Raymond  A.  Mendez 

; 
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The  Ant  Who  Would  Be  Queen 
To  enslave  a  foreign  colony,  a  parasitic  queen  must  first  murder  her  royal  counterpart 

by  Howard  Topoff 

Recently,  I  found  my  daughter  Andrea 

studying  for  an  ecology  test — in  the  fourth 
grade.  Surprised,  I  took  the  opportunity  to 

ask  her  if  she  could  name  a  parasite.  “A 
tapeworm,”  she  said.  “You  know,  that 

thing  that  lives  in  your  stomach.  Yuck!” Her  reaction  was  familiar;  to  most  people 

the  mere  thought  of  a  parasite  is  unset¬ 
tling.  But  people  are  usually  considering 

only  the  familiar  parasites  of  humans:  var¬ 
ious  worms,  lice,  ticks,  and  other  creatures 

that  attach  themselves  to  the  skin  or  inter¬ 

nal  organs  and  feed  on  blood  or  other  body 

fluids,  sapping  their  host  of  energy.  A 

more  remarkable  type  of  parasitic  rela¬ 
tionship  exists,  however.  Known  as  social 
parasitism,  it  involves  one  species  relying 

on  another  to  raise  its  young.  Among  ver¬ 

tebrates,  the  best-known  social  parasites 
are  such  birds  as  cuckoos  and  cowbirds; 

the  female  lays  an  egg  in  a  nest  belonging 

to  another  species  and  leaves  it  for  the  host 
to  rear. 

The  dulotic,  or  slave-making,  species 

of  ants,  however,  are  the  supreme  social 

parasites.  Consider,  for  example,  the  un¬ 
usual  behavior  of  ants  belonging  to  the 

genus  Polyergus,  which  I  have  been 

studying  for  many  years  in  the  Chiricahua 
Mountains  of  southeastern  Arizona  (see 

“Invasion  of  the  Booty  Snatchers,”  Nat¬ 
ural  History,  October  1984).  All  species  of 

this  ant  have  lost  the  ability  to  care  for 

themselves.  The  workers  do  not  forage  for 

food,  feed  their  brood  or  queen,  or  even 

clean  their  own  nest.  To  compensate  for 

these  deficits,  Polyergus  has  become  spe¬ 

cialized  at  obtaining  workers  from  the  re¬ 

lated  genus  Formica  to  do  these  chores. 

In  a  slave  raid,  several  thousand  Polyer¬ 
gus  workers  will  travel  up  to  500  feet  in 
search  of  a  Formica  nest,  penetrate  it, 

drive  off  the  queen  and  her  workers,  cap¬ 

ture  the  pupal  brood,  and  transport  it  back 
to  their  nest.  The  captured  brood  is  then 

reared  by  the  resident  Formica  workers 

until  the  developing  pupae  emerge  to  add 

to  the  slave  population,  which  maintains 

the  mixed-species  nest.  The  Formica 

workers  forage  for  nectar  and  dead  arthro¬ 

pods,  and  regurgitate  food  to  colony  mem¬ 
bers  of  both  species.  They  also  remove 41 



wastes  and  excavate  new  chambers  as  the 

population  increases. 

The  true  extent  of  the  Polyergus  ants’ 
dependence  on  their  slaves  becomes  ap¬ 
parent  when  the  worker  population  grows 

too  large  for  the  existing  nest.  Scouts  of 

Formica  locate  a  new  nesting  site,  return 

to  the  mixed-species  colony,  and  recruit 
additional  Formica  nest  mates.  During  a 

period  that  may  last  seven  days,  the 

Formica  slaves  carry  to  the  new  nest  all 

the  Polyergus  eggs,  larvae,  and  pupae, 

every  Polyergus  adult,  and  even  the  Poly¬ 
ergus  queen. 

Of  the  approximately  8,000  species  of 

ants  in  the  world,  all  5  species  of  Polyer¬ 
gus  and  some  200  species  in  other  genera 

have  evolved  some  degree  of  parasitic  re¬ 
lationship  with  other  ants.  At  one  end  of 

the  behavioral  continuum  are  temporary 

parasites,  species  capable  of  caring  for 

themselves,  but  relying  on  a  host  species 

during  the  early  stages  of  colony  founding. 

The  newly  mated  queen  of  the  species  La- 
sius  umbratus,  for  example,  enters  a  nest 

of  its  host,  L.  niger,  kills  the  resident 

queen,  and  deposits  her  own  eggs  in  the  in¬ 
vaded  nest.  The  host  workers  rear  her  off¬ 

spring,  which  as  adults  scavenge  for  their 

own  food.  Because  the  host  queen  is  no 

longer  present,  the  worker  force  of  L.  niger 

gradually  diminishes  through  attrition, 

and  the  colony  becomes  a  single-species 
society  of  L.  umbratus. 

At  the  other  end  of  the  spectrum,  the  in- 
quiline  ants  spend  their  entire  life  cycle  in 

the  nest  of  the  host.  In  Teleutomyrmex 

schneideri,  for  example,  the  entire  worker 
caste  has  been  eliminated  and  so  have  the 

slave  raids.  The  queen  of  Teleutomyrmex 

is  about  one-third  the  size  of  her  host 

queen,  Tetramorium  caespitum,  and  capi¬ 

talizes  on  her  own  diminutive  size  by  rid¬ 

ing  on  the  host’s  back.  The  males  and  new 
queens  produced  by  the  parasitic  female 

copulate  inside  the  host  nest.  The  newly 

mated  queens  then  locate  other  colonies  of 

Tetramorium  to  parasitize,  and  the  cycle  of 

parasitism  is  repeated.  Teleutomyrmex 

schneideri  has  achieved  the  highest  pos¬ 
sible  degree  of  social  parasitism,  and  in  so 

doing  it  has  become  utterly  dependent  on 

its  host.  Polyergus  represents  an  interme¬ 
diate  stage  of  parasitic  evolution,  because 

it  too  depends  on  its  host  for  food  and  nest 

maintenance.  Unlike  Teleutomyrmex, 

however,  it  still  retains  a  large  worker  pop¬ 
ulation  that  must  conduct  frequent  slave 

raids  on  other  ant  species. 

But  how  do  such  parasitic  relationships 

originate?  A  cardinal  rule  in  evolutionary 

biology  is  that  parasitic  organisms,  be  they 

bacteria,  tapeworms,  fleas,  or  slave-mak¬ 

ing  ants,  must  have  evolved  from  free-liv¬ 
ing  ancestors.  For  dulotic  ants  such  as 

Polyergus,  at  least  two  behavioral  adapta¬ 
tions  were  also  essential  for  social  para¬ 
sitism  to  evolve.  The  first  is  a  proficiency 

for  capturing  another  species’  brood  in  a 
group  raid.  This  behavior  undoubtedly 

predates  parasitism,  because  many  free- 
living  ants  conduct  predatory  raids  on 

other  species,  as  well  as  territorial  raids  on 

neighboring  colonies  of  the  same  species. 
The  second  adaptation  is  the  ability  of 

queens  to  found  new  colonies.  In  free-liv¬ 
ing  species,  winged  males  and  queens  fly 
from  their  natal  nests  in  search  of  mates. 

After  this  mating  flight,  a  fertile  female 

pulls  off  her  wings,  excavates  a  chamber, 

lays  a  few  eggs,  and  later  nourishes  her 
larvae  with  stored  nutrients.  When  the  first 

brood  matures  into  adult  workers,  they 

feed  the  queen  and  the  larvae  of  her  subse¬ 
quent  broods.  But  this  sequence  simply 

will  not  work  for  a  parasitic  ant  such  as 

Polyergus  because  the  queen  can’t  rear  her 
own  larvae.  Her  only  recourse  is  a  seem¬ 

ingly  impossible  task:  to  invade  a  Formica 
colony,  kill  the  host  queen,  appropriate  the 

brood,  and  somehow  get  the  workers  to  ac¬ 
cept  her  as  their  queen.  If  she  is  successful, 
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resident  Formica  workers  will  feed  her, 

and  within  a  few  days  she  will  start  laying 

eggs.  After  the  eggs  hatch,  the  host  work¬ 
ers  will  rear  her  brood  until  her  own 

worker  population  is  large  enough  to  sup¬ 
plement  the  slave  force  by  staging  raids  on 
other  Formica  colonies. 

My  recent  studies  of  Polyergus  have  fo¬ 
cused  on  the  mechanisms  by  which  newly 

mated  queens  are  able  to  kill  queens  of 

Formica  and  become  accepted  by  the  for¬ 

eign  workers.  Together  with  Ellen  Zim- 

merli,  one  of  my  graduate  students,  I  re¬ 

turned  to  the  American  Museum’s 
Southwestern  Research  Station,  in  the 

Chiricahua  Mountains  of  southeastern 

Arizona,  where  I  had  conducted  my  origi¬ 
nal  studies.  At  an  elevation  of  5,400  feet, 

the  ants  inhabit  a  woodland  dominated  by 

Arizona  oak,  alligator  juniper,  and  Chiri- 

During  a  Polyergus  raid  on  a  Formica  nest,  left,  two  workers 
( center ;  beneath  log )  cany  off  a  white  Formica  pupa.  Below:  A 
Formica  queen  is  approached  by  a  worker  (right)  of  her  own 
species  after  they  have  been  routed  from  their  nest  in  a  slave  raid. 
Both  photographs  by  Howard  Topoff 

cahua  pine  trees.  Here,  Polyergus  brevi- 

ceps  is  the  only  slave-making  ant,  and 
Formica  gnava  is  its  only  host. 

Like  most  ants,  both  species  nest  under¬ 
ground,  so  that  the  interactions  between 

host  and  parasite  queens  cannot  be  ob¬ 
served  in  the  field.  Fortunately,  colonies  of 

Formica  are  easy  to  collect,  and  they 

thrive  in  the  laboratory,  where  they  can  be 

observed  under  a  low-power  microscope. 
A  day  prior  to  each  test,  we  put  fifteen 

Formica  workers,  fifteen  pupae,  and  one 

queen  in  a  plastic  petri  dish  “nest,”  which 
was  placed  in  a  larger  tray  to  prevent  ants 

from  escaping.  At  the  beginning  of  each 

test,  these  workers  stood  motionless,  sur¬ 

rounding  the  pupal  brood. 
When  we  introduced  a  newly  mated 

Polyergus  queen  into  the  tray  that  sur¬ 
rounded  the  nest,  she  would  scramble 

around  randomly  until  she  located  the 
small  nest  entrance.  Once  inside,  however, 

her  actions  became  deliberate.  She  bolted 

straight  for  the  Formica  queen.  Armed 

with  powerful  mandibles,  she  delivered 
lethal  bites  to  several  Formica  workers 

who  attempted  to  attack  her  and  repelled 

the  rest  with  a  pheromone  secreted  from 

the  Dufour’s  gland  in  her  abdomen.  With 
the  worker  opposition  liquidated  or  dis¬ 
persed,  she  grabbed  the  Formica  queen 

and,  for  twenty-five  minutes,  bit  her  re¬ 

peatedly  in  the  head,  thorax,  and  ab¬ 

domen.  The  Polyergus  queen’s  assault  is 
so  rapid  and  formidable  that  the  Formica 

queen  can  only  muster  a  feeble  and  futile 
counterattack.  Through  the  microscope,  I 

could  clearly  see  that  between  bouts  of  bit¬ 

ing,  the  attacking  queen  opened  her 

mandibles  wide  and,  extending  her  hy- 

popharynx  (tongue),  continually  licked 

the  dead  queen’s  wounds. Within  minutes  after  the  death  of  the 

Formica  queen,  the  small  nest  underwent 
a  remarkable  transformation.  The  remain¬ 

ing  Formica  workers  behaved  as  if  they 
were  sedated.  They  calmly  approached  the 

Polyergus  queen  and  began  grooming  her 
as  she  assembled  the  scattered  Formica 

pupae  into  a  neat  pile,  and  triumphantly 
stood  on  top  of  it.  At  this  point,  the  colony 

takeover  was  complete. 

But  how  did  the  Polyergus  queen  bring 

about  this  dramatic  shift  in  the  behavior  of 

the  Formica  workers?  Social  insects  use 

chemicals,  called  pheromones,  to  commu¬ 
nicate  with  one  another.  Pheromones  are 

similar  to  hormones,  in  that  both  are  se¬ 

creted  by  glands.  But  whereas  hormones 
are  secreted  into  the  circulatory  system 

within  an  organism,  pheromones  are  ex¬ 
creted  to  the  outside  and  affect  the  behav- 43 



ior  of  other  organisms.  One  possibility 

was  that  naturally  occurring  pheromones 

of  the  Polyergus  queen  were  similar  to 

those  of  the  Formica  queen.  If  so,  she 

would  have  been  using  what  ecologists 

call  chemical  mimicry  to  accomplish  her 

takeover.  But  because  the  invader  was  ac¬ 

cepted  only  after  she  killed  the  host,  I  was 

drawn  to  an  alternative  hypothesis,  one 

that  I  call  the  “chemical  heist.”  In  this 

view,  the  Polyergus  queen  acquires  chem¬ 
icals  from  the  Formica  queen  during  the 

very  act  of  killing  and  licking  her. 

We  repeated  the  original  experiment, 

introducing  a  Polyergus  queen  to  a 

Formica  nest  with  workers,  pupae,  and 

queen,  but  with  a  twist:  we  had  already 

killed  the  Formica  queen  by  rapidly  freez¬ 
ing  and  defrosting  her.  The  chemical  heist 

hypothesis  predicted  that  the  Polyergus 

queen  would  still  have  to  attack  the  dead 

host  queen,  pierce  her  exoskeleton,  and  in¬ 

gest  her  body  fluids.  The  results  were  ex¬ 
actly  as  we  had  predicted.  Upon  entering 

the  nest,  the  Polyergus  queen  ran  past  the 

attacking  workers,  pounced  on  the  mo¬ 
tionless  Formica  queen,  and  proceeded  to 

bite  and  lick  her  just  as  if  she  were  alive. 

After  about  twenty  minutes  of  working 

over  the  Formica  queen,  the  Polyergus 

queen  was  groomed  by  the  Formica  work¬ 
ers  and  accepted  by  them  as  their  new 

queen.  Apparently  the  pheromones  of  the 

dead  queen,  and  not  her  murder,  triggered 
the  remarkable  transition. 

To  determine  whether  the  chemicals  ac¬ 

quired  from  the  dead  Formica  queens  are 

long-lasting,  we  repeated  the  experiment, 
but  removed  the  Polyergus  queen  as  soon 

as  she  had  finished  killing  and  licking  her 

victim.  We  then  placed  the  queen  in  a  vial 

for  seven  days  before  reintroducing  her 

into  a  nest  of  Formica  workers  and  pupae. 

Despite  her  lengthy  absence,  she  was  im¬ 

mediately  accepted  by  the  Formica  work¬ 
ers,  who  approached  her  slowly,  waved 
their  antennae  over  her  and  commenced 

grooming.  We  saw  no  signs  of  aggression. 

One  question  remained:  How  does  a 

Polyergus  queen  know  which  species  of 

ant  to  parasitize?  Many  ant  species  inhabit 
southeastern  Arizona,  and  a  newly  mated 

Polyergus  queen  might  easily  encounter 
the  nests  of  more  than  two  dozen  species 

in  a  single  afternoon.  But  only  one  will  do. 

Choosing  the  proper  host  is  crucial  be¬ 
cause  worker  ants  do  not  alter  their  behav¬ 

ior  as  a  result  of  being  parasitized. 

Inside  a  Polyergus  nest,  Formica  work¬ 
ers  forage  for  the  same  food  (nectar  and 

dead  arthropods),  construct  the  same  gal¬ 
leries,  and  defend  their  colony  against  the 

same  predators  that  they  do  in  their  own 
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A  Polyergus  worker,  left,  carries  the  pupa  of  a  Formica  ant. 
Upon  emergence  from  the  pupa,  the  young  adult  will  join  the 

workforce  in  the  new,  mixed-species  nest.  Below:  Young 
Formica  ants  emerge  from  their  cocoons.  Within  a  few  days, 
they  will  acquire  adult  pigmentation. 
Both  photographs  by  Howard  Topoff 

nests.  Even  if  a  Polyergus  queen  were 

somehow  able  to  become  adopted  by  a 

small  colony  of  harvester  ants,  it’s  a  good 
bet  that  the  workers  would  continue  to 

bring  their  choice  food,  seeds,  back  to  the 

nest.  Since  neither  the  Polyergus  queen 

nor  her  larvae  could  survive  on  this  high 

fiber  diet,  such  a  mixed-species  nest  would 

quickly  perish.  Successful  parasitism  thus 

dictates  that  parasite  and  host  species 

share  an  extraordinarily  similar  ecology, 

which  probably  explains  why  socially  par¬ 
asitic  ants  and  their  hosts  are  often  closely 

related  taxonomically. 

I  tackled  this  question  in  the  pine  bar¬ 

rens  of  Long  Island,  New  York,  where 

Polyergus  lucidus  (the  eastern  species  of 

this  genus)  uses  at  least  three  species  of 

Formica  as  slaves.  Each  P.  lucidus  colony, 

however,  enslaves  only  one  of  these  three 

types  of  Formica  ants.  Linda  Goodloe, 

one  of  my  graduate  students,  surveyed  P. 

lucidus  colonies  in  late  summer,  when 

mating  flights  occur.  For  several  days 

prior  to  flying,  winged  queens  emerge 

from  the  nest  in  late  afternoon  and  join 

several  hundred  workers  milling  around 

the  nest  entrance.  We  captured  queens 

from  Polyergus  colonies  containing  F. 

schaufussi  or  F.  nitidiventris  slaves,  cooled 

them  to  immobilize  them  long  enough  to 

dab  a  streak  of  enamel  paint  on  their  ab¬ 
domens,  and  then  immediately  returned 
them  to  their  home  nests. 

For  the  next  few  weeks,  we  watched  the 

ground  near  the  colonies  for  the  presence 

of  marked  queens  that  had  recently  mated 

(indicated  by  the  absence  of  wings).  We 

recaptured  thirteen  painted  Polyergus 

queens  from  colonies  with  F.  schaufussi 
slaves  and  brought  them  to  the  laboratory, 

where  we  presented  them  with  a  choice  of 

two  host  Formica  species:  F.  schaufussi 

(the  species  from  their  home  nest)  and  F. 

nitidiventris  (with  which  they  had  no  pre¬ 

vious  experience).  All  thirteen  queens  se¬ 
lected  colonies  of  F.  schaufussi  to  invade. 

We  were  only  able  to  recapture  one 

painted  Polyergus  queen  from  a  F.  nitidi¬ 
ventris  colony,  but  given  a  choice  of  nests 

to  invade,  it  chose  a  colony  of  F.  nitidiven¬ 

tris.  Polyergus  queens  use  a  very  simple 

rule:  invade  any  colony  containing  the 

same  species  of  host  ant  that  was  in  the 

nest  in  which  you  were  raised.  Such  spe¬ 

cialization  probably  increases  the  chances 

that  Polyergus  queens  will  be  able  to  find 

compatible  hosts. 
But  for  such  parasitism  to  have  evolved, 

an  occasional  Polyergus  queen  must  have 

invaded  the  nest  of  an  unfamiliar  species. 

Imagine  a  lone,  newly  mated  Polyergus 

queen,  scurrying  around  the  field,  sticking 
her  nose  (actually  her  antennae)  into 
crevices  and  under  rocks,  looking  for  the 

nest  of  a  foreign  ant  species  to  assault. 

Sound  dangerous?  In  addition  to  shelter¬ 

ing  a  wolf  spider,  sun  scorpion,  or  cen¬ 

tipede,  any  nook  or  hole  might  harbor  a 

colony  of  carpenter  ants  whose  powerful 

jaws  could  instantly  decapitate  an  intruder. 

Undoubtedly,  Polyergus  queens  often 

ended  up  as  tasty  morsels  for  other  arthro¬ 

pods,  but  a  few  must  have  been  success¬ 
fully  adopted  by  a  new  host  species. 

To  see  how  Polyergus  queens  might 

react  if  given  the  opportunity  to  acquire 
the  odor  of  an  unfamiliar  Formica  queen, 

we  returned  to  Arizona.  At  an  elevation  of 

8,200  feet,  in  a  forest  of  ponderosa  pine 

and  Douglas  fir,  Polyergus  ants  raid  nests 

of  Formica  occulta  for  slaves;  at  lower  el¬ 

evations,  they  parasitize  F.  gnava.  We  col¬ 
lected  seven  colonies  of  F.  occulta,  and  set 

them  up  in  laboratory  nests.  Into  each  F. 
occulta  nest,  we  introduced  a  newly  mated 

Polyergus  queen  from  a  colony  found  at 

the  lower  elevation  and  that  therefore  con¬ 

tained  F.  gnava  slaves. 
The  results  of  the  seven  trials  were 

mixed.  Five  of  the  Polyergus  queens 

showed  no  interest  in  attacking  the  F.  oc¬ 

culta  queens;  they  encountered  the  foreign 

queens,  bmshed  them  with  their  antennae 

briefly,  and  then  ignored  them.  Attacking 

Formica  workers  killed  three  of  these  pas¬ 

sive  Polyergus  queens.  The  other  two 

queens  escaped  harm  by  quickly  leaving 

the  nest.  Remarkably,  two  of  the  seven 

Polyergus  queens  did  seize  and  kill  the 
foreign  Formica  queen.  And  when  they 

finished  licking  their  victims,  both  were 

promptly  adopted  by  the  foreign  Formica 
workers. 

While  this  success  rate  might  seem 

poor,  the  payoff  for  Polyergus  is  large.  In¬ 
deed,  social  parasitism  is  such  a  successful 
adaptation  that  it  has  arisen  independently 

in  many  unrelated  animals,  including 

fishes,  birds,  and  insects.  Among  fishes, 

only  the  most  rudimentary  form  of  brood 

parasitism  exists,  in  which  the  parasitic  fe¬ 
male’s  role  ends  after  egg  laying.  Females 
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Raymond  A.  Mendez 

A  Polyergus  queen,  right  and  below,  usually  mates  during  the 

a  slave  raid.  Having  emitted  pheromones  to  attract  the  darker, 

smaller  males  (below  left),  the  queen  mates  with  one,  and  after 

removing  her  wings,  continues  with  the  raid. 
Howard  Topoff 

of  the  Asian  freshwater  minnow  Pungtun- 
gia  herzi,  for  example,  deposit  their  eggs 

on  the  same  aquatic  reed  as  their  host,  the 

perch  Siniperca  kawamebari.  Because 

male  Siniperca  don’t  discriminate  between 
the  two  types  of  eggs,  they  end  up  guard¬ 

ing  the  parasite’s  eggs  along  with  their 
own.  When  the  minnow  eggs  hatch,  the 

parasitic  fish  assemble  with  others  of  their 

own  species  and  have  no  further  contact 
with  their  hosts. 

Cuckoos,  by  contrast,  carry  brood  para¬ 

sitism  several  steps  further.  After  deposit¬ 

ing  an  egg  in  the  host’s  nest,  a  female 
cuckoo  removes  one  of  the  resident  eggs. 

Egg  mimicry  is  also  common,  so  that  a 

cuckoo  specializing  in  meadow  pipits  lays 

brown,  spotted  eggs;  while  a  cuckoo  spe¬ 
cializing  in  reed  warblers  lays  greenish 

eggs.  The  cuckoo  chick  enhances  the  par¬ 
asitic  relationship  by  hatching  first  and 

systematically  ejecting  the  eggs  and  newly 

hatched  chicks  of  the  host.  The  host  par¬ 

ents  clearly  do  not  recognize  the  decep¬ 
tion,  and  they  feed  the  parasitic  chick  until 

it  is  ready  to  leave  the  nest.  Like  the  min¬ 
nows,  however,  fledged  cuckoos  promptly 

rejoin  members  of  their  own  species,  and 
have  no  further  interactions  with  the  host 

species  until  they  are  reproductively  ma¬ 
ture  and  ready  to  parasitize  another  nest. 

How  does  the  female  cuckoo  choose  an 

appropriate  host  to  parasitize?  Apparently, 

she  uses  the  same  rule  as  a  Polyergus 

queen.  The  cuckoo  lays  her  egg  in  a  nest 

containing  the  same  host  species  with 

which  she  was  raised  immediately  after 
hatching. 

My  daughter’s  fourth-grade  science 
book  does  a  pretty  good  job  illustrating  the 

major  principles  of  ecology.  On  evolution¬ 
ary  diversity,  however,  it  falls  short.  Like 

most  biology  textbooks,  it  echoes  the  fan¬ 

tasy  that  vertebrates  are  higher  on  the  evo¬ 
lutionary  tree  than  invertebrates,  and  are 

therefore  more  complex  in  both  structure 
and  function. 

Yet  the  behavior  of  Polyergus  queens 

during  colony  founding  offers  perhaps  the 

best  illustration  that  the  evolutionary  proc¬ 

ess  yields  a  mosaic  of  species — often  with 
unique  and  extremely  sophisticated  social 

adaptations — and  is  not  an  escalator  lead¬ 
ing  methodically  and  inexorably  to  ever 

greater  complexity.  Ant  societies,  with 

their  behaviorally  specialized  castes,  elab¬ 

orate  systems  of  chemical  communica¬ 
tion,  and  huge  potential  for  adjusting  to 

ever  changing  environments,  have 

evolved  levels  of  social  organization  that 
far  exceed  even  those  of  most  vertebrate 

species.  □ 
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The  Vervets’  Year  of  Doom 
j  Can  Amboseli’s  monkeys  survive  the  predation  of  leopards  and  the  loss  of  their  favorite  trees? 
by  Lynne  A.  Isbell 

The  sky  is  clear  in  Amboseli  National 

Park,  Kenya,  and  Mount  Kilimanjaro  rises 

to  meet  it.  On  the  plain,  Newton,  Charing 
Cross,  Gorbachev,  and  the  rest  of  the 

group  of  vervet  monkeys  stir  from  the 

sleeping  tree  to  begin  another  day  of  eat¬ 
ing,  arguing,  and  grooming  one  another. 
Newton,  an  adult  female  with  a  distinctive 

white  moustache,  directs  her  attention  to  a 

large  Azima  bush  sixty  feet  away  that  is 

thick  with  ripe  berries.  Approaching  the 

bush  could  be  risky,  as  the  dense  foliage 

might  harbor  a  leopard  or  python.  She 

scrutinizes  the  greenery  for  a  long  time, 

then  climbs  down  the  sleeping  tree  and 

passes  by  several  smaller  bushes,  turning 

over  elephant  dung  along  the  way  to  look 

for  juicy  insects.  Suddenly,  a  blur  of  colors 
darts  out  from  behind  one  of  the  bushes. 

Within  seconds,  a  leopard  grabs  Newton 

by  her  neck,  breaking  it  instantly.  Charing 

Cross,  witnessing  the  kill,  emits  a  rapid  se¬ 
ries  of  sharp  barks.  To  the  vervets,  its 

meaning  is  clear:  “LEOPARD!  LEOP¬ 

ARD!”  The  call  is  quickly  taken  up  by  the 
rest  of  the  group  as  other  individuals  on 

the  ground  race  up  the  nearest  fever  trees 

for  a  safe  view.  The  cat  carries  Newton’s 

body  to  a  shady  spot  beneath  the  dense 

branches,  where  it  consumes  the  meat. 

Charing  Cross,  Gorbachev,  and  the  others 

will  never  see  Newton  again. 

Anyone  who  visits  the  numerous  na¬ 

tional  parks  in  East  Africa  quickly  learns 

that  dangers  abound  there.  Parched  bones 

liberally  litter  the  ground.  Many  belong  to 

gazelles,  wildebeests,  and  other  ungulates 

taken  by  lions,  hyenas,  cheetahs,  and  leop¬ 
ards.  Some  smaller  animals,  however, 

leave  very  few  bones  behind  to  remind  us 

that  they  were  once  dynamic  individuals 

that  maneuvered  their  way  around  friends 

and  enemies  in  an  attempt  to  survive  and 

reproduce.  Vervet  monkeys  are  the  size  of 

An  infant  vervet  clings  to  its  mother,  opposite  page,  in  Kenya’s  Amboseli 
National  Park.  Vervets  prefer  to  sleep  in  fever  trees,  above,  whose  many  vertical 

branches  may  deter  leopards  from  climbing  them. 
Mary  Ann  McDonald 



domestic  cats;  when  they  are  eaten  by  car¬ 
nivores,  particularly  leopards,  virtually 
nothing  remains. 

Although  vervets  are  found  throughout 

sub-Saharan  Africa,  they  are  restricted  to 
savanna-woodlands  habitat  along  rivers, 
lakes,  and  swamps.  They  live  in  cohesive 

groups,  ranging  in  size  from  two  to  about 

twenty  adult  males  and  females,  with  ac¬ 

companying  juveniles.  Following  the  typi¬ 
cal  pattern  for  Old  World  monkeys,  fe¬ 
male  vervets  usually  live  and  die  in  their 

mother’s  group,  while  males  leave  to  join 
other  groups  when  they  reach  sexual  ma¬ 
turity  at  five  or  six  years  of  age.  Females 
form  the  core  of  a  stable  but  competitive 

social  environment,  and  their  relationships 

are  strictly  hierarchical.  Whenever  a  con¬ 
flict  arises  over  food,  grooming  partners, 
or  even  seating  locations  on  a  branch,  the 

highest-ranking  female  and  her  daughters 

can  push  everyone  around,  while  the  low¬ 
est-ranking  female  and  her  daughters  must 
give  way  to  everyone.  Because  males  are 
more  transient  than  females,  their  place  in 

the  hierarchy  is  less  fixed  and  less  depen¬ 
dent  on  kinship. 

Researchers  have  studied  Amboseli 

vervets  for  three  decades,  during  which 

they  have  learned  about  the  kinds  of  foods 

vervets  prefer  during  good  times  and  bad, 
the  role  of  kinship  in  gaining  access  to 
those  foods,  and  how  the  animals  steer 

clear  of  danger.  Zoologist  Tom  Struhsaker 

first  recognized  that  vervets  in  Amboseli 

give  different  alarm  calls  to  different 

predators,  documenting  a  vocabulary  of 
sorts.  Later,  Robert  Seyfarth  and  Dorothy 

Cheney  systematically  studied  the  vervets’ 
responses  to  these  alarm  calls  (see  “In  the 

Minds  of  Monkeys,”  Natural  History, 
September  1990).  After  recording  alarm 

calls,  Seyfarth  and  Cheney  played  them 
back  to  the  vervets  when  predators  were 
absent.  When  vervets  on  the  ground  heard 

the  “snake”  alarm,  they  stood  on  their  hind 
legs  and  scanned  the  ground.  When  they 

heard  “eagle”  alarm  calls,  they  dashed  into 
bushes  for  cover.  And,  as  on  the  day  that 

Newton  died,  when  vervets  heard  “leop¬ 
ard”  alarm  calls,  they  retreated  quickly  to 
the  upper  branches  of  trees. 

Predation  is  a  fact  of  life  for  vervets. 

They  are  vulnerable  to  pythons,  eagles, 

leopards,  and  even  baboons.  Still,  when  I 
first  went  to  Amboseli  in  1986  to  study  the 

vervet’s  social  system,  I  did  not  expect  to 
witness  the  near  annihilation  of  the  entire 

study  population.  When  I  arrived,  the 

vervet  population  consisted  of  seventy-six 
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individuals  living  in  six  groups  that  were 

well  habituated  to  human  observers.  In¬ 

deed,  these  vervets  usually  treated  us  as  if 

we  were  just  another  species  of  gazelle — a 
neutral  species,  neither  beneficial  nor 

harmful.  By  the  time  my  study  ended 

more  than  two  years  later,  the  original 

population  had  been  reduced  by  two- 

thirds,  to  twenty-five  individuals  in  three 
groups.  When  I  returned  in  1 992,  only  two 

small  groups,  totaling  nine  individuals, 

still  remained.  What  happened  to  the  luck¬ 

less  Amboseli  vervets,  and  can  their  dev¬ 

astated  population  survive? 
Struhsaker,  who  in  the  1960s  was  the 

first  scientist  to  study  the  Amboseli 

vervets,  found  upon  returning  there  in  the 

1970s  that  the  population  had  declined.  He 

noticed,  too,  that  there  had  been  a  decline 

of  the  fever  trees,  Acacia  xanthophloea, 

At  Lake  Nakuru  National  Park  in  Kenya,  a  young  vervet  maneuvers  through  an 
acacia  s  thorny  branches,  left,  to  reach  the  small,  edible  white  flowers.  At  the  approach 
of  a  large  python  in  Amboseli,  below,  vervets  stand  on  their  hind  legs  while  excitedly 
repeating  their  “snake"  alarm  calls. Richard  Wrangham;  Anthro  Photo 

on  whose  sap  and  seeds  the  vervets  feed. 

The  monkeys  also  use  the  trees  as  nightly 

roosts,  descending  each  morning  to  forage 

for  berries,  insects,  and  other  delicacies. 

(Fever  trees  grow  quickly  but  live  perhaps 

only  100  years.  And  as  ecologists  Truman 

Young  and  Keith  Lindsay  have  pointed 

out,  stands  of  fever  trees  usually  contain 

individuals  of  similar  age.  Since  the  trees 

are  aging  simultaneously,  they  die  within  a 

few  years  of  one  another.)  As  their  food 

supplies  gradually  dwindled,  so  did  the 

monkeys.  By  the  time  of  my  study,  how¬ 
ever,  the  last  of  the  fever  trees  had  begun 

to  die,  dramatically  affecting  the  lives  of 

the  remaining  vervets. 

As  their  responses  to  alarm  calls  attest, 

vervets  also  use  fever  trees  for  shelter,  pri¬ 

marily  when  fleeing  leopards.  About  six 

months  into  my  study,  I  began  to  suspect 

that  something  unusual  was  happening 

after  Newton  and  five  juveniles  from  her 

group  disappeared  on  the  same  day.  The 
vervets  seemed  to  be  disappearing  at  a 

faster  rate  than  in  past  years.  Often,  they 

simply  vanished  overnight,  despite  my  ex¬ 
tensive  searches  for  signs  of  them.  When  I 

did  find  evidence,  it  was  largely  circum¬ 
stantial.  Animal  tracks  are  easily  seen  in 

Amboseli ’s  dust,  and  I  sometimes  found 
clues  that  told  of  vervets  darting  out  of 

their  sleeping  tree  in  the  middle  of  the 

night  and  of  a  leopard  among  them.  I 

could  easily  imagine  the  terror  of  the  mon¬ 
keys  when  they  were  startled  awake  by  the 

big  cat.  Once  I  found  something  more  sub¬ 
stantial:  the  lower  jaw  and  a  clump  of  hair 

belonging  to  Tycho,  a  low-ranking  female 
who  was  ten  years  old  at  the  time  of  her 

death.  Near  her  fragmentary  remains  were 

leopard  tracks  and  the  only  pile  of  leopard 

dung  I  ever  found  in  Amboseli. 
At  about  the  same  time  that  the  vervet 

population  was  rapidly  shrinking,  I  began 

to  see  leopards  more  often  than  observers 

had  in  the  past.  In  1987,  I  saw  leopards 

nineteen  times,  sometimes  even  without 

the  help  of  the  vervets’  alarm  calls.  During 
the  entire  previous  year,  vervet  researchers 
had  observed  a  leopard  only  once.  One  of 

my  sightings  was  an  adult  female  with  two 
cubs.  Judging  from  the  tracks  I  saw  under 

the  vervets’  sleeping  tree  the  morning  Al¬ 
mond  Joy  and  her  four-year-old  son, 
Hoola  Hoop,  disappeared,  the  female 

leopard  had  been  hunting  that  night  with  at 
least  one  of  her  cubs.  Twice  I  saw  an  adult 

female  and  an  adult  male  leopard  together, 

although  most  often  I  saw  a  lone  adult 

male.  Leopards  live  solitarily  when  they 

are  adults,  and  because  adult  males  do  not 

share  home  ranges,  I  believe  that  my  sight- 
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Vervets  eat  a  wide  variety  of  seeds,  fruits,  flowers,  sap,  and  insects.  An 
adult  in  South  Africa  feeds  on  flame  creeper  blossoms,  left.  Below:  An 
infant  that  has  wandered  a  few  feet  away  from  its  mother  peers  through 
the  foliage  in  Nairobi  Park,  Kenya. 
Erwin  and  Peggy  Bauer 

ings  were  all  of  the  same  individual. 

Sometimes  the  vervets’  alarm  calls  and 

the  directions  in  which  they  gazed  led  di¬ 
rectly  to  my  leopard  sightings.  Even  so,  I 

was  not  always  able  to  see  the  predator 

that  stirred  the  monkeys.  While  vervets 

are  undoubtedly  better  at  detecting  leop¬ 
ards  than  I  am,  at  times  they  also  missed 

seeing  the  predator — with  unfortunate  re¬ 
sults.  Even  though  the  number  of  observed 

alarm  calls  had  risen  sharply  over  previous 

years,  the  disappearance  rate  for  vervets 

shot  up  to  65  percent  in  1987.  That  was  the 

year  of  vervet  doom.  During  the  ten  previ¬ 
ous  years  since  Seyfarth  and  Cheney 

began  the  long-term  project,  the  yearly  av¬ 

erage  of  “disappearing”  individuals  had 
been  only  22  percent  of  the  population. 

The  increase  in  my  sightings  of  leopards, 

the  greater  frequency  of  the  monkeys’ 
alarm  calls,  and  the  increase  in  such 

alarms  during  months  when  most  vervets 

disappeared  all  pointed  to  sharply  in¬ 
creased  predation  by  leopards. 

My  frustration  at  not  actually  observing 

the  cause  of  the  vervets’  disappearance 
was  exacerbated  by  what  Seyfarth  and  Ch¬ 

eney  have  informally  labeled  “the  Nairobi 

effect,”  referring  to  what  seemed  to  be  an 
increased  tendency  of  vervets  to  disappear 

while  observers  went  on  short  trips  to  the 

Kenyan  capital  for  supplies.  (Fewer  mon¬ 
keys,  it  seemed,  disappeared  during  the 

many  weeks  that  fieldworkers  remained  in 

Amboseli.)  But  the  Nairobi  effect  had 

been  difficult  to  document  over  the  years, 

partly  because  predation,  although  high 

relative  to  other  primate  populations,  was 

still  rather  uncommon.  Also,  the  behavior 

of  other  predators,  such  as  pythons  and 

martial  eagles,  was  unaffected  by  the  pres¬ 
ence  or  absence  of  humans.  With  the  dra¬ 

matic  increase  in  leopard  predation  during 

my  study,  however,  ecologist  Truman 

Young  and  I  were  able  to  show  that  the 
Nairobi  effect  was  real. 

At  the  beginning  of  my  study,  I  saw 

leopards  only  rarely.  When  I  returned 

from  trips  to  Nairobi,  however,  vervets 

were  nearly  four  times  more  likely  to  have 

disappeared  than  while  I  was  present. 
Whenever  I  came  back  from  the  city,  the 

leopards  apparently  took  a  couple  of  days 

to  recognize  that  I  was  back  to  stay  for  a 
while  because  I  saw  them  more  often  in 

the  first  two  days  after  returning  than  at 

any  other  time.  A  ranger  station  on  the 

edge  of  the  study  area  had  a  similar  effect 

in  inhibiting  the  leopards;  the  closer  the 

vervet  groups  lived  to  the  ranger  station, 

the  fewer  losses  they  suffered. 

Then  something  changed.  Eight  months 

into  the  study,  my  presence  apparently  no 

longer  handicapped  the  leopards.  Both 

leopard  sightings  and  vervet  disappear¬ 
ances  increased  dramatically,  and  vervets 

were  no  more  likely  to  disappear  during 

my  trips  to  Nairobi  than  during  my  field 

days.  My  guess  is  that  the  male  leopard 

was  seeing  me  so  often  that  he  was  be¬ 

coming  progressively  less  wary.  In  the 

early  days,  he  ran  away  the  instant  we  saw 
each  other.  In  later  months,  he  simply 

walked  away  whenever  I  arrived.  Finally, 

on  my  last  day  in  the  field,  I  felt  as  though 

he  had  granted  me  a  supreme  honor  when 
I  watched  him  for  over  an  hour  before  he 

casually  yawned,  stretched,  and  then  am¬ 
bled  down  from  a  tree  in  which,  on  many 

other  nights,  vervets  slept. 

Why  had  leopard  predation  become 
more  intense  during  my  study  than  during 

any  of  the  previous  years  of  continuous  re¬ 
search  on  Amboseli  vervets?  One  expla¬ 
nation  is  that  the  increase  in  predation  was 

a  rare  event,  directly  related  to  the  loss  of 

the  fever  trees,  which  had  provided  much 

of  the  vervets’  food  and  shelter.  Another 

possibility  was  that  the  short-terrm  in¬ 
crease  in  predation  was  just  another  in  a 

series  of  blips  that  have  occurred  repeat¬ 

edly  throughout  the  thousands  of  genera¬ 
tions  in  which  vervets  and  leopards  have 

coexisted.  Both  explanations  are  likely  to 

be  partly  correct. 
This  sudden  rise  in  predation  was  prob¬ 

ably  an  important  event  in  the  lifetimes  of 
individual  vervets — or  researchers —  but  a 
common  event  in  the  evolutionary  history 

of  vervets  as  a  species.  In  this  case,  we 

don’t  know  whether  the  local  leopard  pop¬ 
ulation  had  grown,  whether  a  few  were 

spending  more  time  in  the  area,  or  whether 
a  new  individual  with  a  decided  taste  for 

vervets  had  moved  into  the  neighborhood. 

What  we  do  know  is  that  leopards  caught 

more  vervets  and  that  at  least  part  of  the 

reason  was  the  loss  of  the  monkeys’  fa¬ vored  fever  trees. 

As  the  groves  of  fever  trees  died,  the 

vervet  groups  that  had  lived  in  the  same 
small  home  ranges  for  generations  began 

moving  into  new  and  unfamiliar  areas.  Be¬ 
tween  1986  and  1988 — with  the  year  of 
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Bearing  her  youngster  on  her  back,  a  female  vervet,  below,  feeds  on 

ground  plants  in  Amboseli.  Opposite  page:  In  Kenya’s  Samburu  National 
Park,  a  leopard  carries  a  vervet  it  has  killed.  Leopards  usually  seek  a 

secluded  spot  or  sturdy  branch  where  they  can  feed  undisturbed. 

vervet  doom  in  the  middle — we  observed 

groups  shifting  their  home  ranges  away 

from  the  dying  fever  trees  and  into  the 
drier  but  healthier  woodlands  of  Acacia 

tortilis,  the  umbrella  tree,  Vervet  groups 

are  aggressively  territorial  in  Amboseli 

and  do  not  share  then'  home  ranges  with 
other  groups.  As  the  largest  group  moved 
into  the  umbrella  tree  woodlands,  it  drove 

out  two  smaller,  neighboring  groups  that 
had  been  established  there.  These  smaller 

groups  were  driven  farther  into  umbrella 
tree  woodlands  where  no  other  vervets 

lived. 

The  largest  group  gained  access  to  three 

times  as  many  trees  as  it  had  previously 

occupied;  whereas  smaller  troops  were 

forced  to  subsist  on  more  limited  re¬ 

sources.  Regardless  of  the  number  of  trees 

that  any  group  acquired  or  lost,  vervets 

were  more  likely  to  disappear  when  they 
moved  into  new  and  unfamiliar  areas. 

Many  zoologists  believe  that  animals 

benefit  in  some  way  from  living  in  a  famil¬ 
iar  place.  Most  animals  do  not  simply 

wander  around  randomly  over  the  earth 
but  instead  use  a  much  more  limited  area, 

their  home  range.  Among  mammals, 

vervets  included,  females  tend  to  remain 

in  the  area  where  they  were  bom,  while 

males  tend  to  disperse  into  new  areas  be¬ 

fore  settling  down.  On  familiar  ground, 

animals  may  benefit  by  knowing  where  to 

find  food  and  shelter  and  by  becoming 

adept  at  anticipating  the  behavior  of  famil¬ 
iar  predators  and  conspecific  competitors. 

The  cost  of  living  in  unfamiliar  habitats 

showed  itself  in  another  way.  Three  of  the 

six  original  vervet  groups  became  so  small 

as  a  result  of  predation  and  decreased  re¬ 
production  that  the  straggling  survivors 

abandoned  their  home  ranges  and  joined 

neighboring  groups.  During  the  first  six 

months  of  joining  new  groups,  newcomers 

were  more  likely  to  disappear  than  the 

long-time  residents  who  were  familiar 
with  the  same  habitat.  Apparently,  each 

newcomer  has  to  learn  about  the  new  en¬ 

vironment  through  direct  experience;  lit¬ 

tle,  if  any,  of  the  residents’  knowledge 
seems  to  be  communicated.  With  time, 

however,  any  difference  in  mortality  be¬ 
tween  newcomers  and  old  hands  declines 

steadily,  as  familiarity  with  an  area  ap¬ 

pears  to  reduce  an  individual’s  vulnerabil¬ 

ity  to  predation. 
The  value  of  living  in  familiar  sur¬ 

roundings  has  always  made  good  intuitive 

sense.  Our  study,  however,  has  docu¬ 
mented  its  value  in  minimizing  the  risk  of 

predation.  Danger  from  such  predators  as 

leopards,  however,  must  be  viewed 

against  the  larger  background  of  ecology  j 

and  cycles  of  vegetation. 
If  the  fever  trees  had  not  died,  Tycho,  r 

Almond  Joy,  Hoola  Hoop,  Newton,  and  i 

more  than  thirty  others  might  be  alive 

today.  Unlike  umbrella  trees,  which  grow 

slowly  but  live  several  hundred  years,  jj 

fever  trees  don’t  live  very  long.  Long-term  j 
research  in  Amboseli  suggests  that  vervets 

are  intimately  tied  to  the  fever  tree  popula¬ 

tion’s  cycle  of  growth  and  death.  When  the 
trees  are  middle-aged  and  healthy,  they 

provide  vervets  with  abundant  food. 

Vervets  take  advantage  of  this,  reproduc¬ 

ing  every  year.  As  a  result,  their  groups 

may  become  large  during  the  boom  years. 

When  the  fever  trees  begin  to  die,  how¬ 
ever,  females  do  not  have  enough  food  to 

sustain  their  high  reproductive  rates.  Over 

time,  vervet  groups  become  smaller  as 
older  individuals  are  not  replaced  by 

younger  ones.  The  final  stage  of  decline 

may  occur  when  the  last  of  the  fever  trees 

die  and  vervets  are  forced  to  move  into  un¬ 
familiar  habitats.  Vervets  become  even 

more  vulnerable  to  predation  than  before, 

and  if  leopards  are  around  to  take  advan¬ 

tage  of  the  situation,  vervet  mortality  in¬ 
creases  until  the  monkeys  become  familiar 
with  their  new  locations. 

Newton  didn’t  survive  the  change,  but 
she  left  relatives  to  carry  on.  Her  daughter. 

Nut  Case,  and  a  few  individuals  are  man¬ 

aging  to  live  and  reproduce  in  the  um¬ 
brella  tree  woodlands.  As  a  species, 

vervets  may  be  very  good  at  surviving  as 

long  as  there  are  alternative  trees  available 
for  food  and  shelter.  If  the  Amboseli 

ecosystem  is  not  disturbed  and  fever  trees 

eventually  regenerate,  Newton’s  descen¬ 
dants  may  one  day  venture  into  new  fever 
tree  woodlands  and  experience  a  new  pop¬ 

ulation  boom.  This  dynamic  cycle  involv¬ 

ing  fever  trees,  vervets,  and  leopards  may 

have  been  played  out  over  and  over 

throughout  their  coexistence  in  East 

Africa.  Newton’s  ancestors  probably  faced 
the  challenges  she  failed  to  meet,  and  her 

descendants  may  be  faced  with  similar 

challenges  one  hundred  years  from  now 

when  a  new  crop  of  fever  trees  becomes 
old  and  dies  in  Amboseli.  □ 
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In  the  hot,  dry  Negev  Desert  highlands, 

snails  venture  out  mostly  at  night,  when 

the  air  is  cool  and  the  rocks  they  feed  on 
are  covered  with  dew. 

Desert 

Snails’ Daily 
Grind 
In  scraping  out  a  living  on  the 

rocks,  small  mollusks  make  a  big 

difference  to  the  Negev 

by  Clive  G.  Jones 
and  Moshe  Shachak 

Photographs  by 
Jeffrey  L.  Rotman 

Apart  from  a  sprinkling  of  shrubs,  the 

steep,  treeless  slopes  of  Israel’s  Negev 
Desert  highlands  seem  devoid  of  life.  But 

just  beneath  the  surfaces  of  the  limestone 

outcrops,  rocks,  and  small  stones  that 
cover  much  of  these  hillsides,  there  is 
abundant  life.  Countless  communities  of 

lichens — symbiotic  associations  of  algae 

and  fungi — thrive  in  the  spaces  between 
the  rock  particles.  Here  they  are  protected 

from  extremes  of  temperature  and  humid¬ 
ity  and  yet  are  close  enough  to  the  surface 

to  get  enough  sunlight  for  photosynthesis. 

Among  the  most  striking  features  of  the 

rocks  in  the  Negev  highlands  are  the  white 

lines — actually  gouges  about  one-half  to 

two  millimeters  deep — that  meander  be¬ 
tween  and  around  the  lichen  colonies. 

These  lines — sometimes  so  numerous  that 

they  form  a  lacy,  filigree  pattern — were 
long  thought  to  be  the  work  of  the  various 

species  of  lichens  as  they  competed  for 

living  space  or  extracted  nutrients  from  the 
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rocks.  Recent  research,  however,  has 

turned  up  a  very  different  sort  of  explana¬ 
tion  and  revealed  an  unappreciated  major 

player  in  the  Negev  ecosystem. 

In  1986,  while  investigating  the  lichen 

communities,  we  became  intrigued  by  the 

gouges  and  began  to  suspect  that  they  had 

been  cut  by  an  animal.  Particularly  tanta¬ 

lizing  were  the  many  slime  trails — the 
characteristic  sign  left  by  snails  on  the 

move — that  we  saw  on  the  rocks.  We 

turned  our  attention  to  the  three  closely  re¬ 
lated  species  of  small  snails,  Euchondrus 

albulus,  E.  desertorum,  and  E.  ramonen- 
sis,  that  we  found  living  under  the  rocks  in 

the  Negev. 

To  observe  the  little  snails  (no  more 

than  one  centimeter  long),  we  set  some  up 

in  our  laboratory  with  rocks  and  appropri¬ 
ate  water,  light,  and  temperature  regimens. 

We  soon  noticed  that  when  the  snails  trav¬ 

eled  across  the  rock  surface,  they  stopped 

every  so  often,  shifted  to  a  more  upright 

position,  and  began  to  sway  back  and 

forth.  After  twenty  minutes  or  so,  they 

moved  on,  leaving  behind  a  new  white 

scar  in  the  rock  about  ten  millimeters  long, 

one  millimeter  wide,  and  one-half  mil¬ 
limeter  deep.  A  closer  look  revealed  that 

the  snails  had  gouged  the  rock,  apparently 

to  get  at  the  layers  of  green  algae  and 

fungi,  and  in  the  process  had  left  behind  a 

white  scar  the  color  of  exposed  limestone. 

We  later  found  that  the  snails  were  actu¬ 

ally  consuming  the  rock — as  well  as  the 

lichens  within — but  were  digesting  only  5 
percent  of  what  they  had  eaten.  Most  was 

excreted  in  small  coils  of  powdered  rock 

and  undigested  lichens. 

Like  many  other  snails,  the  Negev’s  Eu¬ 
chondrus  snails  can  handle  a  tough  diet 

because  they  are  equipped  with  a  toothed, 

tonguelike  organ,  the  radula,  that  can  be 

scraped  back  and  forth  like  a  file.  The 

snails  break  a  lot  of  teeth  on  the  rocks,  but 

the  radula  grows  continuously  from  the 

back  of  the  mouth,  replacing  the  worn-out 
and  broken  teeth  at  the  front.  (Somewhat 

surprisingly,  these  snails  do  not  have  spe¬ 
cial  orthodontic  adaptations.  Unlike 

predatory  marine  mollusks  that  drill 

through  the  hard  shells  of  other  mollusks, 

the  teeth  of  Euchondrus  snails  are  not  es¬ 

pecially  thick,  nor  do  they  appear  to  con¬ 
tain  iron  or  other  hard  metals.) 

The  rock-eating  habits  of  these  snails 
went  undiscovered  for  so  long  primarily 

because  the  snails  hide,  immobile,  under 

the  rocks  during  the  heat  of  the  daytime 

and  only  come  out  to  forage  at  night  and 

early  morning,  when  the  rocks  are  covered 

with  dew  (and  when  biologists  are  usually 

absent).  During  the  cooler  seasons,  the 

daytime  temperature  ranges  from  40°  to 

60°  F,  while  at  night  it  gets  as  cold  as  22° 
F.  So  from  September  to  April,  on  an  aver¬ 
age  of  210  nights  a  year,  dew  forms  on  the 

rocks  as  they  cool  down  at  the  end  of  the 

day  and  keeps  them  wet  until  the  sun 

evaporates  the  moisture  the  next  day. 

Equivalent  to  thirty  millimeters  of  rain  an¬ 

nually — in  a  desert  that  only  receives  an 
average  of  a  hundred  millimeters  of  rain 

each  year — the  dew  is  critical  to  the  sur¬ 

vival  of  both  lichens  and  snails.  Dew  pro¬ 

vides  the  water  used  in  lichen  photosyn¬ 

thesis,  cools  and  lubricates  the  rock  sur¬ 
face,  and  replaces  the  water  lost  by  the 

snails  in  the  slime  trails  they  leave  behind 

as  they  forage  over  the  rocks. 
About  sunset,  the  snails  start  to  move 

out  from  under  the  rocks.  But  before 

climbing  up  for  a  night  of  foraging,  they 

defecate  the  indigestible  remains  of  the 

previous  night’s  meal.  It  takes  them  just  a 
few  minutes  to  climb  up  the  rocks,  and 

once  they  are  out  in  the  open,  the  snails 

feed  until  the  rising  sun  heats  the  air  and 

the  dew  begins  to  evaporate.  Then  they 

disappear  under  the  rocks  again  to  digest 

their  food.  At  summer’s  height,  from  May 

to  August,  it  gets  as  hot  as  95°  F  during  the 

day  and  60°  to  70°  F  at  night.  Dew  cannot 
form,  so  the  snails  aestivate  under  the 

rocks,  sealing  themselves  in  their  shells  by 

forming  a  special,  hard  operculum,  or 
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plug,  over  the  shell  opening.  They  do  not 
feed  at  all. 

Much  of  the  time,  the  snails  are  home¬ 

bodies,  seldom  straying  from  their  rock. 

But  from  November  through  April,  when¬ 
ever  rain  makes  the  soil  wet  enough  for 

travel,  the  snails  become  more  adventur¬ 

ous.  After  a  rain,  the  patches  of  soil  be¬ 
tween  the  rocks  are  filled  with  dozens  of 

snails  moving  to-and-fro,  changing  rocks, 
mating,  and  laying  their  eggs  in  the  moist 
earth. 

The  more  we  poked  around  after  the 

snails,  the  more  we  realized  how  many 

there  were.  They  were  most  conspicuous 

during  their  rainy  day  journeys  of  a  few 
centimeters  to  a  few  meters  from  rock  to 

rock,  but  even  when  they  weren’t  out  and 
about,  a  minimum  of  effort  on  our  part  re¬ 
vealed  impressive  numbers.  Almost  every 

overturned  rock  exposed  one  or  two 

snails— about  twenty  per  square  meter. 

Beyond  this  rocky  slope,  left,  lies  a  dry  river  bed,  with  more  of 
the  Negev  Desert  highlands  visible  in  the  distance.  Countless 
lichens  live  just  beneath  the  surface  of  the  many  rocks  that 
litter  the  ground.  Below:  A  rock  is  covered  by  subsurface 
lichen  colonies,  as  well  as  a  few  blotchy  patches  of  brownish 
surface  lichens.  Feeding  snails  have  cut  so  many  white  grooves 
into  the  rock  that  it  resembles  a  jigsaw  puzzle. 
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That  so  many  snails  were  able  to  make  a 

living  eating  rocks  in  the  desert  is  some¬ 
what  surprising,  since  snails  are  usually 

found  in  moister,  cooler  climates  eating 

leaves  or  detritus.  The  snails,  we  were  to 

learn,  have  an  ecological  significance  in 

the  workings  of  the  Negev  Desert  that 

goes  well  beyond  their  unexpected  abun¬ 
dance  and  unusual  eating  and  toilet  habits. 

Of  major  importance  is  their  effect  on 

the  lichens  living  within  the  rocks.  Wind¬ 
blown  lichen  spores  land  on  new  rocks, 

germinate,  and  grow  to  form  colonies  that 

eventually  fill  up  all  the  space  between  the 

rock  particles  just  under  the  surface.  Any 

further  lichen  growth  depends  on  the 

snails.  By  removing  the  top  layers  of  rock, 

the  snails  expose  fresh  rock — and  also 
minerals  that  the  lichens  need.  The 

grooves  made  by  the  feeding  snails  collect 

dew  and  nitrogen-containing  dust,  both 

critical  resources  for  lichen  growth.  How¬ 
ever,  in  the  long  term,  the  myriad  white 

trails  on  the  rock  surface  may  increase  the 

albedo,  or  reflectance  properties,  of  the 

rock,  slowing  the  rate  at  which  the  rock 

heats  up  and  cools  down,  and  perhaps  re¬ 
ducing  the  amount  of  dew  that  forms. 

Snails  usually  feed  at  the  periphery  of 

lichen  colonies,  which  range  in  size  from 

about  one-half  to  three  centimeters  in  di¬ 

ameter  and  where  most  of  the  nitrogen- 

rich  new  growth  is  to  be  found.  As  the 
snails  cut  new  trails  in  the  centers  of 

colonies,  they  stimulate  regrowth.  They 

thus  determine  the  size,  shape,  and  num¬ 
ber  of  lichen  colonies.  They  probably  also 

affect  the  species  composition  of  the 

lichen  community  by  selectively  feeding 

on  some  colonies,  encouraging  regrowth 

of  those  best  able  to  tolerate  continual 

grazing.  Snails  may  even  help  lichens  that 

live  within  the  rock  outcompete  surface¬ 

growing  forms.  The  surface  species,  com¬ 
mon  on  rocks  ungrazed  by  snails,  but  far 

less  abundant  on  grazed  rocks,  block  sun¬ 

light,  ultimately  killing  any  lichens  living 

within.  Perhaps  the  disturbance  of  the  rock 

surface  by  snails  and  the  vigorous  re¬ 
growth  of  internal  lichens  following  graz¬ 

ing  help  prevent  the  surface  lichens  from 
establishing  a  foothold. 

Like  cows  in  a  field,  however,  snails  can 

overgraze.  If  there  are  too  many  snails  on 

a  rock  and  no  rainfall  to  allow  them  to  dis¬ 

perse,  the  snails  will  cut  more  and  more 

new  trails  and  graze  less  and  less  in  old 

trails.  Eventually  the  food  runs  out,  and 

the  snails  must  go  quiescent  (sometimes 

for  as  long  as  a  few  weeks)  or  die.  While 

not  common,  overgrazed  rocks  covered 
with  hundreds  of  white  lines  can  be  seen 

throughout  the  Negev,  particularly  in  the 
areas  with  the  least  rainfall. 
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To  gouge  out  the  rock,  facing  page,  and  get  at  the  lichens 

within,  a  snail  extrudes  its  head  and  scrapes  at  the  rock  with  its 

powerful,  toothed,  tonguelike  radula.  Below:  Afler  a  night  of 

feeding,  a  snail  retreats  under  rock,  where  it  excretes  little  coils 

of  undigested  rock  and  lichens  (right  and  left). 

The  impact  of  the  snails,  however,  goes 

well  beyond  the  Lilliputian  world  of  the 

lichens.  These  tiny  mollusks  are  respon¬ 
sible  for  most  of  the  new  soil — in  the  form 

of  their  little  fecal  coils  of  powdered 

rock — that  forms  in  the  Negev  each  year. 

Annually,  the  snails  graze  from  4  to  7  per¬ 
cent  of  the  total  rock  surface  area  to  a 

depth  of  one  millimeter  or  so,  turning 

about  800  pounds  of  rock  into  soil  per  acre 

of  desert.  The  Negev  also  receives  soil 
blown  in  from  the  Arabian  and  Sinai 

Peninsulas,  and  until  the  discovery  of  the 

snails’  activities,  such  aeolian  deposition 
was  considered  to  be  the  major  source  of 

new  soil  in  the  desert.  But  wind  brings  in 

only  between  220  and  420  pounds  of  soil 

per  acre  each  year,  considerably  less  than 

the  snails’  contribution. 
The  snails  do  not  just  create  soil;  they 

also  fertilize  it.  Desert  environments  are 

generally  low  in  nitrogen,  the  element  that 

is  considered  to  be  the  second  most  impor¬ 
tant  factor  (after  water)  affecting  the 

growth  and  productivity  of  higher  plants. 

Foraging  snails  seek  out  lichens  with  the 

highest  nitrogen  content,  but  do  not  use  all 

the  nitrogen  they  consume.  About  5  per¬ 

cent  of  the  dry  weight  of  snail  feces  de¬ 
posited  under  the  rocks  is  nitrogen.  These 

tiny  contributions  add  up:  Our  calcula¬ 
tions  indicate  that  snails  transfer  about 

three  pounds  of  nitrogen  to  each  acre  of 

desert  soil  every  year.  The  most  common 

snail  in  the  area,  E.  albulus,  is  responsible 

for  1 1  percent  of  all  the  nitrogen  that  en¬ 
ters  the  soil  annually,  an  impressive 

amount  for  a  single  species. 

Rain,  dust,  and  the  nitrogen-fixing  ac¬ 

tivities  of  blue-green  algal  crusts  on  the 
soil  surface  also  contribute  nitrogen  to  the 

desert  soil,  but  much  of  it  is  lost  when 

wind  erodes  the  topsoil  and  rain  washes  it 

down  from  the  rocky  slopes  to  the  wadis, 

or  temporary  rivers,  in  the  valleys  below. 

Snail-produced  nitrogen,  deposited  under 
the  rocks,  has  more  staying  power  because 

it  is  protected  from  runoff  and  wind  ero¬ 
sion  by  the  rocks  and  by  small  dams  of  soil 

that  form  at  the  base  of  the  upslope  side  of 
the  rocks.  Patches  of  earth  between  the 

rocks  support  a  rich  variety  of  annual 

plants  and  woody  shrubs.  There,  the  plant 

roots  have  access  to  both  the  pellets  of 

snail  fertilizer  and  to  water  that  has  deeply 

infiltrated  the  soil.  The  growth  of  plants 

appears  to  benefit  from  the  snail  fertilizer. 

The  snails  of  the  Negev  Desert  are  not 

unique.  In  the  1920s,  similar  snails  were 

discovered  in  the  Dolomite  Alps  of  south¬ 

ern  Germany,  where  they  also  feed  on  sub¬ 

surface  lichens.  Their  rock-eating  habits, 
however,  were  not  recognized  until  our 

discovery  in  the  Negev.  Local  alpine  geol¬ 

ogists  can  now  explain  the  strange, 

grooved  patterns  on  the  rocks,  for  which 

they  had  previously  invoked  geomorpho- 
logical  explanations. 

Interestingly,  both  the  alpine  and  Negev 

species  are  distributed  along  the  ancient 

limestone  deposits  that  predate  the  forma¬ 
tion  of  the  Mediterranean  Sea.  These  de¬ 

posits  run  south  from  the  Alps  in  southern 

Germany,  through  Italy,  and  down  into  the 
Mediterranean  regions  of  the  Middle  East. 

Rock-eating  snails  may  thus  have  evolved 

a  long  time  ago  and  have  been  eroding  and 

fertilizing  both  the  deserts  and  mountains 
for  millenniums,  even  though  a  sea  now 

separates  the  regions. 
Deserts  are  harsh  environments,  where 

animals  as  small  as  snails  might  be  as¬ 
sumed  to  live  at  the  whim  of  the  elements 

and  to  play  a  limited  role  in  the  workings 

of  the  ecosystem  —  perhaps  eating  a  few 

plants  and  animals  and,  via  their  own 

death  and  decay,  making  a  minor  contribu¬ 

tion  to  the  cycling  of  nutrients.  The  rock¬ 
eating  snails  of  the  Negev,  however,  have 

shown  this  is  not  a  sound  assumption.  By 

controlling  the  growth,  productivity,  and 

composition  of  endolithic  lichens,  by  turn¬ 
ing  rock  into  soil,  and  by  then  fertilizing 

that  soil,  they  join  the  ranks  of  the  desert’s other  natural  engineers. 

Porcupines  in  the  Negev  dig  up  and  eat 

the  bulbs  of  some  desert  plants  and,  in 

doing  so,  make  pits  in  the  soil  that  trap 
water  runoff  and  seeds,  creating  ideal 

habitats  for  diverse  annual  plants.  Desert 

isopods,  or  pill  bugs,  dig  burrows  seventy 
centimeters  deep  to  get  down  to  water, 

bringing  infertile,  salty  soil  to  the  surface, 

where  it  erodes  and  washes  away.  Alto¬ 

gether,  these  creatures  have  a  major  effect 
on  their  desert  environment,  albeit  less 

dramatic  than  the  large-scale  conse¬ 
quences  of  the  dam  building  of  beavers 

and  less  familiar  than  the  improvements  to 

soil  fertility  and  aeration  provided  by 

earthworm  digging  (to  which  Charles  Dar¬ 
win  devoted  an  entire  book).  Without  the 

activities  of  the  snails  and  other  ecosystem 

engineers,  the  earth  would  be  a  much  less 

diverse,  fertile,  productive,  and  interesting 

place.  □ 
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Reviews 

Beastly  Thinking 
by  Richard  W.  Byrne 

We  are  currently  seeing  a  spate  of  books 
on  animal  minds.  Even  to  utter  the  words 

“animal  mind”  used  to  be  considered  a 

near-mortal  sin  for  anyone  in  the  behav¬ 
ioral  sciences.  Nowadays,  however, 

people  even  title  books  with  the  words. 
What  has  been  happening? 

Twenty  years  ago,  scientists  could  be 

neatly  divided  into  two  types  by  their  re¬ 

sponse  to  the  question,  “What  do  you 
imagine  happens  inside  the  minds  of  ani¬ 

mals?”  Comparative  psychologists,  be- 
haviorists,  and  (to  a  large  extent)  etholo¬ 
gists  would  enthusiastically  describe  rigid, 

inflexible,  mechanistic  goings-on — like 
the  machines  that  controlled  those  early 

sci-fi  automatons  of  1950s  movies.  Other 

scientists — and  really  everybody  else,  sci¬ 

entist  or  not — would  reply:  “Simple 

thoughts,  I  suppose,  but  I  don’t  see  how 
we’ll  ever  know.” 
How  were  the  professionals  who 

worked  on  animal  behavior  so  sure  of  their 

answers?  They  weren’t,  of  course,  but  they 
were  carefully  following  the  mle  that  sci¬ 
ence  is  supposed  to  abide  by:  accepting 

the  simplest  hypothesis  until  there  is 

strong  evidence  of  something  more  com¬ 

plex.  Since  evidence  was  minimal,  the  au¬ 

tomaton  theory  won  out.  The  various  pro¬ 
fessionals  agreed  on  this  but  differed  about 

what  to  do  with  human  minds.  Behavior- 

ists  denied  we  had  them,  or  if  we  did,  de¬ 

nied  that  they  had  any  consequences 

(“epiphenomenon”  is  a  useful  word  for 
something  that  exists  but  might  as  well 

not,  for  all  the  effect  it  has).  Other  psy¬ 

chologists  generally  believed  that  lan¬ 
guage  had  somehow  given  us  minds,  on 

top  of  animallike  reflexes.  Ethologists 

don’t  study  humans,  do  they?  So  they  kept 

quiet. 
Only  cognitive  psychologists  (a  new 

breed  in  those  days)  took  the  maverick 

line  that  minds  must  be  a  product  of  brain 

processes  that  are  mechanistic  and  yet  not 

in  any  way  simple,  thus  managing  to  of¬ 
fend  everybody.  (Readers  who  seek  to 

know  a  reviewer’s  bias  should  know  that  I 

was  a  cognitive  psychologist  in  those 

days.)  Cognitive  psychology  originally 
grew  from  the  realization  by  some  people 

of  the  implications  of  computers  and  artifi¬ 
cial  intelligence  for  psychology  (a  late 

1950s  conference  on  “the  mechanization 

of  thought  processes”  had  a  big  impact). 
Cognitive  psychologists  gaily  assumed 

that  all  human  intellect  was  reducible  to 

machine  states  and  set  out  to  describe 

complex  behavior  as  the  results  of  soft¬ 
ware  and  hardware — of  the  brain.  They 

did  not,  however,  think  1950s  sci-fi  efforts 

The  Animal  Mind,  by  James  L.  Gould 

and  Carol  Grant  Gould.  Scientific  Ameri¬ 
can  Library,  $32.95;  236  pp.,  Ulus. 

or  the  behaviorists’  theories  had  much  to 
recommend  them.  In  hindsight,  the  cogni¬ 

tive  approach  could  have  made  a  bridge 

between  psychologists,  impressed  with 

human  minds,  and  evolutionists,  who  ex¬ 

pected  continuity  between  humans  and 

animals.  Unfortunately,  cognitive  psy¬ 

chologists  ignored  animals. 

Donald  Griffin  set  the  ball  rolling,  lead¬ 

ing  to  today’s  interest  in  animal  minds. 
Griffin  was  in  an  unusual  position.  He  had 

already  made  a  major  scientific  discovery, 

bat  echolocation,  which  somewhat  “fire¬ 
proofed”  him  from  ridicule.  Also,  he  re¬ 
membered  being  taught  as  a  student  that 

bats  couldn’t  get  around  well  in  darkness. 
He  was  not  about  to  accept  anyone  again 

telling  him  that  animals  couldn’t  do  things. 
In  1976  he  wrote  a  book  cataloging  an¬ 

imal  behaviors  that  are  not  rigid  and  in¬ 
flexible,  actions  that  look  suspiciously  like 

our  own.  He  also  pointed  out  that  an 

evolving  mind  in  animals  would  pay  re- 
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productive  dividends,  challenging  readers 

to  consider  the  possibility  that  not  all  ani¬ 
mal  behavior  is  mindless.  In  this  and  in 

subsequent,  similar  volumes,  he  inspired  a 

whole  generation  of  researchers,  James 

and  Carol  Gould  among  them,  to  look 

again  at  what  too  many  had  considered 

well-worked  ground. 
The  Animal  Mind  is  an  attractive  vol¬ 

ume,  taking  us  on  a  tour  of  some  of  the 
discoveries  these  researchers  have  made. 

The  Goulds’  choices  hint  at  some  of  the  at¬ 
tributes  that  they  assume  we  all  agree  are 

“mindlike” — flexible  not  fixed  actions, 
learned  not  innate  behavior,  conscious  de¬ 

cisions  not  unconscious  impulses.  But  do 

we  all  agree?  Few  doubt  flexible  animal 

learning,  so  I  was  left  wondering  if  they  re¬ 

ally  meant  “consciousness”  to  define  mind 
but  hesitated  to  say  so. 

The  Goulds’  own  specialty  is  the  hon¬ 
eybee,  and  many  chapters  are  illuminated 

by  some  of  the  wonders  of  bee  life.  Bee  be¬ 
havior  is  used  to  convey  the  message  that 
we  must  be  careful  not  to  attribute  our  own 

experiences  to  animals  that  may  live  in  a 

very  different  world:  Seeing  ultraviolet 

and  polarization  and  feeling  the  earth’s 

magnetism  make  a  bee’s  world  very  differ¬ 
ent  from  our  own.  Other  species  see  in¬ 
frared  (pit  vipers),  hear  ultrasonics  (bats), 

or  smell  so  acutely  (bloodhounds)  that 

even  a  footprint  translates  into  a  whole 

creature;  we  would  be  rash  to  assume  that 

their  thoughts  (if  any)  are  much  like  ours. 

Another  important  preliminary  to  seri¬ 
ous  consideration  of  animal  minds  is  ac¬ 

cepting  that  flexibility  can  result  from  a 

rigid,  innate  program  of  behavior — again 

well  illustrated  by  bees.  Confronted  by  al¬ 

falfa,  a  plant  whose  spring-loaded  anthers 

flick  pollen  onto  the  underside  of  big  bum¬ 
blebees,  a  small  honeybee  gets  a  hefty 

blow.  Some  learn  to  avoid  untripped  flow¬ 

ers  or  even  cheat  by  forcing  their  tongues 

in  from  the  side.  Have  they  understood  the 

Honourable  Ross  Bragg,  Minister  of  Tourism  and  Culture 
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mechanism?  Not  necessarily.  Bees  will 

chew  through  the  side  of  any  flower  whose 

nectar  is  too  deep  to  reach.  In  dealing  with 

alfalfa,  bees  have  shown  they  can  learn, 

but  they  have  only  adapted  their  innate  be¬ 
haviors  to  a  small  extent. 

Blue  tits  that  broke  into  milk  bottles  on 

British  doorsteps  to  steal  the  cream  pro¬ 
vide  another  example.  They  learned  to  tear 

strips  off  card  tops  and,  subsequently,  to 

peck  through  foil  caps.  But  the  actions 

they  used  are  part  of  a  blue  tit’s  normal, 
innate  repertoire;  what  was  learned  was 

simply  that  doorsteps  are  a  good  place  to 

forage.  The  Goulds  spend  chapters  ex¬ 
plaining  the  widespread  innate  behaviors 

of  animals  and  their  learning  abilities  (in¬ 

cluding  innate  channeling  that  makes  cer¬ 
tain  things  easier  to  learn  than  others),  so 

that  readers  don’t  jump  to  the  conclusion 
that  every  complex-looking  action  must 
imply  that  the  doer  has  a  mind. 

The  book  then  goes  on  to  tour  the  ani¬ 
mal  kingdom,  showing  cases  that  look  as  if 

they  would  be  hard  for  an  automaton  to 

cope  with — animals  acting  in  ways  that 
look  conscious.  Perhaps  something  of  a 

catalog  is  inevitable  in  a  book  obviously 
intended  for  a  very  wide  audience,  but  I 

found  this  aspect  disappointing;  oddly  the 

organization — from  insects  up  to  hu¬ 
mans — suggests  an  evolutionary  story,  but 

no  such  case  is  made.  Instead,  we  are  re¬ 

peatedly  shown  an  action  that  looks  smart, 

reminded  that  this  “seems  to  imply”  some 

aspect  of  mind,  and  invited  to  be  broad¬ 
minded  enough  to  allow  that  it  might. 

My  favorite  is  the  description  of  the  re¬ 
markable  flexibility  of  usage  in  the  famous 

bee  dance,  after  which  the  authors  are  able to  say: 

When  a  human  decides  whether  to  recom¬ 

mend  a  restaurant,  taking  into  account  its 

menu,  the  tastes  of  the  friends  being  ad¬ 
vised,  the  cost  of  the  food,  the  distance  to 

the  establishment,  the  ambience  of  the  din¬ 

ing  room,  the  ease  of  parking,  and  all  the 
other  factors  that  enter  into  such  a  decision, 

7 

The  dog  in  the  silent  movie  The  Callahans  and  the  Murphys  was 
conditioned  to  cover  its  ears  when  music  started. 
Courtesy  of  Culver  Pictures,  Inc.,  from  The  Animal  Mind 
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we  have  little  hesitation  in  attributing  con¬ 

scious,  decision-making  powers  to  the  cal¬ 
culation.  When  a  small,  frenetic  creature  en¬ 

closed  in  an  exoskeleton  and  sporting 
supernumerary  legs  performs  an  analogous 
integration  of  factors,  however. . . . 

Fair  point.  The  feats  of  some  noninsects 

sometimes  get  a  less  gentle  ride. 

Chimpanzee  termite  fishing  is  “readily 
accounted  for  by  conventional  condition¬ 

ing,”  and  “all  the  elements  of  this  tool-use 

seem  prewired,”  which  would  surprise  the 
researchers  who  have,  from  site  to  site, 

studied  variations  in  termite  fishing  that 

:esemble  culture.  The  spread  of  “food¬ 

washing”  in  one  group  of  Japanese  mon¬ 

keys  is  called  “unsurprising,  given  the  pro¬ 

clivity  of  primates  to  imitate:  ‘monkey 

see,  monkey  do’  is  as  true  as  it  is  trite.”  In 
fact,  the  debate  rages  on  as  to  whether  any 

monkey  has  the  cognitive  capacity  to  imi¬ 
tate  at  all,  and  if  they  could,  this  would 

help  the  case  that  monkeys  have  minds, 

not  refute  it.  But  these  are  small  quibbles. 

Most  of  the  book  is  accurate  and  well  ex¬ 

plained,  a  pleasure  to  read. 
So  is  the  case  made?  Animals  have 

minds,  it’s  official.  Not  quite.  Drawing  at¬ 
tention  to  ever-more -convincing  similari¬ 

ties  of  behavioral  ingenuity  between  ani¬ 
mals  and  humans  cannot  compensate  for 

our  lack  of  understanding  of  what  a 

“mind”  is.  The  Goulds  rightly  point  out,  in 
a  last  chapter  devoted  to  humans,  that 

many  of  our  actions  are  innately  guided 

and  a  good  deal  less  conscious  than  we 

often  care  to  think.  But  some  are  con¬ 

scious,  and  we  have  no  idea  why  this  is 

beneficial.  We  do  sometimes  think  things 

out  but  don’t  know  how  to  detect  this  abil¬ 

ity  in  other  humans,  let  alone  other  spe¬ 
cies.  Recently,  major  strides  have  been 

made  in  clarifying  issues,  as  in  Marian 

Dawkins’s  Through  Our  Eyes  Only?  Hers 
is  an  outstanding  analysis  of  the  possibil¬ 
ity  of  animal  consciousness. 

But  I  was  left  just  a  little  pessimistic 

after  reading  the  Goulds’  excellent  book. 
Is  the  best  we  can  hope  for,  as  a  model  of 

animal  minds,  perhaps  a  better  class  of  au¬ 

tomaton  (with  reasonably  complex  soft¬ 

ware  and  powerful  hardware)?  If  so,  cog¬ 

nitive  psychology  of  animals  will  be  a 

growing  subject. 

Richard  W.  Byrne  is  a  psychologist  with 

the  Scottish  Primate  Research  Group  of 

the  University  of  Saint  Andrews  in  Scot¬ 
land.  His  latest  book,  The  Thinking  Ape: 

The  Evolutionary  Origins  of  Intelligence, 

will  be  published  this  fall  by  Oxford  Uni¬ 
versity  Press. 
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The  Living  Museum 

A  Lizard  Found 
by  Charles  J.  Cole 

Science  often  progresses  in  strange 

ways,  but  how  often  do  biologists  predict 

the  existence  of  a  species  and  describe  it  in 

some  detail  prior  to  its  discovery?  Not 

often.  Darwin  did  it.  When  he  saw  Christ¬ 

mas  Star  orchids  from  Madagascar — 
white  flowers  that  contained  nectar  at  the 

bottom  of  a  foot-long  shaft — he  won¬ 

dered,  “What  can  be  the  use  of  a  nectary  of 

such  disproportionate  length?”  Convinced 
that  flowers  and  their  pollinators  evolved 

in  tandem,  he  concluded  that  “in  Mada¬ 
gascar  there  must  be  moths  with  pro¬ 
boscides  capable  of  extension  to  a  length 

of  between  ten  and  eleven  inches!  This  be¬ 

lief  of  mine  has  been  ridiculed  by  some 

entomologists.”  Forty  years  later,  a  yel¬ 
lowish  moth  with  a  twelve-inch  coiled 

tongue  was  discovered  on  the  island  and 

named  Xanthopan  morgani  praedicta. 

In  May  1989,  I  coauthored  an  article 

(“A  Lizard  Foretold”)  for  Natural  Histoiy 
that  predicted  a  new  species  of  lizard — 

one  that  had  never  been  reported  in  the  sci¬ 
entific  literature  and,  as  far  as  I  knew, 

never  collected.  Without  having  ever  seen 

a  specimen  of  the  lizard,  my  colleagues 

and  I  deduced  the  number  and  appearance 
of  its  chromosomes  and  the  nature  of 

thirty-three  of  its  proteins,  each  encoded 
by  individual  genes  on  the  chromosomes. 

We  also  made  certain  predictions  about 

the  lizard’s  outward  appearance,  its  gen¬ 
eral  behavior,  and  its  distribution. 

The  predictions  were  based  on  genetic 

studies  of  two  closely  related  species  of 

tiny,  brown,  snakelike  lizards  in  the  genus 

Gymnophthalmus  found  in  northern  South 

America.  One,  G.  underwoodi,  had  origi¬ 
nally  attracted  our  interest  because  only 

female  specimens  had  been  found.  We 

suspected  they  were  reproducing  without 

males,  as  do  the  unisexual  whiptail  lizards 

of  the  American  Southwest,  species  we 

have  been  studying  for  more  than  twenty 

years.  In  the  late  1980s,  with  funding  from 

the  National  Geographic  Society  and  the 

National  Science  Foundation,  we  proved 

that  G.  underwoodi  does  reproduce  by 

parthenogenesis:  the  females  lay  eggs  that 

develop  without  fertilization  into  another 

all-female  generation. 

While  studying  G.  underwoodi,  my  col¬ 
leagues  and  I  discovered  that  its  body  cells 

did  not  contain  the  typical,  matching  pairs 

of  chromosomes,  but  instead  had  two  dif¬ 

ferent-looking  sets.  We  also  found  that 

many  genes  coding  for  specific  proteins 

were  present  in  two  slightly  different  vari¬ 

ants.  These  traits  were  a  sign  that  the  uni¬ 

sexual  lizard  had  a  hybrid  origin — that  is, 
it  was  the  outcome  of  a  mating  between 

two  different,  but  closely  related,  species. 

And  like  the  whiptail  lizards  we  had 

worked  with  before,  this  species  was  also 

an  all-female  clone.  (For  reasons  still  un¬ 
known,  on  rare  occasions  the  mixing  of 

genes  from  two  separate  species  can  elim¬ 
inate  the  need  for  male  fertilization,  result¬ 

ing  in  an  all-female  lineage.) 

We  quickly  realized  that  each  cell  in 

each  G.  undei-woodi  lizard  held  all  the  ev¬ 

idence  needed  to  identify  both  parent  spe¬ 

cies.  Because  their  sexless  system  of  re¬ 

production  produces  clones,  each  individ¬ 
ual  G.  undei-woodi  carries  the  original 
combination  of  chromosomes  received 

from  both.  We  started  by  comparing  chro¬ 
mosomes  in  a  number  of  closely  related 

lizards.  One  species,  G.  speciosus,  a  lizard 

that  also  inhabited  northern  South  Amer¬ 

ica,  clearly  had  contributed  half  of  its 

chromosomes  to  G.  undei-woodi.  The  next 

step  was  to  subtract  the  known  parent’s chromosomes  from  those  of  the  hybrid. 

This  left  us  with  the  chromosomes  con¬ 

tributed  by  the  other  parent,  whose  iden¬ 

tity  and  outward  appearance  remained  un¬ 
known.  Similar  reasoning  allowed  us  to 

predict  the  nature  of  thirty-three  of  the 

missing  parent’s  proteins,  even  though  we had  never  seen  the  lizard. 

Hoping  to  find  some  living  representa¬ 
tive  of  the  missing  parent  species,  I  looked 

forward  to  my  upcoming  field  trips  to 

South  America.  Working  in  Venezuela, 

Carol  R.  Townsend,  an  associate  in  the 

Department  of  Herpetology  at  the  Ameri¬ 
can  Museum,  and  I  collected  a  variety  of 

lizards  for  genetic  studies  in  collaboration 
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with  Herbert  C.  Dessauer  of  the  Louisiana 

State  University  Medical  Center,  New  Or¬ 
leans.  We  needed  fresh  specimens  because 

preservation  in  Formalin  destroys  much  of 

the  genetic  information  in  animal  tissues, 

rendering  most  old  museum  specimens 

useless  for  this  kind  of  research.  And  be¬ 

cause  the  outward  differences  among  the 

various  species  of  Gymnophthalmus  are 

often  slight,  we  knew  that  ultimately  we 

would  be  able  to  confirm  the  identity  of 

the  other  parent  of  G.  underwoodi  only  by 

examining  its  genetic  makeup.  Unfortu¬ 
nately,  none  of  the  lizards  we  collected 

turned  out  to  be  the  predicted  species. 

Although  old  museum  specimens  were 

unsuitable  for  our  genetic  studies,  1 

thought  they  might  hold  clues  to  where  the 

missing  lizard  could  be  found.  I  searched 

the  collections  of  major  natural  history 

museums  in  North  America,  South  Amer¬ 

ica,  and  Europe  for  specimens  of 

Gymnophthalmus  from  the  Guiana  region 

to  borrow  and  examine.  Several  speci¬ 

mens  turned  out  to  be  particularly  interest¬ 

ing;  they  had  been  collected  relatively  re¬ 

cently  by  Marinus  S. 

Hoogmoed,  of  the  Na¬ 
tional  Museum  of  Nat¬ 

ural  History,  Leiden,  and 

Jose  Ayarzaguena,  of  the 
Fundacion  La  Salle, 

Caracas,  working  inde¬ 
pendently  in  the  upper 

drainage  of  the  Orinoco 

River  in  southern  Vene¬ 
zuela.  The  collectors 

noted  the  overall  similar¬ 

ity  of  these  specimens  to 

G.  speciosus  and  G.  un- 
derwoodi,  as  well  as  one 

significant  difference — a 
blue  tail.  The  color  was 

no  longer  visible  on  the 

specimens,  however;  like 

chromosomes  and  pro¬ 

teins,  colors  are  often  de¬ 

stroyed  in  preservatives. 
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20  NOTECARDS; 

5  EACH  OF  4  SUBJECTS 
AND  ENVELOPES 

$14.75  INCLUDING 
SHIPPING 
AND  HANDLING 

American  Museum  of  Natural  History 

American 
Museum  of 
Natural History 

Discovery  Cruises 
Central  Park  West  at  79th  Street  New  York,  NY  10024- 

Toll-free  (800)  462-8687  or  (212)  769-5700  in  New  York 

SAILING  THE 
CARIBBEAN 

Aboard  Sea  Cloud 

January  19-26,  1995 

The  natural  wonders  of  the 

Windward  Islands  are  many; 

the  rain  forests  of  Grenada, 

the  volcanic  peaks  of  St. 

Lucia,  and  the  spectacular 

coral  reefs  of  the  Grenadines. 

This  January  a  team  of  lectur¬ 
ers  from  the  American 

Museum  will  host  a  Carib¬ 

bean  voyage  of  discovery 

aboard  the  magnificent  tall 

ship,  Sea  Cloud.  Join  us  this 

winter  for  a  tropical  adventure 

aboard  one  of 

gant  ships  afloat. 
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After  comparing  all  the  available  speci¬ 

mens,  Hoogmoed,  Ayarzaguena,  and  I  de¬ 

cided  that  these  lizards  represented  an  un¬ 
named  species,  based  primarily  on  the 

blue  tail,  the  existence  of  both  sexes,  and  a 

slight  difference  in  the  number  of  scales 

around  the  middle  of  the  body.  Because 
the  lizard  was  so  similar  to  the  other  two 

species,  especially  in  preservative,  we  de¬ 
cided  to  name  it  G.  cryptus.  Only  future 

genetic  studies  on  fresh  specimens  would 

reveal  whether  it  was  the  missing  lizard, 

the  unknown  parent  of  G.  underwoodi. 

One  September,  after  returning  from 

fieldwork  in  Arizona,  I  received  a  letter 

from  Allan  Markezich,  an  associate  pro¬ 
fessor  of  biology  at  Black  Hawk  College 

in  Illinois  (see  box)  who  had  read  our  arti¬ 
cle  about  the  missing  lizard.  He  described 

a  blue-tailed  Gymnophthalmus  he  had  just 
collected  in  southern  Venezuela,  not  far 

from  where  the  museum  specimens  of  G. 

cryptus  had  been  found.  He  had  live 
lizards  and  offered  to  send  me  several  if  I 

was  interested  in  examining  them.  Was  it 

possible  that  the  lizards  I  had  hoped  to  find 
in  a  remote  area  of  South  America  were 

actually  living  in  Illinois? 

In  all,  four  live  blue-tailed  lizards  ar¬ 

rived  by  mail  in  New  York.  In  outward  ap¬ 
pearance,  they  matched  G.  cryptus  in 

every  respect.  Townsend  and  I  isolated 

and  photographed  the  chromosomes  of 

two  of  them  and  found  that  their  twenty- 

two  pairs  of  chromosomes  were  identical 

to  those  predicted  for  the  missing  ancestor. 

So  far,  so  good,  but  unfortunately,  this  did 

not  guarantee  that  they  were  the  same  spe¬ 
cies;  in  many  lizards  the  appearance  of  the  \ 

chromosomes  is  not  distinctive.  A  com¬ 

parison  of  the  specific  proteins,  coded  for 

by  individual  genes  on  the  chromosomes,  , 

would  provide  better  evidence  that  these 

lizards  were  the  predicted  species. 

For  this  final  test,  I  flew  to  New  Orleans 

with  frozen  tissue  samples  from  each 

lizard.  There,  Dessauer  and  I  could  ana¬ 

lyze  the  proteins.  During  transport,  the  tis¬ 
sue  samples  needed  to  be  kept  at  tempera¬ 
tures  well  below  freezing.  This  basically 

stops  physiological  activity,  including  de- 

Gymnophthalmus  cryptus,  I  Presume 

by  Allan  L.  Markezich 

In  the  spring  of  1991,  shortly  before  em¬ 

barking  on  a  research  expedition  to  investi¬ 
gate  the  diversity  of  reptiles  and  killifish  in  a 

remote,  rain-forested  area  of  southern  Vene¬ 

zuela,  I  read  an  article  in  Natural  History  that 

described  a  particularly  interesting  situation. 

Charles  J.  Cole  and  his  colleagues  were  pre¬ 
dicting  the  existence  of  a  new  species  of 
lizard  on  the  basis  of  the  chromosomes  and 

proteins  of  two  other  species.  I  was  intrigued 

because  the  expedition  I  was  about  to  embark 

on  was  bound  for  the  upper  drainage  of  the 

Orinoco  River,  which  was  within  the  pre¬ 

dicted  range  of  the  new  lizard. 

In  early  August,  Jim  Thomerson,  an 

ichthyologist  at  Southern  Illinois  University 

at  Edwardsville,  and  I  arrived  in  the  southern 

state  of  Amazonas.  Moving  through  the  rain 

forest,  Thomerson  looked  for  killifish  in 

flooded  inlets  adjacent  to  the  bordering  sa¬ 

vannas,  while  I  scoured  the  banks  for  rep¬ 

tiles.  Initially  our  quarries  proved  scarce.  The 

third  day  of  the  expedition  was  dark  and 

rainy,  and  our  Piaroa  Indian  guide,  Hector 

Perez,  suggested  we  journey  to  a  remote  area 

southeast  of  San  Juan  de  Manapiare,  where 

he  thought  we  would  have  better  luck.  Trav¬ 

eling  by  dugout  canoe,  we  paddled  across  a 
broad  stretch  of  flooded  savanna  until  we 

came  to  the  edge  of  a  dense,  virgin  rain  for¬ 
est.  As  we  approached,  a  troop  of  howler 

monkeys,  apparently  disturbed  by  our  ar¬ 

rival,  began  bellowing,  and  a  two-hour  break 
in  the  rain  ended  as  we  hit  the  shore. 

We  entered  the  forest,  its  closed  canopy 

sheltering  us — and  the  mosquitoes — from 
the  rain.  Moving  along  the  edge,  we  skirted  a 

forested  inlet.  While  I  searched  the  ground 

for  reptiles,  the  others  waded  into  the  shallow 

water  with  fishing  nets.  Almost  simultane¬ 

ously,  Thomerson  yelled  “fish!”  (signaling 
that  he  had  a  killifish  in  his  net)  and  I  heard  a 

faint  rustling  in  the  leaf  litter  at  my  feet.  I 

quickly  brushed  aside  the  leaves,  but  all  I  un¬ 
covered  were  more  leaves  and  dirt.  Contrary 

to  popular  notions  about  the  abundance  of 

reptiles  in  the  rain  forests,  they  usually  are 

scarce;  missing  one  often  means  missing  the 

only  reptile  one  might  encounter  for  hours. 

So,  even  though  the  disturbance  could  have 

been  caused  by  insects,  frogs,  rodents,  or  any 

number  of  other  creatures,  I  decided  to 

crouch  down  and  wait  silently.  The  strategy 

worked;  near  a  decaying  log  two  feet  away,  I 

heard  the  rustling  again,  and  a  small,  snake¬ 

like,  bronze-colored  lizard  cautiously  ap¬ 

peared  from  under  a  clump  of  brown  leaves. 

With  a  lunge  and  a  quick  grasp,  I  had  the 
lizard  in  hand. 

The  lizard’s  smooth,  glistening  skin,  its 

clear,  immovable  eyelids  permanently  cover¬ 

ing  the  eyes,  and  its  four  toes  on  each  leg 

were  all  characteristic  of  Gymnophthalmus.  I 

was  particularly  intrigued  by  the  blue  color 

on  its  tail,  as  no  other  species  with  this  char¬ 
acteristic  had  been  previously  described. 

I  collected  two  more  specimens  that  day, 

and  then  Perez  guided  us  to  an  abandoned 

adobe  hut  in  a  rain  forest  clearing  that  had  an¬ 

other  population  of  these  little  lizards.  The 

tiny  animals  were  more  difficult  to  catch 

here,  as  they  darted  into  crevices  and  holes  at 

the  base  of  the  hut  when  we  approached. 

By  the  time  the  expedition  was  over,  we 

had  captured  only  six  of  these  little  lizards, 

despite  having  seen  dozens  in  each  of  the  two 

populations.  I  wondered  if  this  small  sam¬ 
ple  would  be  sufficient  to  answer  all  the 

questions  we  had  about  the  animals,  includ¬ 
ing  whether  it  was  the  species  predicted  in 
the  Natural  History  article. 

The  only  way  to  answer  these  questions 

was  to  get  the  live  specimens  back  to  a  lab¬ 
oratory  where  their  chromosomes  and 

proteins  could  be  analyzed.  Because  Gym¬ 
nophthalmus  are  very  fragile  and  especially 

sensitive  to  dehydration,  I  decided  to  trans¬ 
port  them  in  small  cotton  bags  with  rain 

forest  leaf  litter  to  provide  moisture,  shelter, 

and  small  invertebrates  for  food.  By  putting 

them  in  plastic  boxes,  sheltering  them  from 

the  sun,  and  moistening  the  bags  occasion¬ 

ally  during  the  trip,  the  lizards  did  quite 

well;  all  but  one  arrived  safely  in  Illinois.  I 

then  made  two  shipments  to  Cole  in  New 
York. 

In  October  1991,  I  received  from  Cole 

the  results  of  the  lizards’  protein  analysis 
and  a  photomicrograph  of  its  chromosomes 

on  which  he  had  scribbled  “It  is!”  I  was 
elated  by  the  discovery  and  realized  that  the 

rain  forest,  the  global  cradle  of  biodiversity, 

had  told  us  another  interesting  story.  And  I 

wondered,  in  view  of  the  high  extinction 

rate  in  these  tropical  forests,  what  other 

such  stories  may  never  be  told. 

Allan  L.  Markezich  is  an  associate  profes¬ 

sor  in  the  Department  of  Natural  Sciences 

and  Engineering  at  Black  Hawk  College, 

Moline,  Illinois,  and  a  research  associate 

at  the  Universidad  Nacional  Experimental 

de  los  Llanos  Occidentales  Ezequiel 
Zamora  in  Venezuela. 
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composition,  and  holds  the  enzymes  and 

I  other  proteins  in  a  state  of  suspended  ani- 

mation.  Upon  thawing,  physiological  ac- 
I  tivity  resumes  for  a  while  before  decom¬ 

position  begins.  If  the  samples  thawed  in 

the  transfer,  the  fragile  molecules  needed 

for  the  study  would  be  lost. 

After  two  weeks  in  Dessauer’s  labora- 

!  tory,  we  had  analyzed  proteins  represent- 

I  ing  thirty-two  genes,  each  procedure  being 
I  an  independent  test  of  whether  G.  cryptus 

was  the  predicted  lizard.  We  compared 

,  each  of  these  proteins  with  those  from  G. 

underwoodi,  the  parthenogenetic  hybrid, 

and  G.  speciosus,  its  one  known  ancestor. 

Of  the  thirty-two  proteins  from  G.  cryptus , 

thirty-one  matched  the  proteins  we  had 
predicted  for  the  missing  lizard.  Because  a 

certain  amount  of  genetic  variation  is  nor¬ 

mal  in  most  populations,  a  single  mis¬ 
matched  protein  posed  no  problem.  G. 

ayptus  is  indeed  the  lizard  foretold. 

At  some  time  in  the  past,  somewhere  in 

the  upper  drainage  system  of  the  Orinoco 

River  in  southern  Venezuela,  G.  cryptus 

mated  with  G.  speciosus,  a  species  that 

ranges  from  northern  South  America  to 

southern  Mexico.  On  one  or  more  occa¬ 

sions,  the  union  produced  a  successful  hy¬ 
brid,  G.  underwoodi,  that  could  reproduce 

by  parthenogenesis.  The  clone  then  dis¬ 

persed  along  the  Orinoco  and  its  tribu¬ 
taries,  spread  throughout  much  of  the 

Guiana  region,  and  finally  reached  some 
of  the  southern  West  Indies. 

The  case  of  these  diminutive  lizards  il¬ 

lustrates  the  power  of  genetics  to  unravel 

complex  relationships  between  species  in 

ways  that  were  impossible  about  a  decade 

ago.  Without  detailed  genetic  studies,  dis¬ 
tinguishing  one  species  from  another  and 

determining  the  history  of  their  relation¬ 
ships  can  be  difficult  or  impossible.  Does 

an  unusual  animal  represent  a  new  species 

or  merely  a  variant  of  a  known  one?  We 

also  are  wondering  how  many  other  cryp¬ 
tic  species  inhabit  Amazonia.  Few  have 

produced  parthenogenetic  hybrids  to  draw 

our  attention  to  them,  as  G.  ayptus  did. 

We  may  be  underestimating  the  earth’s 
biodiversity.  The  identification  of  species 

is  critical  because  it  is  the  starting  point  for 

understanding  an  organism’s  role  in  the 
ecosystem.  Without  such  knowledge,  we 

cannot  begin  to  know  which  species  are 

critically  important,  which  are  endan¬ 

gered,  or  which  geographic  areas  are  of 

special  importance  for  conservation. 

Charles  J.  Cole  is  a  curator  in  the  Depart¬ 

ment  of  Herpetology  and  Ichthyology  at 

the  American  Museum  of  Natural  Histoiy. 

American  Museum  of  Natural  History 

SACRED  CITIES  OF 

SOUTHEAST  ASIA 

January  9-31,  1995 
Bali 

Borobudur 

Prambanan 

Singapore 

Ho  Chi  Minh  City 

Da  Nang 

Hoi  An 

Halong  Bay 

Haiphong 

Hanoi 

Phnom  Penh 

Siem  Reap 

Angkor 

The  ancient  lands  of  Southeast  Asia  are  steeped  in  the  history  of  powerful 

dynasties.  Throughout  this  beautiful  and  lush  region  are  the  remnants  of  tem¬ 

ples,  monuments  and  once-magnificent  cities  reclaimed  from  nature  after 
being  lost  for  centuries,  as  well  as  modern  cities  still  exuding  the  charms  of 

the  past.  This  winter  a  team  of  lecturers  from  the  American  Museum  of 

Natural  History  will  accompany  a  small  group  aboard  the  Illiria  as  we 

explore  some  of  the  greatest  treasures  of  Indonesia,  Vietnam  and  Cambodia: 

the  temples  of  Bali,  Borobudur, 

Prambanan,  the  Marble  Mountains 

of  Da  Nang,  ancient  Hue,  Halong 

Bay,  bustling  Hanoi,  the  lovely  city 

of  Phnom  Penh  and  the  spectacular 

wats  of  Angkor.  Join  us  for  this  very 

unusual  cruise. 

American 
Museum  of 
Natural History 

Discovery  Cruises 
Central  Park  West  at  79th  Street 

New  York,  NY  10024-5192 

Toll-free  (800)  462-8687  or 

(212)  769-5700  in  New  York 
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At  the  American  Museum  of  Natural  History 

The  American  Museum: 

From  History  to  Legend 

This  year,  the  American  Museum  of  Nat¬ 
ural  History  marks  its  125th  anniversary. 

Two-hour  walking  tours  of  the  Museum’s 
halls  will  take  place  on  Friday,  August  12,  at 

6:00  p.m.,  and  on  Saturday,  August  13,  at 

4:00  p.m.  The  tours  will  highlight  many  of 

the  stories  behind  the  Museum’s  natural  his¬ 
tory  collection,  the  largest  in  the  world.  Free 

with  admission,  tours  begin  in  the  second- 
floor  Rotunda  near  the  information  desk. 

Call  (212)  769-5562. 

The  Moon  and  Beyond 

Discoveries  of  black  holes,  new  planets, 

and  colliding  galaxies  are  being  docu¬ 
mented  daily  with  the  help  of  advanced 

technologies  such  as  those  associated  with 

the  Hubble  Space  Telescope  and  the  Comp¬ 

ton  Gamma  Ray  Observatory.  The  Planetar¬ 

ium’s  Sky  Show,  “Update:  The  Universe,” 
provides  current  astronomical  news  and  in¬ 
formation  about  the  universe.  Show  times 

Monday  through  Friday  are  1:30  and  3:30 

p.m.  On  weekends  the  film  will  be  shown  at 

1:00,  2:00,  3:00,  and  4:00  p.m. 

A  special  exhibition  in  the  Planetarium, 

“Man  on  the  Moon:  The  Apollo  Adven¬ 

ture,”  marks  the  twenty-fifth  anniversary  of 

the  Apollo  11  moon  landing.  The  award¬ 
winning  film,  Eagle  Has  Landed,  will  be 
shown  continuously  at  the  exhibition.  Call 

(212)  769-5900  for  information  about  all 
Planetarium  events. 

Africa:  The  Serengeti 

Each  year,  millions  of  wildebeests, 

gazelles,  and  zebras  migrate  across  seven 

hundred  miles  of  the  Serengeti,  the  vast  sa¬ 
vanna  ecosystem  that  straddles  two  East 
African  countries.  A  new  IMAX  film, 

Africa:  The  Serengeti,  will  feature  the  wild¬ 
life  that  inhabit  these  rich  plains,  including 

crocodiles,  giraffes,  lions,  leopards,  and  ele¬ 
phants.  Showtimes  are  10:30  and  1 1 :30  a.m. 

and  1:30  and  3:30  p.m.  daily.  Search  for  the 
Great  Sharks  will  continue  to  be  shown  at 

12:30,  2:30,  and  4:30  p.m.  daily.  For  infor¬ 

mation,  call  (212)  769-5200. 

Baby  Belugas 

The  first  surviving  beluga  whales  bom  in 

captivity  are  at  New  York’s  Aquarium  for Wildlife  Conservation.  The  baby  whales, 

two  males  and  one  female,  are  now  three 

years  old  and  will  be  the  subject  of  a  talk  by 

Louis  Garibaldi,  the  Aquarium’s  director,  on 
Thursday,  August  25,  at  7:00  p.m.  in  the 
Kaufmann  Theater.  He  will  also  discuss  the 

approximately  65,000  belugas  that  roam  the 
arctic  waters  off  Canada,  Greenland,  and 

Alaska  and  will  examine  some  of  the 

tremendous  threats  to  these  animals  from 

toxic  pollution  and  subsistence  hunting.  For 
ticket  availability  and  information,  call 

(212)769-5606. 

These  events  take  place  in  the  American 

Museum  of  Natural  History,  Central  Park 

West  at  79th  Street  in  New  York  City.  The 
Kaufmann  Theater  is  located  in  the  Charles 

A.  Dana  Education  Wing.  The  Museum  has 

a  pay-what-you-wish  admission  policy.  For 
more  information  about  the  Museum,  call 

(212)  769-5100. 

Roy  Chapman  Andrews,  leader  of  the  Museum’s  Third  Asiatic  Expedition  to  Inner  Mongolia, July  1926,  collects  a  young  kite, 
mm 
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American  Museum  of  Naturae  History 

Irkutsk 
MONGOLIA 

Polo,  the  cultural  riches  and 

natural  wonders  of  China 

have  intrigued  visitors. 
Lesser  known  are  the  riches 

of  neighboring  Vietnam.  This 

October,  enjoy  the  spectacu¬ 
lar  landscapes  of  rural  China 
and  Vietnam  and  a  rare  look 

at  other  cultures  as  we  travel 

from  Beijing  to  Hanoi  with  a 

team  of  Museum  experts. 

Among  the  highlights  of  our 

journey  are  the  terracotta  sol¬ 

diers  of  Xi’an,  the  Stone  for¬ 
est  of  Kunming,  the  lovely  Li 
River  and  the  Red  River 

Valley  of  Vietnam. 

Yaroslavl RUSSIA 

Moscow Novosibirsk 

CHINA  Beiii^><,  :  ' 

Xi'an 

American 
Museum  of 
Natural History 

Discovery  Tours 
Central  Park  West  at  79th  Street 

New  York,  NY  10024-5192 

Toll-free  (800)  462-8687 

(212)  769-5700  in  New  York 

Chengdu 

lernoi 
IETNAM 

Train  Journeys  to  Ancient  Lands 
BEIJING  TO  MOSCOW 

September  15-30,  1994 

The  legendary  Trans-Siberian  is  one  of  the  greatest  rail¬ 

ways  in  the  world.  Join  a  team  of  American  Museum  lec¬ 

turers  this  September  for  a  5,300-mile  journey  from 

Beijing  to  Moscow.  Tracing  the  ancient  route  of  the  tea 

caravans,  we  will  travel  through  the  vast  Gobi,  the 

Mongolian  steppe,  the  expansive  Siberian  taiga  and  along 

magnificent  Lake  Baikal.  We  will  also  explore  numerous 

Siberian  cities,  frontier  towns  and  traditional  Mongolian 

ger  camps,  as  well  as  the  great  cities  of  Beijing  and 
Moscow. 

Since  the  time  of  Marco 

BEIJING  TO  HANOI 

with  an  optional  extension  to  Angkor  Wat 

October  25  -  November  12, 1994 



Tl\e  Market 
Art/Crafts 

AFRICAN  MASKS  AND  FIGURES,  $150  -  $350, 
please  request  photos,  McCoy  Imports,  Liberty,  NY 
12754. 

NAVAJO,  ZUNI  —  OLD  PAWN  jewelry  —  sandpaint- 
ings,  kachinas.  Wholesale  catalog  $3.00.  Indian 

Treasures,  Box  9771 -NH,  Phoenix,  AZ  85068. 

AUTHORS  WANTED 
Leading  subsidy  book  publisher  seeks  manuscripts  of 

all  types:  fiction,  non-fiction,  poetry,  scholarly,  juve¬ 
nile  and  religious  works,  etc.  New  authors  welcomed 

Send  for  free  32-page  illustrated  booklet  W-82 
Vantage  Press,  516  W  34  St.,  New  York,  NY  10001 

WE’LL  PUBLISH  YOUR  BOOK!  Our  46  years  experi¬ 
ence  will  help  you  to  success.  Send  Manuscript  or 
outline  for  free  information  and  evaluation.  Rivercross 

Publishing,  Dept.  NH,  127  East  59th  Street,  New  York, 
NY  10022. 

YESTERDAY’S  BOOKS  LOCATED,  no  obligation. 
Out-of-State  Book  Service,  Box  3253J,  San  Clemente, 

CA  92674-3253  (714)492-2976 

Books/Publications 

DO  YOU  HAVE  A  BOOK  TO  PUBLISH?  Contact  es¬ 

tablished  co-operative  publisher  with  offices  in  USA  and 
Europe.  Call  Pentland  Press,  Inc.  1  -800-948-2786. 

Bargain  Books 
|  Save  up  to  80%  on  publishers'  overstocks,  | remainders.  Thousands  of  books,  from 

yesterday's  best  sellers  to  rarely  seen  titles.  I 
Birds  &  Animals,  Nature,  Gardening, 

Cooking,  Fiction,  History — over  40  subject  I 
areas.  Write  for  FREE  CATALOG.  1 

^ am ilton^BoxM 5-992,  Falls  Village  CT  0603^J 

LEARN  TO  KEEP  BOAS,  PYTHONS  and  other 

snakes.  Informative  guide.  Send  $5.95:  Larsen  Un¬ 
limited  P.O.  Box  6267  Ogden,  UT  84402. 

MANUSCRIPTS  WANTED,  all  types.  Publisher  with 

70-year  tradition.  Free  examination,  “Guide  to  Publi¬ 
cation.”  1  -800-695-9599. 

OUT-OF-PRINT  BOOKS  on  Geology,  Archaeology, 

Natural  History  and  related  subjects.  Free  catalogs. 
The  Hannum  Company,  Box  1505,  Ardmore,  OK 
73402-1505 

PUBLISH  YOUR  BOOK!  All  subjects  invited.  Attractive 
books,  publicity,  advertising,  quality  service,  covering  5 
decades  of  satisfied  authors.  Send  for  fact-filled  book¬ 
let  and  Free  manuscript  report.  Carlton  Press,  Dept. 
NHH,  1 1  W.  32nd  St.,  New  York,  NY  10001 

Hmong  family  selling  vegetables  at  a  Missoula,  Montana,  farmer’s  market. Bill  Gabriel 

Education 

SPEAK  SPANISH,  FRENCH  OR  ANY  OF  71  Lan¬ 

guages  as  U.S.  diplomats  do  using  same  self-study 
cassettes/textbook.  Nearly  50%  savings!  Free  cat¬ 

alog.  Call  Audio  Language  Institute,  1-800-722- 
6394. 

VETERINARY  ASSISTANT/ANIMAL  CARE  Careers. 

Home  study.  P.C.D.I.,  Atlanta,  Georgia.  Free  literature. 
800-362-7070  Dept.  CC 124. 

WILDLIFE  CONSERVATION/OUTDOORS/Ecology 

careers.  Home  study.  Free  literature.  P.C.D.I.,  At¬ 

lanta,  Georgia.  800-362-7070  Dept.  NNJ124. 

WOODS  HOLE  Bermuda  Science  Writing  Program. 

Are  you  the  next  Rachel  Carson,  Lewis  Thomas  or 
Stephen  Jay  Gould?  Join  a  writing  program  in  a 
unique  research  community.  Woods  Hole  Writing,  PO 

331,  Woods  Hole,  MA  02543  (508)540-3044. 

Employment  Opportunities 

A1  JOBS.  To  $1,000  daily!  Overseas.  Stateside. 
Freelist!  ZINCVO,  Box  585,  Dearborn,  Ml  48120. 

EASY  WORK!  EXCELLENT  PAY!  Assemble  products 

at  home.  Call  toll  free  1  -800-467-5566  Ext.  6371 

GET  PAID  FOR  READING  BOOKS!  $100  per  book. 

Send  name,  address  to  Calco  Publishing  (Dept.  C- 
515),  500  South  Broad,  Meriden,  CT  06450. 

Merchandise/Gifts 

PASSPORT  CASE.  Burgundy  Leather.  Solid  Brass  Plate 
with  your  initials.  Send  $26.95  Cash  or  Check.  Greentree 
Enterprises,  PO.  Box  5459,  Hillside,  N.J.  07205. 

Roman  Numeral  Digital  Clock 
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•  Full  1-yr  guarantee 

•  MC,  VISA,  Am.  Express 

383  MIDDLESEX  AVE.,  WILMINGTON,  MA  01887  •  800-446-1037 

RELAXATION  TOOLS:  New  recycled  Envirope  ham¬ 
mocks,  accessories,  our  exclusive  Hanging  Chair. 

Satisfaction  guaranteed.  Free  brochure.  (800)688- 
8946.  Twin  Oaks  Hammocks,  Rt  4,  Box  169,  Louisa 
VA  23093. 

Music 

EXCITING  WORLD  MUSIC.  India,  Africa,  Latin  Amer¬ 
ica,  Native  American  music,  and  more.  Our  new  catalog 
of  traditional  and  modern  CDs  and  cassettes  is  yours  for 
the  asking.  Write:  Music  of  the  World,  P.O.  Box  3620 

Chapel  Hill,  NC  27515  or  call  (919)  932-9600. 

Photo/Optical 

BINOCULAR  SALES  AND  SERVICE.  Repairing 
binoculars  since  1923.  Alignment  performed  on  our 
U.S.  Navy  collimator.  Free  catalog  and  our  article 

“Know  Your  Binoculars,”  published  in  Audubon  Maga¬ zine.  Mirakel  Optical  Co.  Inc.,  331  Mansion  St.,  West 

Coxsackie,  NY  12192  (518)731-2610 
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Tours/Trips South  American  Adventures 
ADVENTURE  CALLING!  Outstanding  wildlife  safaris  in 

Kenya,  Tanzania,  Botswana,  Rwanda,  Zimbabwe  & 
South  Africa.  Low  cost  camping  or  deluxe.  Amazon! 

Cruise,  camp,  hike  or  paddle  the  jungle  wilderness.  Fan¬ 
tastic  flora  &  fauna.  Galapagos!  Swim,  sail  and  snorkel 

Darwin’s  “Enchanted  Isles.”  Choice  yachts,  Machu  Pic- 
chu  option.  Costa  Rica!  Rainforest  expeditions  alive  with 
dazzling  birds  and  tropical  wildlife.  Small  groups,  expert 

guides,  guaranteed  departures.  Free  Brochures!  Spe¬ 
cial  Interest  Tours.  Call  (800)  525-6772. 

ADVENTURES  IN  AFRICA  &  EGYPT:  Economical 

camping  safaris  in  Kenya,  Tanzania,  Uganda,  Zim¬ 
babwe,  Botswana,  Namibia.  Kilimanjaro  climbs,  go- 

1,  i'a  tracking,  more.  Also,  unique  tours  in  Egypt,  Israel, 
T;  irkey,  Jordan,  Syria.  Free  color  catalogs.  Flimalayan 

T-avel,  (800)  225-2380,  24  hours. 

YACUMAMA  LODGE.  Elegant,  traditional  wilderness 

lodge.  Cruise  100  miles  into  the  remote  rain  forest. 
Abundant  wildlife,  pink  dolphins, 

.  pristine  lakes.  Private  accomo- 
dat'ons'  9ourmet  cuisine  in 

**s^;  total  personal  comfort. 

1  (800)  854-0023 
10629  N.  Kendall  Drive  Miami,  Florida  33176  (305)  279-8494 

AFRICA!  —  Affordable  adventures  that  explore  Africa’s 
wildlife  and  cultures  in  depth.  Tanzania,  Kenya, 

Botswana,  Namibia.  Excellent  guides  and  itineraries. 

Small  groups  or  private  safaris.  Voyagers,  Dept.  NH, 

Box  915,  Ithaca,  NY  14851 .  (607)  257-3091. _ 

AFRICA:  Personalized  safaris  in  East  and  Southern 

Africa  featuring  Ranch/Private  Home  Safaris,  Box  49, 

Mt.  Tremper,  NY  12457  1-800-724-1221. 

ALLAGASH  CANOE  TRIPS.  Maine  and  Canada. 

Wilderness,  wildlife.  Guided  adventures  for  adults, 

families,  teens.  Box  71 3H,  Greenville,  ME  04441 

(207)  695-3668. _ _ 

AMAZON  RAINFOREST  EXPLORATION  with  natu- 

ralisi  guide.  Stay  at  beautiful  lodge/deep  jungle  camp. 

Affordable  rates,  small  groups/independent  travelers. 

Free  brochure  (800)  765-5657.  Sol  International, 

1 3780  S.W.  56th  St.  107,  Miami  FL  33175 _ 

AUSTRALIA/NEW  ZEALAND  WALKABOUTS: 

Nature,  Hiking  and  the  Outdoors.  Enjoy  hiking  and 

camping  safaris,  lodge  stays,  and  island  res
orts  in 

New  Zealand’s  scenic  National  Parks  and  Milford 

Track;  Australia’s  Outback,  Tropical  North,  and  Great 

Barrier  Reef.  Pacific  Exploration  Co.,  Box  3042-N,
 

Santa  Barbara,  CA  93130  (805)687-7282. 

GALAPAGOS 
You,  9  other  adventurers  and  our  licensed 

naturalist  will  sail  by  yacht  to  explore  more  islands 

than  any  other  Galapagos  expedition.  60  trip 

dates.  Machu  Picchu  option.  Free  brochure. 

Inca  Floats  510-420-1550 

1  31 1  -N  63rd  St.,  Emeryville  CA  94608 

BELIZE,  TIKAL,  COPAN,  Bay  Islands,  and 
 Costa  Rica 

-  exceptional  tropical  paradise  vacations  - 
 Great  Trips 

(800)552-34 19,  (218)847-4441. 

COSTA  RICA  &  Central  America.  Na
tional  Parks, 

wildlife,  birdwatching,  rafting,  beaches.  
Weekly  depar- 

tnrpq  Free  brochures.  Terra  Adventure
s,  70-15 

Nansen  ̂   Forest  Hills,  NY  11375.  (800)53-T
ERRA 

•Galapagos  Islands 
•Patagonia/Peru 
•Tikal/Belize 

Call  for  94/95  brochure 

501  Fifth  Ave.  New  York,  N.Y.  (212)  370-0555  1-800-872-4256 

DISCOVER  MEXICO’S  COPPER  CANYON,  Costa 
Rica,  more  with  the  California  Native.  Call  1  -800-926- 
1 1 40  for  free  newsletter. 

EXPLORE  UNDERWATER  LIFE.  Spend  a  week 

aboard  the  “M/V  Dream  Too”.  Swim,  Dive  or  Snorkel 

with  Wild  Dolphin,  Shark  and  Reef  Creatures.  1-800- 
741-5335  or  1-407-723-9312. 

GALAPAGOS-AMAZON.  Best  choice  of  cruises:  Lux¬ 

ury  to  Economy.  Weekly  departures.  Free  brochures. 
Terra  Adventures,  70-15  Nansen  St.,  Forest  Hills,  NY 

11375  (800)53-TERRA. 

The  Amazon,  Machu  Picchu  &  more. . . 

'  ILr 

.  The  specialists  in m 
Latin  American 

EC®  adventure  travel. t.  n 

1(800)854-0023 
10629  N.  Kendall  Drive  Miami,  Florida  33176  (305)279-8494 

GALAPAGOS!  —  Excellent  boats,  small  groups,  natu¬ 
ralist  guides.  In-depth  natural  history  and  photo  trips 

include  mainland  Ecuador  and  optional  Amazon  Basin 

extension.  Voyagers,  Dept.  NG,  Box  915,  Ithaca,  NY 
14851.  (607)257-3091. _ _ 

GALAPAGOS  ISLANDS  tours  since  1979.  Mainland 

Ecuador/Peru/Boliva  options.  Joseph  Colley,  LAST 

Inc.  43  Millstone,  Randallstown,  MD  21133  (410)  922- 
3116. 

GALAPAGOS.  Specializing  in  comprehensive,  profes¬ 

sionally-led,  natural  history  and  photo  tours  of  the 

Galapagos  Islands.  Monthly  departures/12  passen¬ 

ger  yachts.  Galapagos  Travel,  P.O.  Box  1220,  San 

Juan  Bautista,  CA  95045  (800)969-9014. 

COSTARICA*  GALAPAGOS 

ARCTIC  •  AUSTRALIA  •  ALASKA 

BAJA  •  CARIBBEAN 

Quality  Natural  History  &  Photography 

Trips  -  20  Years  Experience 

BIOLOGICAL  JOURNEYS 
1696N  Ocean  Dr.,  McKinleyville,  CA  95521 

800-548-7555  or  707-839-0178 

GREEK  ISLES,  TURKEY,  COSTA  RICA,  Guatemala
, 

Honduras,  Indonesia,  Pakistan,  India,  Yemen,  Jordan
, 

Syria  Egypt,  Scotland,  England,  Ecuador,  Galap
agos, 

Australia  New  Zealand  and  many  more.  Small  group 

holidays  for  all  ages.  Call  for  brochure  and  iti
neraries. 

Adventures  Abroad  1-800-665-3998,  24  hours. _ 

INDIA  NEPAL,  TIBET,  THAILAND,  BORNEO,  I
ndone¬ 

sia  Vietnam.  Tours,  treks,  safaris,  overland 
 adven¬ 

tures.  Huge  selection.  Affordable  rates.  Fre
e  color 

catalogs.  Himalayan  Travel,  112  Prospect  St.
,  Stam¬ 

ford,  Ct  06901 .  (800)225-2380,  24  hours. 

fSTDOSieSlA  *  mA/LAJVD 
v/eouAm  ♦  CAcneoviA 

LAOS*  BUjimA 
Bolder  jL £ 

A .dvenCures 
Call  For  Travel  Catalog 

800-642-2742 

MACHU  PICCHU  &  South  America.  Trekking  the  Inca 

Trail.  Amazon.  Patagonia.  Guaranteed 

departures/customized  itineraries.  Free  brochures. 

Terra  Adventures,  70-15  Nansen  St.,  Forest  Hills,  NY 11375.  (800)53-TERRA. _ _ 

NOMADS  AND  TRIBAL  PEOPLES:  group  and  cus¬ 

tom  itineraries:  Tuaregs  of  the  Sahara.  Timbuktu; 

Mali’s  Dogon;  Ethiopia’s  Omo  Valley;  Pygmies  of  the 

CAR,  Niger’s  Wodaabe  festivals;  Venezuela’s Yanomamo;  Jivaro  Indians  in  Ecuadorian  Amazon; 

Morocco’s  Berbers;  Namibia’s  Himba;  India;  Ladakh; 

Irian  Jaya;  Borneo;  Indonesia;  Turkey;  Yemen;  Oman; 

Emirates.  Natural  history;  Galapagos;  Brazil;  Ar¬ 

gentina;  Chile;  Costa  Rica;  Botswana,  Namibia;  Zim¬ 
babwe;  South  Africa.  Turtle  Tours,  Inc,  PO  Box  1147, 

Carefree,  AZ  85377;  tel:  (602)  488-3688;  fax  (602) 
488  3406. 

SOLAR  ECLIPSE  November  03.  Camping  in 

southern  Peru,  best  view  point.  Continue  with 

trekking  the  Inca  Trail  to  Machu  Picchu.  Terra  Ad¬ 
ventures,  70-15  Nansen  St.,  Forest  Hills  NY 11375.  (800)53-TERRA.  _ _ 

SOUTH  &  CENTRAL  AMERICA:  Overland  &  natural 

history  tours,  Amazon,  Galapagos,  Andean  trekking. 

Free  color  catalog.  Himalayan  Travel.  (800)225-2380. 

TOTAL  SOLAR  ECLIPSE!  —  Off  the  beaten  path  pho¬ 

tographic  tour  for  the  November  eclipse  to  Argentina, 

Chile,  and  Bolivia.  Group  size  limited.  Voyagers, 

Dept.  NE,  Box  915,  Ithaca,  NY  14851.  (607)  257- 

3091. 

VENEZUELA  BIRDING  AND  NATURAL  HISTORY. 

Low  cost,  customized  itineraries.  Other  exceptional 

eco-tour  packages.  Tread  Lightly  Limited,  (800)643- 

0060;  (203)868-1710. 

Jmalayan  cultures  and  nature  on  70  year  round 
hikinq  &  non-hiking  trips.  Professional  service.  Small  group Request  JOURNEYS 

catalog.  1-800-255-8735 

4011  Jackson  Rd,  Dept.NH  .Ann  Arbor,  Ml  48103 
Himalavan  Nature  <5  Culture  explorations  since  1978. 

Rates  and  Style  Information _ 

$3  90  per  word:  1 6  word  minimum.  Display  classified 

is  $425  per  inch.  All  advertisements  must  be  prepaid. 

Rates  are  not  structured  for  agency  or  cash  dis¬ 

counts.  All  advertisements  are  accepted  at  NAT¬ 

URAL  HISTORY’S  discretion.  Send  check/money 

order  to:  The  Market/NATURAL  HISTORY  Magazine. 

Central  Park  West  at  79th  St.,  New  York,  NY  10024. 

Direct  any  written  inquiries  to  Eileen  O’Keefe  at  the 
above  address.  Please  include  your  personal  ad¬ 

dress  and  telephone  number,  issue  preferred,  and 

suggested  category.  Deadline — 1st  of  the  month, 
two  months  prior  to  cover  date. 
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The  Natural  Moment 

A  Bee  in 
Every 
Blossom 

What’s  wrong  with  this  picture?  The  honeybees  visiting  the 
blooms  of  this  orchid  are  dead.  In  its  drive  for  nectar,  each  bee  has1 
become  stuck  in  a  blossom,  its  thorax  tightly  wedged  into  the 

narrow  entrance.  The  orchid,  however,  is  not  carnivorous;  the 

dead  bees  demonstrate  what  can  go  wrong  when  humans 

introduce  a  species  into  a  new  part  of  the  world.  The  orchid 
Dendrobium  stratiotes  is  native  to  the  Moluccas  and  western  New 

Guinea,  where  smaller,  indigenous  bees  can  easily  reach  the  pool 



of  nectar  within  and  can  back  out  again  to  visit  other  flowers. 

But  once  transplanted  to  Hawaii,  where  this  photograph  was 

taken,  the  orchid  becomes  a  death  trap  for  the  common 

honeybee,  Apis  mellifera,  which  is  itself  foreign  to  the  islands. 
Such  fatal  mismatches  between  bees  and  flowers  are  rare,  but 

not  surprising.  Flowers  and  their  pollinators  have  evolved  into 

finely  tuned  systems  in  which  pollinators  are  rewarded. 

Orchids,  in  particular,  have  evolved  features  that  attract  specific 

pollinators.  This  exclusivity  may  confer  a  reproductive 

advantage  on  plants  that  are  widely  scattered  throughout  a  rain 

forest.  Common  honeybees,  however,  will  visit  almost  any 

flower  to  steal  their  reward,  and  in  this  case  they 

got  caught. — R.  A. 

Photograph  by  Kjell  B.  Sandved 
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The  first  underwater  wreck  that  Daniel 

,1.  Lenihan  (page  26)  examined  in  Mi¬ 
cronesia  was  the  Leonora ,  the  ship  of  the 

notorious  outlaw  Bully  1  laves,  sunk  in 

1S74  off  Kosrae.  Side  trips  to  Guam  and 

■■  | 

Truk  1  .agoon  soon  had  him  hooked  on  the  | 

region's  World  War  11  remains.  Chief  of 
the  Submerged  Cultural  Resources  Unit 
of  the  National  Park  Service,  Lenihan  is 

based  in  Santa  Fe.  He  is  currently  work¬ 

ing  on  projects  to  identify  and  preserve 

American  historical  sites  in  foreign  wa¬ 

ters.  as  well  as  on  a  major  survey  of  ship¬ 

wrecks  in  Florida's  national  parks.  For  ad¬ 
ditional  reading  he  recommends  The 
Liberation  of  Guam,  by  Harry  Gailey 

(Novato:  Presidio  Press.  1488);  Kosrae: 
The  Sleeping  Lady  Awakens,  by  Harvey 

Gordon  Segal  (Federated  States  of  Mi¬ 
cronesia:  Kosrae  Tourist  Division,  1989); 

and  Operation  Crossroads:  The  Atomic 
Tests  at  Bikini  Atoll,  by  Jonathan  M. 

Weisgall  (Annapolis:  Naval  Institute 
Press"  1994). 

In  1962.  while  an  undergraduate  at  the 

City  College  of  New  York.  Howard 

Topoff(page  40)  accepted  a  part-time 

research  position  at  the  American  Mu¬ 
seum  of  Natural  History.  He  never  left. 

His  undergraduate  project,  sponsored  by 
the  National  Science  Foundation,  was  a 

behavioral  and  ecological  study  of  army 

ants.  By  the  time  he  entered  graduate 

school,  his  doctoral  thesis  was  half  com¬ 

pleted.  For  the  next  fifteen  years,  he  con¬ 
tinued  field  studies  on  the  social  behavior 

of  army  ants,  first  in  Panama  and  then  at 

the  Museum's  Southwestern  Research 
Station  in  the  Chiricahua  Mountains  of 

Arizona.  Then  an  occupational  hazard  got 

in  the  way.  “Army  ant  colonies  have  tens 

of  thousand  of  workers.”  say  Topoff,  "and 

it's  virtually  impossible  to  study  them 
without  receiving  multiple  stings.  Even¬ 
tually,  I  developed  a  sensitivity  to  their 

venom,  and  my  reaction  to  it  became  pro¬ 
gressively  worse  each  year.  During  my 

studies  of  army  ants  in  Arizona.  1  fre¬ 

quently  encountered  raids  of  slave-mak¬ 

ing  ants,  and  1  gradually  became  fasci¬ 
nated  with  the  questions  of  how  social 

parasitism  evolved.  When  1  learned  that 

slave-making  ants  in  the  genus  Polyergus 

don't  have  stingers,  1  knew  it  was  a  done 
deal.”  Topoff  is  currently  a  professor  of 

psychology  at  Hunter  College  of  the  City 
University  of  New  York,  where  he 
teaches  courses  in  animal  behavior.  At  the 

American  Museum,  he  is  a  research  asso¬ 
ciate  in  the  Department  of  Entomology. 

For  information  on  the  biology  and  be¬ 

havior  of  ants  in  general,  he  recommends 

The  Ants,  by  Bert  Hdlldobler  and  Edward 

O.  Wilson  (Cambridge:  Belknap  Press, 
1990).  For  a  more  detailed  account  of 

colony  takeover  by  queens  of  slave-mak¬ 
ing  ants,  see  Topoff  s  article  in  the  journal 
Animal  Behavior,  vol.  46  (1993). 
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American  Museum  of  Natural  History 

THE  JOURNEY  OF  Istanbul 

ODYSSEUS 
October  12-28, 1994 

The  Mediterranean,  steeped  in  the  mytholo¬ 

gy  of  the  ancient  Greeks,  is  a  treasure-trove 
of  legendary  landmarks.  Even  after  some 

3,000  years,  Homer’s  epic  tale  of  the  journey 
of  Odysseus  throughout  this  region  continues 

to  enchant  romantics  and  inspire  adventurers. 

Mycenae 
Tiryns 

Malta 

Tunis 

Carthage 

Corsica 

Monte  Circeo 

Naples 

Phlegrean  Fields 

Pompeii 

Herculaneum 

Aeolian  Islands 

Corfu 

Ithaca 

Athens 

Marine  biologist  Tierney  Thys  (page 

36)  is  working  toward  her  Ph.D.  in  the 

Department  of  Zoology  at  Duke  Univer¬ 

sity  in  North  Carolina.  A  native  Californ¬ 
ian  and  avid  scuba  diver  since  the  age  of 

fifteen,  she  first  became  interested  in 

molas  while  diving  in  Monterey  Bay  sev¬ 

eral  years  ago.  “Monterey  Bay  has  a  truly 

exotic  assortment  of  fishes,”  she  says, 

“not  only  molas,  but  opahs  and  mako 

sharks  appear  from  the  open  ocean,  while 

gulper  eels,  hatchetfish,  and  dragonfish 

emerge  from  the  7,000-foot-deep  Mon¬ 

terey  Canyon.  Add  to  that  gray  whales, 

orcas,  sea  otters,  seals,  and  sea  lions,  and 

you  have  a  marine  biologists’  heaven. 

When  she’s  not  doing  fieldwork  during 

the  summers,  Thys  teaches  comparative 

vertebrate  anatomy  at  Duke  and  pines  for 

the  Pacific.  Her  photographic  collaborator 

on  the  mola  article,  Mike  Johnson,  has 

spent  four  years  taking  pictures  of  the 

marine  life  associated  with  drift  kelp  off 

the  coast  of  southern  California.  Johnson 

holds  a  bachelor’s  degree  in  geography 

from  San  Diego  State  University  and  is 

working  on  his  master  s  degree  in  
educa¬ 

tional  technology. 

This  fall,  a  team  of  American  Museum  and  guest  lecturers  will
  lead  an  excit¬ 

ing  voyage  retracing  the  wanderings  of  Odysseus,  from  the
  ancient  city  of 

Troy  to  the  mysterious  islands  in  the  farthest  reaches  of  
Homer’s  world.  Join 

us  aboard  the  Stella  Maris  this  fall  as  we  re-create  one  of  the  g
reat  mantime 

journeys  of  all  time. 
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“I’ve  always  loved  watching  animals, 
being  out  of  doors,  and  learning  about 

peoples  of  other  cultures,”  Lynne  A.  Is¬ 

bell  (page  48)  recalls.  “But  I  didn’t  realize 
that  you  could  make  a  career  out  of  that 
combination  of  interests  until  I  read  Jane 

Goodall’s  books  about  chimpanzees. 

Then  it  all  came  together  for  me.”  A  na¬ 
tive  of  southern  California,  Isbell  com¬ 

pleted  her  doctorate  in  animal  behavior  at 

the  University  of  California  at  Davis  in 

1990.  As  a  student,  she  was  offered  the 

chance  to  study  Amboseli  vervets  as  part 

of  a  long-term  research  project  run  by 

husband-and-wife  team  Dorothy  Cheney 
and  Robert  Seyfarth  at  the  University  of 

Clive  G.  Jones  (page  56)  is  a  scientist 

at  the  Institute  of  Ecosystem  Studies 

(LES)  in  Millbrook,  New  York.  There  he 

studies  how  animals,  from  little  Negev 

snails  to  beavers  and  humans,  affect  the 

functioning  of  their  ecosystems,  and  how 
environmental  stress,  in  turn,  affects 

them.  Another  part  of  his  research  fo¬ 
cuses  on  the  effects  of  ozone  and  other 

forms  of  air  pollution  on  cottonwood 

The  photographer  of  this  month’s  “Nat¬ 

ural  Moment”  is  Kjell  B.  Sandved  (page 
74).  A  native  of  Norway,  he  started  as  a 

publisher,  producing  encyclopedias  of  art 
and  music.  In  1960,  Sandved  arrived  at 

the  Smithsonian  Institution’s  Museum  of 
Natural  History,  intending  to  spend  six 

months  researching  and  collecting  pho¬ 

tographs  for  his  next  work,  an  encyclope¬ 
dia  of  animals.  He  was  so  captivated  by 

the  museum’s  vast  collections  and  ex¬ 
hibits  that  he  became  a  volunteer  there 

and  hasn’t  left  yet.  Never  having  taken  a 
photograph  before  starting  at  the  mu¬ 
seum,  he  began  teaching  himself  nature 

microphotography  by  trial  and  error. 

After  two  years  he  joined  the  museum’s 

Pennsylvania.  Now  an  assistant  professor  i 
in  the  Department  of  Anthropology  at 

Rutgers  University,  Isbell  is  researching 

the  comparative  behavioral  ecology  of 

patas  and  vervet  monkeys.  She  has  ob¬ 
served  red  colobus  monkeys  at  Kibale 

Forest  in  Uganda,  vervets  in  Kenya’s  Am¬ boseli  National  Park,  and  patas  and 

vervets  in  Laikipia,  Kenya.  When  she  is 

not  working,  Isbell  enjoys  playing  volley¬ 

ball,  soccer,  and  slow-pitch  softball.  She 

also  likes  training  dogs  “and  generally, 

just  being  around  them.”  Three  years  ago,  \ 
she  married  plant  ecologist  Truman 

Young.  They  have  a  two-month-old  son 
named  Peter. 

trees,  on  the  chewing  and  sucking  insects 

that  feed  on  them,  and  on  leaf  pathogens. 

Coauthor  Moshe  Shachak,  right,  has 

been  studying  desert  isopods,  as  well  as 

snails,  for  nearly  twenty-five  years.  The 

little,  monogamous  isopods  are  so  abun¬ 
dant  that  they  account  for  more  biomass 

than  any  other  animal  in  the  deserts  of 

North  Africa.  As  they  turn  over  and  aer¬ 
ate  the  soil,  they  fill  much  the  same  role 
that  earthworms  do  in  moister  climates. 

Shachak  is  an  associate  professor  at  Ben 

Gurion  University,  the  Blaustein  Institute 

for  Desert  Research,  in  Sede  Boqer,  Is¬ 
rael,  and  an  adjunct  associate  scientist  at 
IES.  He  is  also  interested  in  the  ecology 

of  desertification.  Normally  an  underwa¬ 

ter  photographer,  Jeffrey  L.  Rotman, 

says  the  snail  assignment  was  “a  breath  of 
fresh  air,”  although  it  meant  getting  going 
very  early  in  the  morning,  while  the 
desert  rocks  were  still  covered  with  dew. 

Originally  from  Boston,  Rotman  has 
lived  in  Israel  for  fifteen  years,  but  he 

m 

travels  all  over  the  world  on  his  mostly 

watery  assignments.  For  more  on  these 
subjects,  readers  might  turn  to  Linking 

Species  and  Ecosystems,  edited  by  Jones 

and  John  Lawton  (New  York:  Chapman 

and  Hall),  which  is  due  out  this  month.  A 

general  treatment  of  how  species  affect 

ecosystems  can  be  found  in  “Organisms 

as  Ecosystem  Engineers,”  by  Jones,  Law- 
ton,  and  Shachak,  published  this  year  in 

the  journal  Oikos  (69:373-86). 

staff  as  a  “scientist  aide  photographer”  the  orchid  and  bees  in  this  issue,  Sandved 

and  became  the  institution’s  only  nature  used  a  Nikon  camera  with  bellows  and 
photographer  and  filmmaker.  Working  on  Zeiss  Luminar  lenses, 

his  own  book  projects,  Sandved 
has  traveled  around  the  world. 

One  of  his  most  popular  cre¬ 

ations  was  his  “butterfly  alpha¬ 

bet,”  a  poster  with  each  letter 
and  Arabic  numerals  0  through  9 

formed  by  the  naturally  occur¬ 

ring  patterns  of  the  scales  on  but¬ 
terfly  wings.  After  twenty  years 

spent  examining  the  wings  of 
uncounted  numbers  of  butterflies 

and  moths  around  the  world, 

Sandved  finally  found  all  the  let¬ 
ters  he  needed.  To  photograph 
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AMERICAN  MUSEUM  OF  NATURAL  HISTORY 

Exploring  the  world  with  expert  lecturers 31 
CRUISES 

Images  of  Indonesia 

Sept.  17  -  Oct.  1,  1994 

Journey  of  Odysseus 

October  12-28,  1994 

Galapagos  Islands 

January  6-18,  1995 

and 

January  13-25,  1995 

Sacred  Cities  of 

Southeast  Asia 

January  9-31,  1995 

Sailing  the  Caribbean 

Aboard  the  Sea  Cloud 

January  19-26,  1995 

Baja  Whale  Watching 

Expedition 

February  21  -  March  2,  1995 

Natural  History 

of  New  Zealand 

February  22  -  March  8,  1995 

Natural  Treasures 

of  Costa  Rica  and  Panama 

March  15-25,  1995 

Island  World  of  Japan 

April,  1995 

Exploring  Alaska’s 

Coastal  Wildnerness 

July,  1995 

DISCOVERY  CRUISES 

AND  TOURS 

The  American  Museum  of  Natural 

History,  a  world  leader  in  scientif¬ 

ic  exploration  throughout  its  125- 

year  history,  created  the  first  muse¬ 

um  educational  travel  program  in 

the  country  in  1953.  Reflecting 

American  Museum  exhibition  and 

research  interests,  Discovery 

Cruises  and  Tours  give  partici¬ 

pants  an  opportunity  to  explore 

some  of  the  world’s  greatest 
wildlife  areas,  archeological  sites 

and  exotic  cultural  centers  in  the 

company  of  distinguished  scien¬ 
tists  and  educators.  Each  tour 

reflects  our  commitment  to  further 

the  educational  experience  through 

a  first-hand  understanding  and 

appreciation  of  the  natural  world. 

TRAIN  TRIPS 

Beijing  to  Moscow 

September  15-30,  1994 

Beijing  to  Hanoi 

Oct.  25  -  Nov.  12,  1994 

LAND  PROGRAMS 
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Botswana:  Desert  &  Delta 
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Himalayan  Wildlife 

India  and  Nepal 

November  3-21,  1994 

Holidays  in  Kenya 
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Around  the  World 

by  Private  Jet 

January  19  -  Feb.  21,  1995 

Natural  Treasures 

of  Costa  Rica 

February  4-16,  1995 

Southern  India:  A  Cultural 

Pilgrimage  to  the 

Land  of  the  Ramayana 
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Patagonian  Andes 

of  Chile 
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The  Peoples  of  Bali 

February  22  -  March  5,  1995 

Mexico’s  Ancient 

Civilizations 

March  3-15,  1995 

The  Peoples  of  Tanzania 

March  3-19,  1995 

Israel  Through  the  Ages 

May,  1995 
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THE  OZONE  LAYER 

HAS  PROTECTED  US 

FOR  1.5  BILLION  YEARS. 

IT'S  TIME  WE 
RETURNED  THE  FAVOR. 

All  Ckrysl  er  Corporation  vehicles  made 

since  January,  1994  have  air  conditioners 

that  use  CFC-free  refrigerants.  Th  anks  to 

safer  substitutes  and  system  redesigns,  we  are 

years  ahead  of  government  guidelines.  It  s 
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0  >s»  Catch  what  might  otherwise 
go  unnoticed. 

JF  Ektachrome  Elite  100  film  is  Kodak’s  sharpest  Ektachrome  ever,  with  the  finest 
grain  of  any  100-speed  slide  film.  It  delivers  outstanding  color  accuracy,  and  details A  Kodak  Moment,  so  sharp,  nothing  will  go  unnoticed.  Not  even  a  chameleon. 


